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GEOSITE “IRON GATE” (“DEMIRKAPIYA”) IN RILA
Dimitar Sinnyovsky1, Natalia Kalutskova2, Nikolai Dronin2, Iliyana Tsvetkova1, Nadezhda Atanasova1
1 University
2

of Mining and Geology “St. Ivan Rilski”, 1700 Sofia, sinsky@mgu.bg
Moscow State University “M. V. Lomonosov”, Moscow, nat_nnk@mail.ru

ABSTRACT. Geosite “Iron Gate” (“Demirkapiya”) is situated on the territory of Samokov Municipality, Sofiа District. It is in the glacier valley of Beli Iskar River
between the summits of Golyam Skakavets (2705.9 m) and Musala (2925.4 m). Geosite “Iron Gate” is of aesthetic and scientific value. It includes the deepest part of
the largest glacier valley on the Balkan Peninsula carved out by the Beli Iskar glacier during the Würm Ice Age. This is the deepest place in the valley called
"Demirkapiya" or "Iron Gate", due to the impressive displacement of 1250 m between the riverbed and the surrounding peaks. The Beli Iskar River valley is a typical
U-shaped glacier trough valley with steep slopes and rounded bottom and a length of 21 km between Kanara Cirque and Beli Iskar village. Side glacier moraines on
both slopes of the valley are formed during the ice age and covered later by supraglacial moraines (scree slopes). They consist of angular or somewhat rounded
particles, ranging in size from large boulders to glacial flour, obtained as a result of the rocks disintegration. The monolith granite of the Musala Body of the Rila-West
Rhodopean Batholith is cut by numerous pegmatite, aplite and quartz veins, vein-like granite bodies and dykes of diorite and granite porphyry, suitable for
demonstration of the principle of cross-cutting relationships in geology. Other important geoconservation features of the site are the glacial and periglacial landforms
and deposits, which may serve for demonstration of the manner in which glaciers work. The area is on the territory of the National Park Rila with restricted measures,
according to the requirements of such category protected areas.
Keywords: Geosite “Iron Gate”, Geopark Rila

ГЕОТОП „ЖЕЛЯЗНА ВРАТА” („ДЕМИРКАПИЯ”) В РИЛА
Димитър Синьовски1, Наталия Калуцкова2, Николай Дронин2, Илияна Цветкова1, Надежда Атанасова1
1 Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", 1700 София, sinsky@mgu.bg
2 Московски държавен университет „М. В. Ломоносов”, Москва, nat_nnk@mail.ru
РЕЗЮМЕ. Геотоп "Желязна врата" ("Демиркапия") се намира на територията на община Самоков, област София. Той e в ледниковата долина на р. Бели
Искър между върховете Голям Скакавец (2705.9) и Мусала (2925.4). Геотоп "Желязна врата" е с естетическа и научна стойност. Той включва найдълбоката част от най-голямата ледникова долина на Балканския полуостров, издълбана от белиискърския ледник по време на Вюрмската ледникова
епоха. Това е най-дълбокото място в долината "Демиркапия" или "Желязна врата", поради внушителната денивелация от 1250 м между речното корито и
околните върхове. Долината на река Бели Искър е типична U-образна ледникова долина със стръмни склонове и заоблено дъно и дължина 21 km между
Канарския циркус и с. Бели Искър. Страничните ледникови морени по двата склона на долината са образувани по време на ледниковата епоха и покрити
по-късно от супраглациални склонови морени. Те се състоят от ръбати или леко заоблени късове, вариращи от големи блокове до ледниково брашно,
получени в резултат на разпадането на скалите. Монолитният гранит на Мусаленското тяло на Рило-Западнородопския батолит се пресича от множество
пегматитни, аплитни и кварцови жили, жилоподобни гранитни тела и дайки от диорит и гранит-порфир, подходящи за демонстриране на принципа на
секущите взаимоотношения в геологията. Други важни консервационни характеристики на територията са ледниковите и периглациалните ландшафти и
отложения, които могат да служат за демонстрация на начина, по който действат ледниците. Районът е разположен на територията на Национален парк
"Рила" с ограничени мерки, съгласно изискванията на тази категория защитени територии.
Ключови думи: Геотоп „Желязна врата”, Геопарк Рила

1250 m against Musala Peak. The geosite includes
supraglacial moraines developed on both slopes of the glacier
valley.

Introduction
Geosite “Iron Gate” (“Demirkapiya”) is situated on the
territory of Samokov Municipality, Sofiа District. It is in the
glacier valley of Beli Iskar River between the summits of
Golyam Skakavets (2705.9 m) and Musala (2925.4 m).
Coordinates of the moraines near the road to Beli Iskar Dam
are: 34Т 0710994 E, 4673564 N. This point is situated 14 km
south of Samokov town and 8 km south of Beli Iskar village.

Geological setting
The area has a simple geological structure. The first data
about the native rocks belong to Viquenel (1852) who noted
that the granite forms peaks with a height of 2500-3000 m and
occupies the heights from which Maritsa River expires. On the
watershed between Maritsa and Iskar, the author described
white coarse-grained granite and gray granite.

Category
Geosite “Iron Gate” is of aesthetic and scientific value. This is
the deepest place of the deepest and longest glacier valley on
the Balkans - the Beli Iskar River Valley with a displacement of

Hochstetter (1870) also noted Rila granite as the largest
granite massive in the old crystalline body of the Rhodopes.
5
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Entering the Beli Iskar River Valley from the north, he
described mica gneiss with layers of amphibolite gneiss,
crystalline limestone, serpentine, and up the valley, "the rock
becomes totally granite-like with large orthoclase crystals."

phases of postmetamorphic pluton with high potassiumcalcium-alkaline character.

Бончев (1908) made the first serious contribution to the
petrography of Rila. He described biotite granite in the valley of
Beli Iskar (Sokolets and Demirkapiya). Granites east of Beli
Iskar are described as part of the Western Rhodopes. As far as
their age is concerned, he states: "It can not be said that they
are of a younger geological age than the archaic one."
Later these granites are described as part of the so-called
South Bulgarian Granite (Димитров, 1939) with Paleozoic age.
Яранов (1943) described the so-called “West-Rhodopean
Batholith” on the territory of the West Rhodopes. According to
the author, "this is a typical batholith, the largest one of the
entire Balkan Peninsula", which is associated with the granite
batholith of Rila.
The leucocratic granite that crops out in the area, belongs to
the Musala Body of the Rila-West Rhodopean Batholith,
characterized by Вылков et al. (1989) as a complicated
igneous massive, with four phases of magmatic activity. The
native rock representing the second phase is medium and
coarse-grained biotite granite, intruded during the Lutetian Age
of the Eocene (42-35 Ma ago) into the granodorite of the first
phase and Precambrian metamorphic rocks. In turn, this
granite is cut by granites and plagiogranites of the third phase
and aplitoid and pegmatoid granites of the fourth phase
forming small stock-like bodies or veins. Каменов et al. (1997),
Пейчева et al. (1998) and Kamenov et al. (1999) combine the
third and the fourth phases into a single third type.

Fig. 2. Outcrop of the granite of the Musala Body belonging to the second
phase of the Rila-West Rhodopean Batholith along the way to Beli Iskar
Dam

Geodiversity
Geodiversity of Rila was first reviewed in the light of the
geopark development by Синьовски (2014), Sinnyovsky
(2014, 2015) who outlined its petrographical and
geomorphological diversity. The geopark potential of Rila
Mountain, glacier formations and supraglacial activity in Rila
were subject also of several other papers (Атанасова,
Синьовски, 2015; Цветкова, Синьовски, 2015; Синьовски et
al., 2017; Sinnyovsky et al. 2017).

Саров et al. (2011) described the granite according to the
previous authors cited above as part of the Musala Body of the
Rila-West Rhodopean Batholith.

 Musala


G. Skakavets

The Beli Iskar Glacier valley is carved entirely in the mediumto coarse-grained biotite granite of the Musala body which is
exposed on both slopes of the Beli Iskar River Valley between
Musala Ridge to the east and Golyam/Malak Skakavets Ridge
to the west. The granite is leucocratic, light grey to grey-white
in colour with massive and equigranular structure. The texture
is poikilitic and hypidiomorphic-granular. The main rockforming minerals are plagioclase, K-feldspar, quartz, and
biotite. Due to the good preservation and perfect outcrops of
the rocks they are appropriate for demonstration of the mineral
composition and magmatic crystallization processes leading to
the formation of structures and textures in igneous rocks.

Iron Gate

Fig. 1. Satellite image of the Iron Gate – the narrower part of the Beli Iskar
glacier valley between the peaks Musala (2925 m) and Golyam Skakavets
(2706 m)

The monolith granite body in Beli Iskar River valley is cut by
numerous pegmatite, aplite and quartz veins, vein-like granite
bodies and dykes of diorite and granite porphyry, which may
serve for demonstration of the principle of cross-cutting
relationships in geology. The outcrops of fresh granite allows
demonstration of the mineral composition and the processes of
magma crystallization, resulting in the structures and textures
of the igneous rocks (Fig. 3).

According to these authors the Rila-West Rhodopean
Batholith consists of two differing in age and tectonic position
plutons. They believe that the granodiorites of the first
petrographic type are part of an older (~80 Ma)
sinmetamorphic pluton with calcium-alkaline character and
mantle magma and consider the granites of the second and
third petrographic types in age 42-35 Ma as genetically related

6
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The Beli Iskar River Valley is a typical U-shaped trough
glacier valley with steep slopes and rounded bottom (Fig. 5).
Its length is 21 km between Kanara Cirque and Beli Iskar
village. Its accumulation zone includes also Beli Iskar and
South Zelenivrah cirques. It has also been fed by numerous
side cirques namely such as Kovach Cirque, East and West
Nalbant Cirques, North Zelenivrah Cirque, Shishkovitsa
Cirque, Devil’s Cirque, Preka Reka Cirque, Darkev Cirque,
Golyam Bliznak Cirque, South Skakavitsa Cirque, Trite Mushi,
Golyama Skakavitsa and Sakan Dupka Cirques (Fig. 6), as
well as several valleys with not well differentiated cirques such
as Malak Bliznak, Toshov dol, Lyuti dol and others.

Fig. 3. Outcrops of fresh granite near Waterfall Lyutidol

Morphology
In addition to the remarkable petrographic peculiarities other
important geoconservation features of the geosite are the
glacial and periglacial landforms and deposits, suitable for
demonstration of the manner in which glaciers work.
The geosite includes the deepest part of the largest glacier
valley on the Balkan Peninsula carved out by the Beli Iskar
glacier during the Würm Ice Age. It covers both slopes of the
valley, where lateral moraines of the glacier are preserved,
covered by Holocene supraglacial deposits - scree slopes (Fig.
4). This is the deepest place in the valley called "Demirkapiya"
or "Iron Gate", due to the impressive displacement between
the River Basin and the surrounding peaks.

Fig. 5. U-shaped glacier valley of the Beli Iskar River

The side glacier moraines on both slopes of the valley are
covered by supraglacial moraines (scree slopes) formed
according to Matthes’s (1930) scheme.

Fig. 4. Scree slopes on the right bank of the Beli Iskar River composed of
angular granite boulders
Fig. 6. Sakan Dupka Cirque between Golyam and Malak Skakavets peaks

Цвиjиħ (1897) first established traces of glacial activity on
the Balkan Peninsula in Rila during his field trip in 1895.
However, he believed that there are only cirques glaciers, but
not valley glaciers of alpine type, because he did not
investigated the Beli Iskar Valley. He had only doubts about
the Cherni Iskar Valley, where he found glacial terraces. Later
the glacial landscapes in the area are described in the works of
Радев (1920), Делирадев (1928, 1932), Иванов (1954),
Гловня (1958, 1963) and others.

The end moraine is located in the end of the valley south of
Beli Iskar village. Originally, Цвиjиħ (1897) considered as an
end moraine the old rupee around Iskar River near Samokov,
remaining from the extraction of spilled magnetite for the needs
of traditional forge crafts. Later, his teacher Albrecht Penck
(1925) found that the end moraine was at the village of Beli
Iskar. The scree slopes are composed of unconsolidated and
unsorted granite boulders ranging from several centimeters to

7
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more than a meter in size (Fig. 7). The fine-grained material
(sandy and clayey till fraction) is washed away by the surface
water and the moraine debris are without matrix.

Interpretation
Around 11 000 years ago as the ice advance began to melt,
glacial deposits or drift were left behind. The active processes
are related to direct reworking of the rock material due to the
glacier movement (glaciotectonism). Тhe moraines formed in
this way consist of somewhat rounded particles, ranging in size
from large boulders to glacial flour, obtained as a result of the
rocks disintegration. These are usually the ground moraines
and lateral moraines formed below the glacier surface.
Fig. 8. The alluvial deposits are represented by poorly sorted sediments
containing stones up to boulder size

Surrounding landscape
Green Ridge Moraines are formed as supraglacial lateral
moraines on both slopes of the Beli Iskar Glacier. West of the
geosite is situated Geosite Skakavitsa including the second
highest peak in Skakavitsa share of Rila Mountain Golyam
Skakavets (2706 m). West of the geosite is the beautiful alpine
landscape of Skakavitsa – deep cirques formed the pyramidal
peaks of Golyam Skakavets (2706 m) and Malak Skakavets
(2670 m) and wooded eastern slope of Zeleni Rid (Green
Ridge). In the floor of the valley flows Beli Iskar River, which
together with Cherni Iskar River gives rise to the longest
Bulgarian river – Iskar River. Two kilometers east of the
geosite is situated Musala Peak (2925 m), the highest peak in
the Balkans.

Fig. 7. Lateral moraines formed as a result of the placing of chaotic
supraglacial debris on the ice surface due to the frost shattering of the
steep side slopes that remain there after the glacier retreat

After melting of glacier in the end of the Pleistocene and the
beginning of the Holocene, the rock boulders remained on the
slopes of a glacier valley, where they continue to slow down as
a result of frost weathering. These lateral moraines are formed
as a result of so called “passive processes” of the placing of
chaotic supraglacial debris on the ice surface due to the frost
shattering of the steep side slopes that remain there after the
glacier retreat (Fig. 7). The continuous accumulation of angular
boulders on the glacial moraines leads to formation of the so
called scree slopes or supraglacial moraines. They are angular
and coarse-grained with centimeter to boulder size without
matrix. These scree slopes or supraglacial moraines are
formed as a consequence of the frost weathering which attacks
the rock massive through the joints and leads to the separation
of blocks by „plucking” called glacial quarrying in the manner
described by Matthes (1930).

Sensitivity and protection measures
The geosite is located in a restricted area because of the
status of Beli Iskar Dam as a source of drinking water. The
area itself is on the territory of the National Park Rila with
restricted measures, according to the requirements of such
category protected areas. Quarrying and other mining activities
are forbidden in the whole park area.

Access
The access to the geosite is easily feasible on the road from
Beli Iskar village to Beli Iskar Dam which is asphalt paved up to
the entrance of Rila central reserve. It is part of the mountain
road traversed through Dzhanka Pass in the early 20 century
to connect Samokov with Yakoruda, Belitsa and Razlog.

The modern post-glacial alluvial deposits in Beli Iskar River
Valley, initially formed out as the ground moraine material of
glacier, are subsequently reworked and rounded by the river
stream. They are represented by poorly sorted sediments
containing stones up to boulder size (Fig. 8).
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3D STRUCTURAL MODEL OF TERTIARY SEDIMENTS IN NW PART OF THRACE BASIN
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ABSTRACT. The region in the most south-eastern part of Bulgaria (northwest flank of Thrace basin) is characterized with relatively poor geological, geophysical and
drilling knowledge. The available and accessible field geological, geophysical and drilling information extremely irregularly describing the geology in that part of
Bulgaria, as well as the information from the Thrace basin in Turkey became useful for building the 3D structural model of the Tertiary sequences in that region. The
Thrace basin is characterized with very complex tectonic and lithological environment of sedimentation. This fact predetermined careful selecting the processes and
steps in building the 3D model. Both the data from hypothetical faults and folds, which is mapped out at surface geological mapping, and the data from the same
faults, which is interpreted on the sections of deep geophysical researches are used in order to build the tectonic model. In the next stage of creating the digital 3D
model, by using the information obtained from research conducted on Bulgarian and Turkish area, lithological interpretation and correlation of lateral and vertical
relations of the main stratigraphic boundaries and lithological formations in the region is done. After that interpretation, the data are applied and implemented to the
already created tectonic model, thus the complete 3D geological model is formed. As a result of the 3D structural modelling of the NW part of the Thrace basin, the
complex spatial and structural-tectonic relationships between the main stratigraphic boundaries and lithological formations and bodies can be traced, hydrocarbon
potential prospects (structures, bodies, etc.) can be identified, and their area, thickness or volume can be calculated.
Keywords: 3D geological model, tectonic model, litho-structural interpretation, NW flank of Thrace basin

3Д СТРУКТУРЕН МОДЕЛ НА ТЕРЦИЕРНИТЕ НАСЛАГИ В СЕВЕРОЗАПАДНАТА ЧАСТ НА ТРАКИЙСКИЯ БАСЕЙН
Гергана Мерачева1, Ефросима Занева-Добранова1
1Минно-геоложки университет “Св. Иван Рилски”, София 1700, България; g.meracheva@gmail.bg, e.zaneva@gmail.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. Районът в най-югоизточната част на България (северозападен борд на Тракийския басейн) се характеризира със сравнително слаба геологогеофизична и сондажна изученост. Наличната общодостъпна полева геоложка, геофизична и сондажна информация, крайно неравномерно отразяваща
геологията на тази част на България, а така също и информацията от продължението на Тракийския басейн в Турция, послужи за изграждане на 3Д
структурен модел на терциерните наслаги в района. Тракийският басейн се характеризира със сложна тектонска и литофациална обстановка на
седиментация, което предопределя внимателното подбиране на процесите и стъпките при изграждане на 3Д модела. За изграждане на тектонския модел
са използвани данните от предполагаемите структурно-тектонски нарушения, набелязани при повърхностните геоложки наблюдения и последващото им
привързване с данните от дълбочинните геофизични изследвания. В следващия етап на изграждане на цифровия 3Д модел, основавайки се на
информацията, получена от изследвания на българска и турска територия, е направена литоложка интерпретация и проследяване на латералните и
вертикалните взаимоотношения на основните стратиграфски граници и литоложки формации в изучавания район. След литоложката интерпретация
данните са добавени и привързани към създадения вече тектонски модел, като по този начин е оформен цялостния 3Д геоложки модел. В резултат на
създадения 3Д структурен модел на северозападната част на Тракийския басейн e възможно проследяване сложните пространствени и структурнотектонски взаимоотношения на основните стратиграфски граници и литоложки формации и тела, набелязване на перспективни в нефтогазоносно
отношение обекти (структури, тела и пр.), изчисляване на тяхната площ, дебелина или обем.
Ключови думи: 3Д геоложки модел, тектонски модел, литолого-структурна интерпретация, северозападен борд на Тракийския басейн

preconditions for the creation of 3D structural model for clearer
presentation of the geological features of this region. A 3D
structural model would allow and help to identify oil and gas
prospects and objects as well.

Introduction
Identification and characterization of litho-stratigraphic units,
subsequently distinguishing of potential reservoirs and seals in
tertiary sequences in the most south-eastern part of Bulgarian
territory (northwest flank of Thrace basin) is in the basis of the
evaluation of the hydrocarbon potential of that region. In order
to trace the complex vertical and lateral spatial and structuraltectonic relationships of these sedimentary rock sequences, it
is necessary to illustrate and present them in threedimensional space by means of digital geological model. Past
research for the purpose of regional and ore geology and some
separate wells drilled in different parts of the region present
extremely irregular geological features of that part of Bulgaria.
Oil, gas and gas-condensate fields and accumulations found in
the Thrace basin in Turkey, as well as the increased interest of
exploration companies in its Bulgarian section, are

Principal geological (tectonic and lithostratigraphic) features of the region
The limited number and arsenal of research predetermine
the existence of different concepts about tectonic belonging of
the area under investigation to one or another tectonic unit
(Fig.1). In earlier publication (Занева-Добранова, Мерачева,
2014) the issue is dealt with more details, where the area is
called northwest flank of Thrace basin. Some authors
(Boyanov and Goranov, 2001) call it South Sakar depression,
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others (Йовчев и др., 1971) consider it as element of
Madjarovo foreland depression.

Fig. 1. Tectonic structure of the region of investigation (according to
Yovchev, 1971 with author’s additions)

The probable reason for the lack of accurate division of the
tectonic units in this part of the country, is the fact that there is
no single opinion about the faults. The most significant fault is
the Maritza fault zone, a structural element still widely
disputable according to dozens of authors, not traced on any
geological map as a continuous line. Outlined tectonic
structures are normal faults with east-west to NNW-SSE and
NW-SE direction. It is considered (Мерачева и др., 2017)
that these faults are an extension of the southeastward
spreading North Osmancik fault zone in Thrace basin, where in
the north part of it the faults with NW-SE direction prevail.
Numerous studies in the Turkish part of the basin give grounds
to most of the Turkish researchers (Turgut, Eseller. 2002.) to
come to the conclusion, that in structural terms the Thrace
basin is composed of great number of folds and faults oriented
to greater or lesser extent parallel to the boundaries of the
basin, which is observed on Bulgarian territory as well. The
main right strike-slip fault zone in the north part of the basin is
Terzili and it is located to the south of North Osmancik fault
zone. On the other hand, close to our border with Greece lies
the root system of Maritza fault zone, which could be a
Bulgarian extension of the Turkish Terzili fault zone. Such a
concept is also considered by Bulgarian researchers (Иванов
и др., 2001; Герджиков и Георгиев, 2006), who, in a broad
sense, assign all subequatorial or spreading NW-SE strik-slip
faults located to the north of the Rhodope Mountains to the
Maritza fault system. These faults control the distribution of
thicknesses, relationships, and spreading of lithostratigraphic
units with Tertiary Age. The thickness of the sediments with
Tertiary age increases from north to south and from north-west
to south-east. The largest drilled thickness of the Tertiary
sequence is in R-1 Svilengrad well, where the value of 1136 m
is registered.

Fig. 2. Litho-stratigraphic characteristic of the region of investigation

At the base of the Tertiary section, according to data from
the seismic surveys, north of R-1 Svilengrad well, a zone with
unclear configuration and characteristic sand-conglomerate
facies is observed. These rocks, by lithological features, could
be assigned to Biser and Leshnikovo formations with
Paleocene-Eocene (?) age. In earlier publications
(Палакарчева, Стефанова, 2013), they were assumed as
analogues of the Hamitabat formation in the Turkish part.
Above them or directly on the fundament overlay with
transgression the clastic-carbonate rocks of the formations with
Priabonian age. By litho-stratigraphic features the rocks are
assigned to breccia-conglomerate, conglomerate-sandstone,
terrigenous-limestone-shale and pyroclastic-marl formations
and these are in complex spatial relationships. In some places
a smooth lithofacies replacement of the rocks from one
formation to the neighbouring is observed, and in other sectors
of the area the lithological units pass through each other by
gradual transition. In the south-east their probable correlates
are the sediments of Koyunbaba and Ceylan formations. The
rocks in the section are followed by the Oligocene deposits of
the shale-marl formation, which could be correlated with the
formations of the Muhacir group on Turkish territory Mezardere, Osmancik, Danismen. The Paleogene deposits are
transgressively and discontinuously covered by continental
Neogene sedimentary rocks included within the scope of the
Ahmatovo formation.

Tertiary sequence in the region of research consists of
sedimentary rocks with Paleogene and Neogene Age (Fig.2). It
overlies discordantly above different level pre-Paleogene
fundament and is partly or fully covered by eluvial, proluvial
and alluvial-talus sediment of Quaternary (Кожухаров и др.,
1995).
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Model building methods
For visual presentation and characterization of the complex
subsurface geological environment and relationships of rocks,
a suitable geological computer program is used. The result of
the applied processes of geological interpretation,
geostatistical prediction for volumetric representation of the
heterogeneity in the subsurface, and graphical visualisation, is
the geological model. These processes, in which a geological
characteristic of a given object is actually performed, can be
described by a section or map of some surface, or by a block
or a grid of cells. However, we should take into account the
fact that the geological subsurface is not a set of surfaces or
sections or blocks. Neither is it a continuum except in the
broadest sense of the term. This is because every geological
unit is an irregular volume with distinguishing characteristics.
The boundaries between units create discontinuities that are
further complicated by faulting, erosion and lack of
sedimentation. Within this heterogeneous complexity we are
concerned with variables that are continuously variable within
the volume of a unit, but discontinuous across boundaries
(Houlding, 1994). The spatial distribution of a geological
characteristic frequently influences the spatial variation of a
variable. In order to adequately represent such a complex
geological environment, it is necessary to consider this set of
discrete, irregular, discontinuous volumes that control the
spatial variation of variables. Within this 3D context, using the
necessary computer tools for geological characterisation, 3D
geological modelling was performed in the following order:
1. Management of spatial information;
2. Geological interpretation of the available data, as a
complex of points and lines;
3. Creation of structural framework containing the main
surfaces – faults, horizons, unconformities, geological
bodies;
4. Building of three-dimensional grid, based on the
structural framework to support volumetric
representation of heterogeneity in the subsurface by
geostatistical prediction of data;
5. Enhanced graphical visualization.

Fig. 3. Geological interpretation of faults and seismic horizons

The stratigraphic interpretation was performed using the
data from the investigated wells in the studied area. In the
process of interpretation, the geological intuition and
experience of the authors, which are indispensable for the
limited information on a large part of the geology in the area,
are important. After determining the location of the wells in the
three-dimensional space in the computer program, information
from all available drilling studies is imported and used. The
digitised in advance logging data help to perform a lithostratigraphic interpretation and characteristic of subsurface 3D
space. The data from the defined boundaries of the
lithostratigraphic units in the wells became useful for basis
during the geological interpretation and correlation of the
seismic horizons. The geological information about the
locations and geometry of mapped on the surface faults and
formations from past geological and structural mappings in the
research area are correctly performed in the software. They
are then compared to seismic data.
Subsequent process at this stage is an interactive
interpretation of faults and seismic horizons, which allows the
correlation and control of the process in the three-dimensional
space. Initially, on the seismic sections on which wells are
projected, the main seismic horizons and stratigraphic
boundaries are picked from the data on the welltops of the
formations. In the same sections, the main tectonic breaks are
identified, each in a different colour for easier visual
recognition. Then, using the interactive drawing tools, all
boundaries are interpreted and correlated in space when each
seismic section is intersected with another. In this way, each of
the interpreted components is oriented in the 3D space, while
controlling the interpretation by simultaneous visualisation of
the process both in the 2D window - the seismic section and in
the 3D window - the three-dimensional viewpoint. In the
process of interpretation of each of the elements on the
sections it is possible to observe and model their direction,
orientation and shape in real time in 3D space.

Management of spatial information
The first step, before building the model, is a continuous
process in which the relevant information from performed in the
region research is collected, reviewed, analysed and
implemented in the software program. The quality,
representativeness and scale of the data used is important for
the creation of the present model, as the area is characterised
by poor knowledge. This fact determines the complexity of the
next steps in the model creation and affects the spatial
variation of the variables in creating the three-dimensional grid.
The vast majority of the information - drilling, logging, seismic
and geological data is imported into the geological software for
use in the next stages.

Structural framework creation
In the next stage, the data from the interpreted boundaries
on the 2D sections is extended into 3D space and their
subsequent conversion into 3D spatial images is done. What
was created at the previous interpretation stage became useful
as input data when creating the 3D image. Using the
appropriate software tools, a structural framework has been
created, combining, extending and correlating the interpreted
data and creating surfaces (faults and main horizons) in the

Geological interpretation
During the geological interpretation, faults on each seismic
section are picked and correlated, as well as the main seismic
horizons and litho-stratigraphic boundaries (Fig.3).
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three-dimensional space (fig.4). At this stage, it is possible to
reflect and represent any elements that arise from complex
geological environment such as pinch-out, lithological
replacement, faulting, folding, and so on.
There are three main steps that have been undertaken in
creating the structural framework:
1) Structural framework geometry definition on X, Y and Z
coordinates – on X and Y the model covers a large part
of the study area, and Z coordinates of the model
defines the bottom surface of the sediments with
Tertiary Age.
2) Tectonic modelling – a grid of interpreted faults has
been created, while the relationships between the
connected faults are presented. In this case, the
presence of listric and truncated faults, which in the
places of their intersection require increased attention
when connecting them.
3) Horizon modelling (main geological boundaries) – grid
of points and subsequent surfaces creation, where
geological features are considered – pinch-out,
unconformity, erosion and so on.

2)

Fig. 4. Tectonic model of the region of investigation

of Pillar gridding process. The basic idea is to use the
faults from the tectonic model as the basis for generating
a 3D grid of corner points for each fault. Tectonic
modelling processes are closely related to the process of
creating a grid of pillars. This allows a return to the
process of tectonic modelling and editing of the work on it
in order to improve the 3D grid of pillars forming the fault
surfaces. Of particular importance is the correct definition
of the top, middle and bottom corner points of each pillar
in the fault surfaces in terms of cell type, size, and
orientation. Based on this Pillar gridding, it is possible to
define the relationships between the surfaces
representing the stratigraphic boundaries and the
lithological formations. It is essential for building the threedimensional grid to connect the intersecting fragments as
early as the tectonic model. In the present case, the
presence of listric and truncated faults predetermines the
complexity of the realisation of this step as well as the
need for adequate quality control of this process. The
result from Pillar gridding is a set of pillars, both along the
faults but also in between faults.
At the final stage of model creation, the surfaces have
been created from the interpreted stratigraphic boundaries
and litho-stratigraphic units, and subsequently those are
implemented in the tectonic model. At the same time, the
amplitude, the offset angle, the azimuth, and the impact
zone in meters for each fault that has influenced the
distribution of the geological units in the model are
assigned and defined. For the region of investigation, the
model is complicated by the presence of a syntectonic/syn-rift sedimentation zone, where the thickness
of the lithological unit on both sides of the faults should be
predefined. At this stage the relationships between the
formations, such as unconformity, pinch-out, etc., have
been defined, thanks to which the geological model fully
represents the real paleo environmental conditions of
sedimentation.

Graphical visualization
After building the geological model, it is possible to easily
visualise each part of it (Fig. 5). This is done by reorienting the
view plane or profile, changing the direction, changing the
scale, or concentrating on a particular location of the model of
particular interest. If necessary, using powerful workstations
and appropriate visualization and viewing tools, it is possible to
visualise the model from a certain angle, as well as access a
particular object and use the information contained therein.
This makes the model sufficiently informative for subsequent
activities in 3D space.

Three-dimensional grid building
The structural maps and fault surfaces created in the
previous stage are made up of points that are irregularly
distributed in space. This means that the distances between
the data points are randomly spaced and always create empty
spaces (“holes”) between them. Gridding fills in the holes by
extrapolating or interpolating Z values in those locations where
no data exists. Thus, gridding produces a regularly spaced
array of Z values from irregularly spaced XYZ input data. There
are several methods of creating a three-dimensional grid, each
of which is based on the calculation of the points’ values by a
specific algorithm, resulting in different results in each
interpretation. To create the current structural model, a method
is used, that best describes the results of the geology of the
area, namely the Minimum Curvature method. The preference
of the method is based on the fact that it is used in the
absence of data for much of the space. In addition, this method
is efficient and fast enough. The interpolation process, in this
case, is smooth, with minimal bending when using data values.
Thus, the final stage of creating the 3D structural model is
accomplished in the following steps:
1) A grid of pillars is built from the fault surfaces, the
combination of which forms each fault surfaces by means

Fig. 5. 3D structural model of the region of investigation
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Results of the 3D model

Conclusions

As a result of the performed modelling and geological
analyses in the process of building of the 3D structural model,
geology, tectonic structure and litho-structural features in the
studied area were clarified and specified. The questions raised
in the interpretation and analysis of the input data concerning
the direction of spreading, the dip, the type and relationship of
the faults found a response in the created tectonic model. The
presence of normal faults on the north of our border with
Greece, as well as the predominant direction of east-west,
SSE-NNW to SE-NW, have been confirmed. The tectonic
model became useful for correlation of the relationships
between two main branches of the North Osmanchik normal
fault, their extension to the west and their listric character (Fig.
6).

Based on the created 3D structural model of the northwestern part of the Thrace basin opportunities are revealed for:
Correlation, observation and specifying the direction,
dip, azimuth and type of the faults, as well as their
impact on the general geological architecture;
Correlation of the complex spatial and structuraltectonic relationships of the main stratigraphic
boundaries and lithological units in the sequence
with Tertiary Age;
Identification of oil and gas potential prospects
(structure, non-structure bodies etc.), calculation of
their geometry and volume;
Identification and observation of the spreading and
relationships between litho-stratigraphic units with
specific petrophysical properties;
Prediction of migration paths for fluids with different
phase state.
The created 3D structural model can be useful for subsequent
analytical and research works related to:
Stratigraphic modelling of geological bodies of varied
genesis – riffs, channel-levee systems etc. (Geobody
modelling);
Facies modelling and paleo environmental modelling;
Petroleum system modelling;
Petrophysical modelling;
Geomechanical modelling;
Reservoir modelling and simulation.

Fig. 6. Vertical section of the 3D structural model with south-north
direction
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INTEGRATED GEODATABASE FOR THE COASTAL ZONE BETWEEN SOZOPOL AND
TSAREVO (SOUTH BULGARIAN BLACK SEA COAST)
Bogdan Prodanov1, Lyubomir Dimitrov1, Valentina Doncheva1, Todor Lambev1
1Institute

of Oceanology “Fridtjof Nansen”, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 9000 Varna, bprodanov@io-bas.bg

ABSTRACT. For a complex study and interpretation of the geological conditions in the southern Bulgarian coastal zone between towns of Sozopol and Tsarevo, it
was necessary to combine a wide spectrum of data. The creation of an integrated GIS database was the initial stage preceding a complex analysis of the coastal
zone. For the purpose seabed data was used, collected by innovative remote sensing methods as multi-beam echo-sounding, mapping by SeaBat 7111 Multibeam
Echosounder System (MBES) with 100% coverage of the surveyed area, side-scan imaging, LiDAR and autonomous unmanned system for 3D mapping. Primary
sedimentological analyses of 625 sedimentary samples were presented as well as the lithology of the bottom sediments which was brought into a unified classification
system (Folk 7 classes). A contemporary shoreline was digitized at a scale 1: 5 000 from airborne orthophoto images with accuracy 0.5 m. Digital models of the
seabed and terrestrial relief were generated with an optimal horizontal resolution of 3 m and 30 m respectively. All sedimentary samples, sonar mosaics, terrain
models and orthophoto mosaics were analyzed in GIS environment and combined into an integrated database. The information was divided into three main types of
data: vector type data, raster elements and digital terrain models (DTM). Combining data of the shelf from contemporary surveys with modern technology and archival
material from the Science Fund of the Institute of Oceanology "Fridtjof Nansen" into integral geodatabase allowed us to make a comprehensive study of the
geomorphological setting and lithology of the seabed in the coastal zone between towns of Sozopol and Tsarevo.
Keywords: Bulgarian Black Sea, coastal zone, seabed substrate, Multibeam Echosounder System, GIS

ИНТЕГРАЛНА ГЕО-БАЗА ДАННИ ЗА БРЕГОВАТА ЗОНА МЕЖДУ СОЗОПОЛ И ЦАРЕВО (ЮЖНО БЪЛГАРСКО
ЧЕРНОМОРИЕ)
Богдан Проданов, Любомир Димитров, Валентина Дончева, Тодор Ламбев
Институт по океанология "Фритьоф Нансен", Българска академия на науките, 9000 Варна, bprodanov@io-bas.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. За комплексното изучаване и интерпретация на геолого-геоморфоложките условия в бреговата зона в южнобългарската брегова зона между
гр.Созопол и гр.Царево е нужно комбинирането на широк спектър от данни. Създаването на интегрална ГИС-база данни бе първоначалният етап,
предшестващ комплексния анализ на бреговата зона. Използвани са данни за морското дъно от иновативни дистанционни методи на изследване:
картиране с многолъчева сонарна система (МСС) Seabat’7111 с 100% покритие, заснемане с локатор за страничен обзор, LiDAR и автономна безпилотна
система за 3D картиране, както и данни от еднолъчево ехолотиране. За 625 седиментни станции, са представени първичните седиментоложки анализи,
както и литоложкото описание на дънните седименти, която е приведена в единна класификационна система по Фолк 7класа. Дигитализирана е
съвременна водна линия в М 1:5 000 от ортофото изображения с точност 0,5 m. Генерирани са цифрови модели на релефа за морското дъно и сушата с
оптимална хоризонтална резолюция от 3 m и 30m съответно. Всички седиментни проби, сонарни мозайки, теренни модели и ортофото мозайки са
анализирани в ГИС среда и са обединени в интегрална база данни. Информацията е поделена на три основни типа данни: векторни, растерни и теренни
модели. Съчетаването на данни за шелфа от съвременни изследвания с модерни технологии и фактически материали от научния фонд на Института по
океанология „Фритьоф Нансен” в интегрална гео-база данни ни позволи детайлно изследване на дънния седимент и геоморфоложките условия в
бреговата зона между гр.Созопол и гр. Царево.
Ключови думи: Българско Черноморие, брегова зона, субстрат, многолъчева сонарна система, географска информационни системи

fauna, as well as planning and management of biological and
mineral resources and different types of seabed engineering
activities, it is necessary to apply innovative research methods
with the possibility for a large-scale presentation of available
information.

Introduction
The European Habitats Directive, Water Framework
Directive and Marine Strategy Framework Directive require
complex mapping of the terrestrial and marine areas of each
European country. In order to facilitate the integrated
management of marine environment and to optimize maritime
spatial planning it is necessary to improve our knowledge of
the seabed. A major drawback is the lack of systematic survey
and comprehensive study of the Bulgarian Black Sea sector of
the Black Sea. The unprecedented levels of human impact on
the environment, in particular on the seabed, should
automatically raise geological and geomorphologic mapping to
a task of national importance. To study the modern geological
processes and genetic interpretation of the basic
geomorphological units, spatial distribution of benthic flora and

The relief forms in the coastal zone often exhibit highly
dynamic character as a result of the surrounding environment
and natural processes. The impact of waves, tides, river inflow,
sea level rise, climate and coastal geology shape their different
morphology and spatial distribution. The specific character of
the transition between the land and marine environment
supposes a complex analysis of the land processes affecting
the marine area. The integration of a large amount of different
types of data from a multi- and single-beam sonar system, side
scan sonar, orthophoto imaging and sampling from the surface
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sediment layeer allow the creeation of an innterdisciplinary geodatabase. Itss developmennt is the initial step in the
implementation of the projectt "Seabed mappping of the soutthern
Bulgarian Black Sea coastaal zone for habitat classificattion",
funded by the Bulgarian Acaddemy of Sciencces (BAS) withinn the
frame of a Program for Suupporting the Young
Y
Scientistts at
BAS, Project № 17-103/288.07.2017. As the project iss not
completed, thhe report will focus
f
on the initial layout off the
available data and start-up reesults.

posed to Extrem
mely Exposed (Valchev et al.,,
Expposed, Very Exp
2014). The area off the plots is appproximately 10000 km2 (Fig.1).

Datta and methods
Inn 2012 – 2018 the area betweeen Sozopol annd Tsarevo wass
studdied predomina
antly by the Insstitute of Oceaanology – BAS
S
and the Centre of
o Underwaterr Archaeology – Ministry off
Cultture of the Republic
R
of BBulgaria (CUA)) for differentt
purpposes:
engineering,
arrcheological
hydrographic,,
environmental mon
nitoring of the bottom, habitaat mapping, etcc
(Figg.1, 2) Data use
ed in the preseent study are acquired
a
duringg
hydrographic surve
eys performed by Multibeam Sonar System
m
„SeaaBat7111“ , mu
ultibeam echosoounder „MB1 Teledyne
T
Odom
m
Hyddrographic“, Sid
de Scan Sonarss “StarFish 4500H“ and „Klein-3000”, as well as single
s
beam echhosounder „Hydro Star 4300“,,
as well as sedim
ment samples taken by Vaan Veen grabb
(Asssessment Repo
ort of Marine Environmental Status, 2013;;
Toddorova et al., 20
015). A high-ressolution sonar mosaic
m
in a 16-Bit rusty colour sccheme of the sshallowest area south of thee
townn of Kiten (prrovided by thee CUA) was also
a
used andd
com
mbined with the other data (Figg.1, 3). For the verification
v
andd
assiigning a litholog
gical substrate type to each area with similarr
backscatter characcteristics, sedim
ment samples taken by Vann
Veeen grab were an
nalysed (Fig.3).

Survey Areea
The surveyy area embracees the coastal zone betweenn the
ports of Sozoppol and Tsarevvo. Geographicaally, the regionn is a
part of the soouthern Bulgarian Black Sea coast, whereaas in
geomorphologgical terms the region falls entirely in front oof the
Medni Rid-Sttrandzha coasst (Попов, Миишев, 1984). The
western bounddary is the conntemporary shoreline with a leength
of approximattely 90 km. Foor the correctneess of the studdy, a
terrestrial partt which has a significant imppact on the co astal
zone is also aanalysed. Moree specific is a determination
d
oof the
coastal zone – open sea boundary.
b
Baseed on the titlee, we
accepted provvisionally the 25-meter
2
isobaath for delimitaation.
According to the Water Fraamework Direcctive, the surveeyed
marine area faalls into the watter bodies of BG2BS000C011 and
BG2BS000C0012 with wave exposure
e
of the coast ranging from

Fig. 1. 3D visualiisation of the integ
grated geodatabase (DTM, sedimennt sampling and sonar
s
mosaics) alo
ong Southern Bulggarian Black Sea coast
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the year 2000 and retrieved from the archives off the Institute off
Oceeanology and th
hey include:
- soonar mosaics of the seaabed with high resolutionn
(A
Assessment Re
eport of Marine Environmental Status, 2013;;
Toodorova et al., 2015), some oof them kindly provided
p
by thee
Ceenter for Underrwater Archeoloogy in Sozopol;
- 411 satellite imag
ges from Gooogle Earth covering the landd
beetween ports of
o Sozopol andd Tsarevo; highh-resolution airr

The integrated geodatabasse is a set of data
d for the seaabed
of the southern Bulgarian cooastal zone in front of the M
Medni
Rid-Strandzhaa Coast. The data is divided into three bbasic
types: raster, vvector and digittal terrain modeels (DTM).
The raster elements werre selected withh priority for maarine
research. Theey are a compillation of past studies
s
done beefore
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born orthopphoto mosaicss captured byy an autonom
mous
unmanned system (Scientific Fund of
o the Institutee of
Oceanologyy);
- 1: 5000 toppographic mapps of the areaa compiled inn the
eighties of the twentieth century (Scieentific Fund off the
Institute of O
Oceanology);
- different kinnd of maps off the coastal zone: morphollithostratigraphicc; geological and tectonicc; geological and
morphologiccal; bathymetricc; morphologiccal and litholoogical
(Petrova ett al., 1992a, b; Kenderova et al., 11999;
Kozhuharov et al., 2010; Въ
ълчев, 2015, Scientific
S
fund oof the
Institute of O
Oceanology);
- in addition, some them
matic photograaphic materiaal of
geological formations, phenomena
p
and
a
others w
were
incorporatedd in the databasse for more com
mplex interpretaation
of coastal ggeology and morphology
m
(Желев и др., 22012,
Желев, Въллчев, 2013, 20115, Желев, 20114, Вълчев, 20 15).

geeological-tecton
nic, geomorphoological, morpphological andd
lithological units;
- froom the sonar mosaics,
m
the vaarieties according to physicall
chharacteristics off the seabed weere outlined.
An
A essential parrt belonged to tthe large numbber of sedimentt
sam
mpling stations.. 625 sampless were unifiedd according too
diffeerent globally accepted classsification systeems of marinee
sediments (Assesssment Reporrt of Marine Environmentall
Stattus, 2013). Th
he present-dayy practice of sediment
s
studyy
show
ws that depending on thhe needs (ggeoengineering,,
environmental or habitat mappinng), in addition to Bulgariann
state standard (БД
ДС) 2761-86 (ББДС, 1987), thee sediment hass
to be
b unified accorrding to the gloobally acceptedd classificationss
of Folk
F 15 classes (Folk, 1954), FFolk 16 classes (Kaskela et al.,,
2015) and Wentw
worth (1922). U
Using the Gradistat softwaree
(Bloott and Pye, 2001) all data w
were classifiedd in all above-menntioned class schemes
s
and oorganized in thhe database inn
suchh a way to dissplay the prefeerable class acccording to thee
needs.

The vector type data include point, line and polygon w
which
were produceed by processing of DTMs, digitization off the
available rasteer materials andd geological sam
mpling:
- for detailed tracking of cooastal formatioons, a shorelinne in
scale 1: 50000 was digitalizeed;
- from the maap material, vaarious elements of the geoloogical
base were digitalized: geoological, morphho-lithostratigraaphic,

Digital
D
terrain models.Based
m
oon data from toopographic andd
bathhymetric surveyys, three digital terrain models were created:
- the first model covers the coaastal zone betw
ween the mouthh
of Ropotamo River and Lozzenets. The daata were kindlyy
provided by the
e Center for Unnderwater Archeology (Projectt
Е/701/08 Bulga
arian Black Seaa bathymetric LiDAR, 2009);

o data sets (digitaal terrain model, s onar mosaic, phyysical varieties and
d sediment samplles) for seabed seediment
Fig.3. Integratingg different types of
classification
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Fig. 4. Seabed suubstrate map (Folk 7 classes) of Primorsko coastal zzone, South Bulgaarian coast

-

bathymetrric terrain modeels have also been generateed at
depths between 7 m andd 30 m and bettween 30 m annd 55
m with a reesolution of 3 m (Todorova et al., 2015);
by combinning topographhy maps of 1: 5000 scale annd 3
ASTER GDEM, bathymeetric contours with
w depth intervval of
one meterr, a digital terrain model with a resolution of 330 m
was creatted for both teerrestrial and marine
m
parts off the
coastal zone where no soounding data exxist.

g
on Figure
e 4 - seabed ssubstrate map which can bee
is given
used for additional habitat charactterization.

Conclusions and challengges
Thhe initial resu
ults of the inntegration of the databasee
com
mpletely follow the concept seet up in the project “Seabedd
mappping of the southern Bulgariaan Black Sea coastal zone forr
habbitat classification”. The re
research demonstrates thee
effectiveness of multidisciplinary
m
approaches too mapping andd
studdying seabed morphology
m
andd geospatial disstribution of thee
seabed substrate
e. The com bination of high-resolutionn
geophysical mapp
ping of the seeabed by multi-beam echo-sounder and side-sscan sonar, suppported by sediment samplingg
and video recording allowed dra
rawing of precise large-scalee
sediment maps of the coastal zonne of Primorskoo. As a result off
the conducted rese
earch the follow
wing results werre achieved:

Initial resullts
Initially avaailable data about seabedd substrate w
were
classified afteer Wentworth size class sccheme (Wentw
worth,
1922), Folk 166 classes (Folkk, 1954), Blott and
a Pye (2001)) and
БДС 676 (БД
ДС, 1987) seddiment grain size
s
classificattions,
which enforceed a comparison analysis. Disscrepancies in ggrain
size classes w
were establisheed which led to a unification oof the
sediment dataa in the above-m
mentioned classifications. Figuure 3
shows the appplication of the integrated database in the laayout
of the substtrate map. Thhe DTM allow
wed extractionn of
bathymetric ccontours at every
e
0.5 m for high accuuracy
bathymetric m
maps of the cooastal zone. The
T sonar mossaics
which represeent the intensity of bottom seediments reflecctivity
were used to identify and outline
o
seabed physical varieeties.
The lithology of these varietties was determ
mined by meanns of
verification usiing sedimentoloogical data (Figg.3, 4).

1.
2.

3.

Using a com
mbination of different databasse layers a maap of
mple
interest can bee produced on a scale up to 1:5000.
1
An exam

A digital terraiin model was ddeveloped for thhe coastal zonee
between Sozo
opol and Tsarevvo with a horizoontal resolutionn
of 30 m;
Using the Gra
adistat software
re (Blott and Pye, 2001), 6255
geological sta
ations were uunified according to globallyy
accepted classsification systtems Folk (Foolk, 1954) andd
Wentworth (W
Wentworth, 19222);;
An initial sub
bstrate map oof the seabed of Primorskoo
coastal zone was
w made usingg Folk 7 classees.

Thhe main goal, also
a outlined inn the title of the project, is too
mapp the seabed substrate
s
(Folkk 16 classes) as
a a geologicall
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Академия на Науките, София, 1974. - 267 с. (Popov, Vl.,
Mishev, K. Geomorfologia na Balgarskoto Chernomorsko
kraybrezhie i shelf, Izd. na Balgarska Akademia na
Naukite, Sofia, 1974. - 267 s.)
Blott, S., K. Pye. Technical communication: GRADISTAT: a
grain size distribution and statistics package for the
analysis of unconsolidated sediments. – In: Earth Surface
Processes and Landforms, 26, 2001. - 1237-1248.
Folk, R. The Distinction between Grain Size and Mineral
Composition in Sedimentary-Rock Nomenclature. – In:
Journal of Geology, 62, 1954. - 344–359.
Kenderova, R., E. Tcherkezova, A. Saraffov. Geomorphological research of the coastal strip wetween the cape
Humana and the cape Kaja. - In: Annual of Sofia University
"St. Kliment Ohridski", Sofia, 89, Book 2, 1999. -57-69.
Kaskela, A., Kotilainen, A., Alanen, U., Stevenson, A., and
EMODNET-Geology partnesr. Seabed substrates anad
sedimentation rates of the European Seas - EMODnetGeology, Geologycal Survey of Finland, 2015 (www.gtk.fi)
Todorova, V., L., Dimitrov, V., Doncheva, E., Trifonova, B.,
Prodanov. Benthic Habitat Mapping in the Bulgarian Black
Sea. - In: Proceedings of 12th International Conference on
the Mediterranean Coastal Environment (MEDCOAST
2015), 1, Varna, 97-605-85652-4-1, 2015. - 251-262.
Valchev, N., Andreeva, N., Prodanov, B. Study on wave
exposure of Bulgarian Black Sea coast. -In: Proc. 12th Int.
Conference on Marine Science and Technology „Black
Sea" 2014, Varna, 2014, - 175-182, ISSN 1314-0957
Wentworth, C. A scale of grade and class terms for clastic
sediments. –Journal of Geology, 30, 1922. - 377–392.

basis for determination of submarine habitats by integrating
data from remote, geological and sedimentological surveys. It
will be achieved through achieving the following objectives:
creating an initial database of archive data in GIS environment
that will be complemented by up-to-date geospatial data on
coastal relief, underwater slope and new sediment data; based
on the already summarized geospatial information the
boundaries of the main lithological types in the studied area will
be established and geomorphological and lithological maps of
the coastal zone will be produced, which will be a basis for
subsequent extraction of information about the natural habitats.
The results, apart from the benefit for the geological study of
the Bulgarian continental shelf and the mapping of habitats,
present a geodatabase which would be useful in solving future
engineering, geological and geophysical tasks and
implementing management plans for the Bulgarian Black Sea
sector. The realization of such an interdisciplinary project will
be a significant contribution to the activity of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences which main goal is a gradual
comprehensive study of the whole Bulgarian Black Sea sector.
Acknowledgements: The present study was developed under the
research project „Seabed mapping of the southern Bulgarian Black
Sea coastal zone for habitat classification" funded by Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences in the frame of "Program to support young
scientists at BAS", Project № 17-103/28.07.2017.
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PETROGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION OF CERAMIC ARTIFACTS FROM THE THRACIAN
SANCTUARIES IN THE EASTERN RHODOPES
Kameliya Marinova1, Stefka Pristavova1
1University

of Mining and Geology “St. Ivan Rilski”, 1700 Sofia, k.y.marinova@abv.bg

ABSTRACT. The paper presents the petrographic investigation of ceramic artifacts found in two archaeological sites – the Thracian sanctuaries “Gluhite kamani” and
“Ada tepe” in the Eastern Rhodopes. The studied ceramic fragments from Early Iron Age (EIA) are characterized by the methods of optical analysis. The results of this
study give information related to the ceramic production techniques and also help us presume the raw material sources and the probable place of production sites.
The results of the petrographic investigation of the representative ceramic artifacts from the two archaeological sanctuary sites show that most of the investigated EIA
pottery has different temper composition (mineral and rock).The results give us information about the local raw material used for producing the pottery and a small
amount of artifacts were probably imported.
Keywords: geoarcheology, ceramic artifacts, petrography, Eastern Rhodopes

ПЕТРОГРАФСКО ИЗСЛЕДВАНЕ НА КЕРАМИЧНИ АРТЕФАКТИ ОТ ТРАКИЙСКИ СВЕТИЛИЩА В ИЗТОЧНИТЕ РОДОПИ
Камелия Маринова1, Стефка Приставова1
1Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", 1700 София, k.y.marinova@abv.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. В тази работа се прилагат петрографски изследвания на керамични археологически артефакти от археологически обекти – тракийски светилища
„Глухите камъни“и „Ада тепе“ в Източните Родопи. Изследваните керамични фрагменти от Ранно желязната епоха(РЖЕ)са характеризирани с методи на
оптичния анализ. Проучването предоставя информация, свързана с техниките за производство на керамика, насоки за местоположението на източниците
на суровина и вероятните места за производство.Резултатите от петрографското изследване на представителни керамични артефакти от двете светилища
показват, че по-голямата част от изследваната керамика от РЖЕ има различен състав на кластичната компонента (минерален и скален). Получените
резултати ни дават информация за местен източник на суровина, използвана за направа на керамичните и малка част артефакти, които вероятно са
внесени.
Ключови думи: геоархеология, керамични артефакти, петрография, Източни Родопи

The archeological site “Gluhite kamani” is located 4.9 km
south-west from the village of Malko Gradishte and 3.5 km
northeast of the village of Efrem. It is situated on a hill slope at
an altitude of 500 m. The site represents a rock cult complex
from the Early Iron Age, Late Iron Age and the Middle ages.
(Fig. 1). The research of the site is made by G. Neghrizov, J.
Cvetkova and others during the period 2008-2017 (Нехризов и
др., 2017). Gluhite Kamani (meaning “Deaf Stones”) probably
owes its name to the fact that there is practically no echo in the
area. Its fame is due to the prominent rock formation on the top
of the ridge. This rock formation is presented by Paleogene
tuffs and rhyolites, dispersed in several groups from northwest
to southeast (Aleksiev et al., 2000; Желев и др., 2010).
“Gluhite kamani” consists of rhyolites forming the region of
summit Sveta Marina volcanic sub-complex. (Йорданов и др.,
2008). Besides the acid volcanic rocks in the region,
metamorphites from the Sakar metamorphic terrain, Paleogene
breccia-conglomerates, sandstones, limestone siltstones,
marls, tuffites, sandy and clastic limestones also crop out
(Podrumchenska
Formation,
carbonate-terrigenous-tuff
formation, Kurdzhali terrigenous group and Vulchepolska
Formation), as well as Neogene sediments (Йорданов и др.,
2008).

Introduction
The interdisciplinary study of archaeological sites has been
taking place for many years, and their results complete the
information about them to a great extent. Geoarchaeology is
defined as the application of methods and concepts of Earth
science for the needs of archaeological studies (Rapp, 2002).
The petrographic study of ceramic artifacts has crucial
importance in determining the way of manufacturing, the
materials used to make the ceramics, the identification of
fragment of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks in
the ceramic form, allows to identify the source of clay, used for
manufacturing the investigated ceramic (Кулев, 2012).
The aim of this study is to investigate artifacts (ceramic
fragments), which refer to the Early Iron Age (EIA) in Thrace
from the two archaeological sanctuary sites “Gluhite kamani”
and “Ada tepe” located in the Eastern Rhodopes using a
petrographic method. The obtained results will help us
characterize the temper (mineral and rock composition) of the
artifacts, to presume the raw material’s sources and the
probable place of production sites and give information related
to the ceramic production techniques.
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petrrographic resea
arch was statisttically processeed according too
Sauuer, 1995 (Beze
eczky еt al., 20113). Detailed seemi-quantitativee
analysis was perfo
ormed only withh thin sections of appropriatee
sam
mple size and qu
uality. For chara
racterization of the
t temper andd
to enable
e
graphiccal presentationn of the results the methodd
show
wed on Table 1 was applied.

The archaeeological site “A
Ada Tepe” is loocated 2.8 km from
the City Hall oof the village off Ovchari at thee top of the ridgge at
an altitude off 492.4 m (Fiig. 2). The research of the site
consists of rescue excavatioons made by G.
G Nekhrisov duuring
the period 20001 – 2006 (Неехризов и др., 2002; Nekhrizoov et
al., 2012). Thhe site represeents a cult plaace from the Late
Bronze Age, E
Early Iron Age, and
a Late Iron Age.
A

Tabble 1.
Graain proportion
Occurrences within
w
one (repreesentative) fieldd of view
number of grains
index
Dom
minant
more than 20
a (80)
grains
Veryy frequent
10-19 grainns
b (50)
Freqquent
5-9 grains
c (30)
Subbordinate
2-4 grains
d (15)
Occurre
ences within fivve fields of view
w
Modderate
5-9 grains
e (10)
Rare
2-4 grains
f (55)
The very rare constituents
c
weere classified ass follows
Veryy rare
more than one
g (3)
occurrencee per thin
section
Tracces
one occurrrence
h (1)
All saamples were analyzzed with the same magnification.

Fig. 1. Archeologgical site“Gluhite kamani”

From the geological point of view, the area
a
falls withinn the
East Rhodopee metamorphic terrain in the raange of Krumoovitsa
lithotectonic uunit built up by marbles, migmatized bi otitie
gneisses, ultraabasites, amphhibolites and Kesebir
K
lithotecctonic
unit representeed by metagrannites. The Paleoogene in the arrea is
presented by breccias, brecccia-conglomeraates conglomera
rates,
sandstones, limestone arggillites, marls, organogenic and
clayey limestoone (Shavarskaa and Padarskka Formations) and
Quaternary seediments alongg the Krumovitssa River. (Сарров и
др. 2008).

The X-ray diffra
action method was used to determine thee
various minerals involved in thhe clay compoosition and too
deteermine the pro
obable ceramicc firing temperrature. Powderr
diaggrams were photographedd with a powder
p
X-rayy
diffrractometer TuR
R-M62 with gonniometer HZG33, modified forr
stepp scanning and electronic pulsse dialing. The diffractogramss
were shot in the range of 4-8 2
, with duration of exposure off
1.5ss.

Ressults
The principal objective of thiis study was to assess thee
mineralogical and petrographic composition of
o the ceramicc
artiffacts.
Sitee “Gluhite Kam
mani”
Thee ceramic artifa
acts from the ““Gluhite Kamani” are dividedd
into eight groups on
o the basis of the rock fragm
ment inclusions..
Thee mineral composition in all the groups is similar withh
exceeption of one group - 8G (Fig. 4 A, B).

Fig. 2.Archeologgical site“Ada Tepe”

Methodologgy

Group
G
1 (1G) - the ratio betweeen matrix and temper is from
m
60 to 40 %. The
e rock fragmennts are repressented by acidd
volccanic rocks, quarzites,
q
volccanic rocks (rhyolites) withh
spherulitic texture, granitoids annd schists (Figg 3 a, b). Thee
mineral fragments are presentedd by quartz, plagioclase,
p
K-feldspar, micas, ore minerals, sm
mall amounts of
o epidote andd
ampphibole. The ma
ain feature of thhe group is thee presence of a
large amount of vo
olcanic rocks (aacid), and volcaanic rocks withh
spherulitic texture(Fig. 3b).

The object of the study were 58 reprresentative cerramic
sites
fragments (poottery sampless) from the archeological
a
“Gluhite Kam
mani” and “Ada
“
tepe”. The microsccopic
investigation w
was made throough ceramic thin-sections uusing
microscope M
Meiji7390 and digital camera Olympus 50550 in
transmitted light.
The petrogrraphic thin-sectiions were usedd to characterizee the
various fabricss of artifacts byy their typical teexture and to obbtain
some information about the mineralogy and rock compossition
of their inclussions (temper). The informatioon obtained byy the

Group
G
2 (2G) - the ratio betweeen matrix and temper is from
m
60 to 40 %. The
e rock fragmennts are repressented by acidd
volccanic rocks, quarzites and ggranitoids (Figg. 3c). Quartz,,
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plagioclase, K-feldspar, micas, ore minerals, small amounts of
epidote and amphibole are distinguished in the composition of
the mineral fragments. The presence of a large amount of
small-size quartz grains and rock fragments mainly of acid
volcanic and a small percentage of granitoid rocks are
distinguishing for the group.

epidote grains in the composition of the mineral temper are
specific for this group.

Group 3 (3G) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
65 to 35 %. The rock fragments are represented by acid
volcanic rocks, quarzites and schists. The mineral fragments
are quartz, plagioclase, muscovite and biotite, ore minerals,
epididote and amphibole. The amount of the muscovite in this
group is more than in the previous ones. The group is
distinguished by a large percentage of schists (Fig. 3d) in the
temper component. The mineral fragments have a similar level
and differ only by their quantity.

Site “Ada Tape”
The ceramic fragments from the archaeological site “Ada
Tape” are divided into 4 groups according to their petrographic
and mineralogical features (Fig. 4A,C). Only two pottery
fragments are without analogue (Adt-15-14 and Adt-52-12) and
they are not included in any of them. For all groups, the
amount of included rock fragments is smaller than that of the
mineral fragments. The variation rock fragments and their
limited quantity do not allow their use for grouping.

Group 4 (4G) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
60 to 40 %.The rock fragments are varied: acid volcanic rocks,
quarzites, schists, granitoids, intermediate volcanic rocks and
volcanic rocks with spherulitic texture. The mineral fragments
are represented by quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, mica, ore
minerals and small amounts epidote and amphibole. The
higher percentage of rock fragments with varied composition
and appearance of medium-sized volcanoes is characteristic of
this group.

Group 1 (1A) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
55 to 45 %. The individual rock fragments are represented by
quartzites, schists, granitoids, gneisses, acid volcanic rocks,
intermediate and basic volcanic rocks and amphibolites. The
mineral fragments are represented by quartz, plagioclase, Kfeldspar, muscovite, biotite, ore mineral, amphibole and
epidote. The main factor for the pottery of this group is a
greater presence of quartz, feldspars and micas with sporadic
grains of amphibole and epidote (Fig. 3i).

Group 5 (5G) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
65 to 35 %. The rock fragments are from acid volcanic rocks,
volcanic rocks with spherulitic texture, schists, gneisses. The
mineral fragments are represented mainly by quartz,
plagioclase, K-feldspar, muscovite (with increased
percentage), biotite, ore minerals and small amounts of epidote
and amphibole. The presence of large amounts of gneisses
and schists in the temper is distinguishing for this group (Fig.
3e).

Group 2 (2A) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
60 to 40 %. The rock temper is represented by quartzites,
altered volcanic rocks (Fig. 3j), tuffs, granitoids, schists and
amphibole with low quantity compated to the mineral temper.
The mineral fragments are represented by quartz, plagioclase,
K-feldspar, muscovite, biotite, ore mineral, amphibole and
epidote. In this group, the percentage of the quantity of
amphibole and epidote increase at the expense of K-feldspar
and quartz.

Group 6 (6G) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
60 to 40 %. The rock fragments are presented by quartzites,
granitoids and schists. The mineral fragments are mainly of
quartz, plagioclase (with an increased percentage), K-feldspar,
muscovite, biotite, ore minerals, small amounts of epidode and
amphibole. The presence of granitoids and schists in the
composition of the rock fragment is determinative, here.

Group 3 (3A) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
60 to 40%. The rock fragments are represented by quartzites,
amphibolites, schists, gneisses and altered volcanic rocks. The
mineral fragments are represented by quartz, plagioclase, Kfeldspar, muscovite, biotite, ore minerals, amphibole, epidote
and pyroxene. Typical for this group is the presence of a high
percentage of amphibole and epidote in the temper component
(Fig. 3i).

The matrix in all the groups is optically active and
represented by micaceous groundmass and clay minerals
(illite–montmorillonite).

Group 7 (7G) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
70 to 30 %. The rock fragments are represented with almost
the same percentage as the mineral fragments. The rock
fragments are presented mainly by intermediate volcanic rocks
(Fig. 3g) and fewer quartzites, granitoids and volcanic rocks
with spherulitic texture. Typical for this pottery is the larger
percent of matrix as compared to temper and the presence of
rock fragments from intermediate volcanic rocks.

Group 4 (4G) - the ratio between matrix and temper is from
70 to 30 % (Fig. 3h). The rock fragments are represented by
altered intermediate, acid and basic volcanic rocks, volcanic
glass and schists. The mineral fragments are represented by
quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, muscovite, biotite, ore
minerals. The presence of plagioclase among the mineral
fragments and high amount in the matrix is typical for this
group.

Group 8 (8G)- the ratio between matrix and temper is from
65 to 35 %. The rock fragments are of small amount,
represented mainly by granitoids, amphibolite and single
enriched by epidote rocks. The mineral fragments here are
represented by quartz, plagioclase, amphibole, epidote, ore
minerals and small amounts of K-feldspar, micas and
pyroxene. The high quantity of amphibole (Fig. 3f) and the

Ceramic artifact Adt-15-14 – the ratio between matrix and
temper is 60/40%. It is characterized by a large amount of
muscovite and biotite among mineral temper (Fig. 3k). Quartz,
K-feldspar, plagioclase and ore minerals are also included in
the temper. The rock fragments are limited, represented by
single quartzites, schists and tuffs.
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Fragment A
Adt-52-17 is maade of matrix and
a temper in ratio
from 65 to 335 %. The mineral fragmentts are represeented
mainly by quuartz and in a small amouunt by K-feldsspar,
plagioclase, oore minerals annd single epidote grains. The rock

temper is presented by single graanitoids and schhists, fragmentss
c
(olderr ceramics) andd carbonate. Thhe last one fillss
of chamotte
all gaps
g
and pores in the ceramic..

A

b

C

D

e

F

G

h

I

J

k

L

Fig. 3. Microphottos of ceramic arttifacts: a –Rock fraagment of the acidd volcanic rock (ccentre) and quartzzitesamong micacceous matrix.,PPLII, Observation
field wide (Ob.F. W.) = 1900 μm; b –Rock fragment of
o volcanic rock w
with spherulitic texxture.,CPL, Ob.F. W.= 1900 μm; c – rock fragment off granitoid
(centre), CPL, Obb.F. W. = 3900 μm; d – Rock fragmeent of schist (centtre). CPL, Ob.F. W.
W = 1900 μm; e – Rock
R
fragment of ggneiss. CPL, Ob.F
F. W.= 1900 μm; f
– Enriched of am
mphibole ceramic artifact. PPL, Ob.F
F. W. = 1900 μm; g –intermediate vo
olcanic clast among micaceous maatrix. CPL, Ob.F. W.
W = 1900 μm; h –
Fragments of acid volcanic rock among
a
fine crystalline matrix. CPL, Ob.F. W = 1900 μm.; i –Enriched off amphibole potteery. PPL, Ob.F. W. = 1900 μm; j –
dote.CPL, Ob.F. W
W. = 1900 μm; k –Enriched of micas (biotite and musccovite) and quartzites pottery. CPL,
Fragment of altered volcanic rockk (centre) and epid
m
quartz, micas and ores. CPL,
C Ob.F. W.= 3900 μm.
Ob.F. W.= 1900 μμm; l–Ceramic artifact enriched of minerals–
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o the ceramic artiffacts from the sitees “Gluhite kaman
ni” and “Ada tepe” according to theeir temper
Fig. 4.The distingguished groups of

supposed tempera
ature of the firinng of the studied ceramics iss
withhin the limit from
m 500-550оС too 800о (850o) according to thee
deteermined minera
al phases. The uupper limit of thhis temperaturee
rangge is indicated by the presencce of illite in soome fragmentss
(Figg. 5). The lowerr limit of this raange is not verry clear, due too
the presence of montmorillonitte and montm
morillonite-illite,,
whicch indicate temperatures from 500o to 550oС..

The matrixx in all the groups is opptically active and
represented bby micaceous groundmass. The
T XRD anallyses
supplement the informationn for ceramic artifacts from the
„Gluhite Kamaani“ (Янкова и др., 2013) andd give the new data
about those frrom the site "A
Ada tepe". The results confirm
m the
optically speccified mineral composition and register the
presence of illite, montmorilloonite-illite and montmorillonite.
m
. The
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granitoids, acid, intermediiate and basic volcanic rocks,,
amphibolite
es and tuffs;
The raw material
m
used ffor the producction of potteryy
from the site “Ada teppe” is charactterized by thee
presence of
o lot of minerrals like epidoote, micas andd
amphibole (Fig. 4C);
In the representative invvestigated potttery there is a
small qua
antity of ceraamic with diffferent temperr
(minerals) which cannot be included innto the dividedd
groups (Ad
dt-15-14, Adt-522-17).

All
A this evidence for the ceraamic artifacts frrom these twoo
archhaeological site
es gives us info
formation about the local raw
w
matterial used for producing thee pottery. Thee site “Gluhitee
kam
mani” is situated
d on the Paleoggene rhyolites and
a most of thee
incluuded fragmentss in the potteryy from this site are from thesee
rockks. The other rock inclusionns like bitotite, gneisses andd
schiists are probably from the Thracian unit (Sacarr
mettamorphic terraiin) revealed to tthe north and northeast
n
of thee
site.
Inn the “Ada tepe
e” site the pressence of mineraals like epidotee
and amphibole an
nd rock inclusioons of amphibbolites, schists,,
grannitoids and ba
asic volcanic rrocks are the most distinctt
mineral and rock te
emper for the ddivided ceramicc groups (4a,c)..
Theese types of roccks crop out in the vicinity of the site (southh
and northwest) and suggestt the presennce of shortt
trannsportation in the valley of the river Krumovitssa and Elbasann
Dere. The possible
e local raw maaterial of the EIA pottery wass
alsoo investigated th
hrough the heaavy mineral fracction of the sitee
“Adaa tepe” showed
d by the data ppublished by Ajidanlijsky et al..
(20008). A small am
mount of ceramiic artifacts (Adt-15-14, Adt 52-17) are probably im
mported in the ssite “Ada tepe”.
On
O the basis off the petrograpphic features in some of thee
studdied artifacts (groups 8G and 3A) from the twoo
archhaeological site
es was found siimilarity in the mineral temperr
especially in the co
ontent of the m
minerals like am
mphibole. Theree
are, also, a similarrity according too the type of thhe raw materiall
(grooups 7G and 4A) which inndicates the similar
s
way off
prodduction using more
m amounts oof matrix and a small quantityy
of temper.
t
These indicators coould be presum
med about thee
relation between th
hese two archaeeological sites during EIA andd
onlyy future investig
gation will confirrm this.

Fig. 5. XRD analyyses of the ceramic artifacts from the sites “Gluhite
kamani (Gk-10-13 representative for
f Group 2G; Gk-53-12 representattive
for group 8G) annd “Ada tepe”(Аdt-15-14).

Discussionn and conclu
usion
The resultss of the peetrographic invvestigation of the
representativee ceramic artifaacts from the two archaeoloogical
sanctuary sites “Gluhite kamaani” and “Ada tepe” with regarrd to
the groups described above show that mostt of the investiggated
EIA pottery hhas different teemper compossition (mineral and
rock). The diffferences couldd be summarizzed in the folloowing
way:
 The raaw material useed for the produuction of the poottery
in thee site “Gluhitee kamani” is enriched by rock
fragmeents comparedd to those from
m “Ada tepe” w
where
the mineral inclusionss are dominant (Fig. 4 A);
 The roock fragments included in thhe ceramic arti facts
from thhe site "Gluhitee kamani” are presented
p
main ly by
acid vvolcanic rocks,, some of theem with spherrulitic
texturee;
 The poottery temper frrom the site “Adda tepe” consissts of
a largee variety of rocck fragments – schists, gneissses,
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ABSTRACT. The Byala Formation, developed in the tectonically complicated boundary region between the Eastern Fore Balkan and Eastern Balkan, is well
investigated from paleontological and stratigraphical point of view. Despite this fact, the small foraminiferal content of the Campanian-Maastrichtian part of the unit
have not been studied micropaleontologically in details. The present article is focused on the benthic foraminiferal assemblages, which are rich and diverse. The
studied samples were picked up from three sections (Byala-south and Byala-north, revealing the uppermost Maastrichtian levels, and Beliya Nos-Byala River,
compising Lower Campanian to Maastrichtian levels) and several outcrops located on the seacoast around the town of Byala, Varna district. The studied
assemblages are composed of both agglutinated and hyaline taxa with broad stratigraphical range. They are in varied proportions and show high taxonomic diversity
(totally 84 species) and specimen’ abundance. This fact provides a good opportunity for paleoecological interpretations. As a whole, the established benthic
foraminiferal fauna could be referred to the widespread in the Tethian realm hemipelagic Velasco-type fauna.
Keywords: benhic foraminifers, Campanian, Maastrichtian, Byala Formation, Eastern Balkan

КАМПАН-МАСТРИХТСКИ БЕНТОСНИ ФОРАМИНИФЕРИ ОТ БЕЛЕНСКАТА СВИТА (ИЗТОЧНА СТАРА ПЛАНИНА)
Борис Вълчев1, Сава Джуранов2
1 Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", София 1700
2 Софийски университет „Св. Климент Охридски“, София 1504
РЕЗЮМЕ. Беленската свита, развита в тектонски усложнения граничен район между Източния Предбалкан и Източния Балкан, е добре изучена в
палеонтоложко и стратографско отношение. Независимо от този факт асоциациите от малки фораминифери от кампан-мастрихтската част на единицата
не са били обект на детайлни микропареонтоложки изследвания. Настоящата статия е фокусирана върху асоциациите от бентосни фораминифери, които
са богати и разнообразни. Изследваните проби са събрани от три разреза (Бяла-юг, Бяла-север, представящи най-горните мастрихтски нива, и Белия носБяла река, включващ долнокампанско-мастрихтски нива) и няколко единични разкрития, намиращи се на морския бряг в района на гр. Бяла, Варненска
област. Изследваните асоциации са изградени от таксони с аглутинирана и хиалинна черупка с широко стратиграфско разпространение и във вариращи
съотношения. Те показват високо таксономично разнообразие (общо 84 вида) и изобилие от екземпляри. Този факт предоставя добра възможност за
палеоеколожки интерпретации. Като цяло установената бентосна фораминиферна фауна може да бъде отнесена към широко разпространената в
Тетиския регион фауна от типа Velasco, характерна за хемипелагичната зона.
Ключови думи: бентосни фораминифери, Кампан, Мастрихт, Беленска свита, Източна Стара планина

1960s they have been considered to belong to the
Mediterranean type (Трифонова, 1960a; Атанасов, 1961;
Синьовски, 2007; Дабовски et al., 2009). Detailed reviews on
the geological investigations on the unit were given by
Синьовски (2006) and Дабовски et al. (2009).

Introduction
The Campanian–Paleocene Byala Formation is developed in
a small area in the Eastern Balkanides and it is well
investigated from paleontological (calcareous nannofossils,
ammonites, echinoids, inoceramids, and partly small
foraminifers)
and
stratigraphical
(lithostratigraphy,
biostratigraphy, chronostratigraphy, cyclic and event
stratigraphy) point of view.

It should be noted that, despite the initial foramniniferal
studies (Трифонова, 1960a, b), the detailed investigations on
small foraminifers (biostratigraphical zonations – Juranov, 1983;
Valchev, 2003a; paleoecological interpretations – Valchev,
2003b, 2004; taxonomical study – Вълчев, 2001) were focused
predominantly on the Paleocene part of the Byala Formation.
First planktonic foramniniferal data concerning the lowermost
(Campanian) levels of the formation were recently published
(Valchev, 2017). Therefore, the present article aims (i) to reveal
the taxonomical composition and structure of the benthic
foraminiferal assemblages from the Campanian–Maastrichtian
levels of the Byala Formation, (ii) to elucidate the stratigraphical

The first data on the rocks of the Byala Formation were
published by Златарски (1907), who described them as
“whitish limy marls”. Later on Бончев (1926) named the rocks
“Byala clayey marls”. Джуранов, at first (Джуранов, 1984)
united them into “limestone-marl formation”, and then
(Джуранов, 1991) formalized the unit as “Byala limestone-marl
Formation” (see also Джуранов, 1993). Initially the rocks were
referred to the Northeuropean type Upper Cretaceous (Гочев,
1932; Коен, 1938; Ботев, 1953), but since the beginning of the
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consist of couples of prominent limestone beds and soft backweathering interbeds (Plate Ia, b) with periodicities of about 1 m
(Sinnyovsky, 2001; Синьовски, 2006).

range of the taxa and (iii) to estimate their paleoecological
significance.
The Byala area is of great interest because here the
Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary was first established in Bulgaria
(Stoykova, Ivanov, 1992) in the frame of Bulgarian–Austrian
project led by Prof. Anton Preisinger. Later on, the outcrops
north of Byala beach were announced as protected geosite
named “Belite Skali” (Синьовски, 2003) which is included in the
“Register and Cadastre of the Geological Heritage of Bulgaria”
(Синьовски in Желев, Синьовски, 20031).

Geological Setting
The area of study is part of the Eastern Balkanides and it
comprises the tectonically complicated boundary region
between the Eastern Fore Balkan and Eastern Balkan (Fig. 1).
It is characterized by the presence of numerous normal, reverse
and thrust faults at a various scale (Fig. 2 shows the largest
ones only). The biostratigraphical investigations conducted
previously (e. g. Juranov, 1983; Джуранов, 1989, Синьовски,
2006) proved that there is no complete section of the Byala
Formation revealing its total stratigraphical range. Moreover, it
was established that there are cases of overturned
stratigraphical successions or repeatedly occurring
stratigraphical levels (Джуранов, 1989).

Fig. 1. Tectonic subdivision of Bulgaria (after Дабовски and Загорчев,
2009) with the location of the area of study

Fig. 2. Geological map of the coastal part of the Byala area (after
Джуранов et al., 1994f2)
1, Dvoynitsa Fm.: medium to coarse-grained thick-bedded sandstones,
alternating with thin-bedded fine-grained sandstones, siltstones, marls and
conglomerates (Lower–Middle Eocene); 2–3, Byala Fm.: alternation of clayey
limestones and marls (2, Paleocene, 3, Campanian–Maastrichtian); 4, thrust; 5,
chronostratigraphic boundary; 6, bedding; 7, section (a) and outcrop (b): 1,
Byala-south, 2, Byala-north, 3, Beliya Nos–Byala Reka; 8, borehole

As a whole, the Byala Formation comprises rhythmic
limestone-marl successions related to climatic oscillations
(Preisinger et al., 1993a, b) which alternate with monotonous
marl intervals. Sinnyovsky (2001) described the rhythmic
intervals as “typical periodite alternation” resulting from high
frequency climatic cycles of Milankovich and proved, on the
basis of sedimenthological analyses on samples from the Upper
Maastrichtian–Danian interval, that the “marl” beds in fact are
limestones. Thus, these alternations could be considered as
cyclic limestones. The periodites are typical predominantly for
the Campanian and Danian parts of the Byala Formation. They

The studied samples were picked up from three outcrop
sections located on the sea coast in the surroundings of the
town of Byala (Figs. 2, 3). Two of them (Byala-south, exposed
2

Джуранов, С., Д. Синьовски, Д. Вангелов, Х. Пимпирев, М. Антонов, В.
Желев, Г. Балтаков, И. Чолеев. Доклад за резултатите от
изпълнението на геоложка задача: “Геоложко и геоморфоложко
картиране в М 1:25 000 на част от Източния Балкан между нос Емине и
с. Старо Оряхово на площ 330 кв. кm.”. Нац. геофонд, доклад ІV-411,
1994. – 408 с. (Juranov, S., D. Sinnyovsky, D. Vangelov, H. Pimpirev, M.
Antonov, V. Jelev, G. Baltakov, I. Choleev. Doklad za rezultatite ot izpalnenieto
na geolozhka zadacha: “Geolozhko i geomorfolozhko kartirane v M 1:25 000 na
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330 kv. km.”. Natsionalen geofond, doklad ІV-411, 1994. – 408 p.).
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at the beach, and Byala-north, located north of the beach)
reveal the uppermost Maastrichtian levels (Plate Ic, d). The
third one crops out between Beliya Nos Cape and Byala River
mouth north of the town of Byala, and it comprises Lower

Campanian to Upper Maastrichtian levels (Plate Ie, f). Some
small scale faults, but without data for visible displacement, are
observed in the lower half of this section (Plate Ig).

Fig. 3. Stratigraphical columns of the sections Byala-south (a), Byala-north (b) and Beliya Nos Cape (c)
1, cyclic limestones; 2, K/T boundary clay layer; 3, hard ground; 4, fault

The Upper Campanian samples contain more diverse
assemblages – up to 40 species were recorded. Here the
dominating taxa are the same as in the Lower Campanian, but
with increased occurrence of the species with agglutinated tests
Clavulinoides amorphous (Cushman) and C. trilaterus
(Cushman) in addition. Here, Gaudryina cretacea (Karrer), G.
pyramidata Cushman, and Quadrimorphina allomorphinoides
(Reuss) are present as rare specimens. The secondary
contributors, occurring as single specimens, are the same as in
the Lower Campanian.

Samples from several outcrops located on the Byala beach as
well as between Byala-north section and Beliya Nos Cape were
studied for deriving additional taxonomical data. Here,
the tectonic structure is quite complicated – the rocks are
displaced by a series of faults and folded (Plate Ih).

Benthic foraminiferal assemblages
Taxonomical diversity and specimen abundance
The studied samples revealed high taxonomical diversity of
the benthic foraminiferal assemblages – totally 84 species were
recorded (see Appendix). The Lower Campanian levels
demonstrate lowest diversity – 26 species established. The
assemblages are dominated by taxa with hyaline tests such as
Gavelinella beccariiformis (White), Nuttalides trümpyi (Nuttal),
Nuttaldes sp., Lenticulina velascoensis White, accompanied by
the species with agglutinated tests Ammodiscus cretaceous
(Reuss), A. glabratus Cushman and Jarvis, and Marssonella
oxycona (Reuss). All of them occur as rare specimens. The
secondary contributors, including some representatives of
nodosariids, heterolepids, bolivinoids, are represented
sporadically by single specimens.

The Lower Maastrichtian assemblages include up to 60
species. “New” elements of the dominating group, amongst the
above mentioned, are Aragonia velascoensis (Cushman), which
is represented by rare to common specimens, and Nodosaria
longiscata dʼOrbigny occurring as rare specimens. Gaudryina
pyramidata Cushman and Oridorsalis megastomus
(Grzybovski) are also rarely encountered characteristic species.
The presence of Bulimina midwayensis Cushman & Parker and
Guttulina ipatovcevi Vassilenko amongst the secondary
contributors should be noted.
The highest taxonomical diversity was recorded from the
Upper Maatrichtian levels. All the 84 taxa were established in
the samples from this part of the Byala Formation. The
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Bannerella retusa (Cushman)
Bathysiphon discreta (Brady)
B. microrhaphidus Samuel
Bolivina midwayensis Cushman
Bolivinoides delicatulus Cushman
Bulimina midwayensis Cushman and Parker
Chilostomelloides sp.
Cibicidoides dayi (White)
Clavulinoides amorphous (Cushman)
C. trilaterus (Cushman)
Cyclammina sp.
Dendrophrya sp.
Dentalinoides fallax (Cushman and Dusenbery)
Ellipsoglandulina chilostoma (Rhehak)
Gaudryina cretacea (Karrer)
G. pyramidata Cushman
Gavelinella beccariiformis (White)
Globobulimina suteri (Cushman and Renz)
Guttulina ipatovcevi Vassilenko
Gyroidinoides globosus (Hagenow)
Haplophragmoides suborbicularis (Grzybovski)
H. walteri (Grzybovski)
Haplophragmoides sp.
Hormosina ovuloides (Grzybovski)
Hyperammina sp.
Kalamopsis grzhybovskii (Dylazanka)
Karrerria fallax Rzehak
Karrerria sp.
Laevidentalina laticolis (Grzybovski)
Lenticulina velascoensis White
Lenticulina sp.
Marginulina sp.
Marssonella indentata (Cushman and Jarvis)
M. oxycona (Reuss)
Neoflabellina jarvisi (Cushman)
N. semireticulata (Cushman and Jarvis)
Nodosarella hedbergi Cushman and Renz
Nodosaria limbata dʼOrbigny
N. longiscata dʼOrbigny
Nodosaria sp.
Nonion sp.
Nuttalides trümpyi (Nuttal)
Nuttalides sp.
Oridorsalis megastomus (Grzybovski)
Osangularia velascoensis (Cushman)
Osangularia sp.
Paliolatella crebra (Mathes)
Paliolatella sp.
Pleurostomella kugleri Cushman and Renz
Praeglobobulimina sp.
Pseudoclavulina globulifera (ten Dam and Sigal)
Pseudonodosaria manifesta (Reuss)
Pseudonodosaria sp.
Pullenia coryelli White
P. quinqueloba (Reuss)
Pygmaeoseistron laevis (Montagu)
P. oxystomum (Reuss)
Pyramidulina raphanus Linnè
P. velascoensis (Cushman)
Pyramidulinoides sp.
Quadrimorphina allomorphinoides (Reuss)
Q. cretacea (Reuss)

dominating species here are Nuttalides trümpyi (Nuttal),
Gavelinella beccariiformis (White), Osangularia velascoensis
(Cushman), Aragonia velascoensis (Cushman), Clavulinoides
trilaterus (Cushman), Gaudryina cretacea (Karrer), G.
pyramidata Cushman, Marssonella indentata (Cushman and
Jarvis), Bathysiphon discreta (Brady), Neoflabellina jarvisi
(Cushman), Gyroidinoides globosus (Hagenow), Bolivina
midwayensis Cushman. Minor elements in the assemblages are
various nodosariids, lenticulinids, anomalinids, as well as taxa
with agglutinated tests.
In this stratigraphical level a “new” element was recorded –
the typical Late Cretaceous Reussella szajnoche (Grzybovski).
It occurs rarely.
Biostratigraphical markers
All the species, recorded in this study, apart from Reussella
szajnoche, are of broad stratigraphical range (Upper
Cretaceous–Paleocene), therefore it is not possible to define
biostratigraphical markers (FAD and LAD) on the base of
benthic foraminifera.
Types of assemblages
The taxonomical composition and the structure of the benthic
foraminiferal assemblages – dominating taxa such as
Gavelinella beccariiformis (White), Nuttalides trümpyi (Nuttal),
Osangularia velascoensis (Cushman), Aragonia velascoensis
(Cushman), Clavulinoides trilaterus (Cushman), Gaudryina
cretacea (Karrer), G. pyramidata Cushman, Marssonella
indentata (Cushman and Jarvis), M. oxycona (Reuss) are
typical for the Velasco-type fauna, characteristic for the
hemipelagic realm and widely known from the Tethys region
(Cushman, 1925, 1926; White, 1928a, b, 1929; Cushman,
Jarvis, 1928; Braga et al., 1975; Proto Decima, Bolli, 1978;
Tjalsma, Lohman, 1983; etc.).

Conclusion
The study of the Campanian–Maastrichtian benthic
foraminiferal assemblages from the Byala Formation recovered
from three sections and several outcrops on the sea coast in
the surroundings of the town of Byala revealed that (i) they are
of high taxonomical diversity, (ii) composed of taxa with broad
stratigraphical range, and (iii) dominated by species,
characteristic for hemipelagic conditions. The last fact gives a
good opportunity for paleoecological reconstruction and further
paleogeographical interpretation of the position of the Byala
Formation in the Late Cretaceous–Early Paleogene geological
structure of Eastern Bulgaria.

Appendix
Alphabetical list of benthic foraminiferal species
Allomorphina conica Cushman and Todd
Ammodiscus cretaceous (Reuss)
A. glabratus Cushman and Jarvis
A. peruvianus Berry
Anomalinoides sp.
Aragonia velascoensis (Cushman)
Astacolus gladius (Philippi)
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Rhizammina indivisa Brady
Recurvoides sp.
Repmanina charoides (Jones and Parker)
Reussella szajnoche (Grzybovski)
Reussoolina globosa (Montagu)
Reussoolina sp.
Saccammina complanata (Franke)
S. placenta (Grzybovski)
Saracenaria arcuata (dʼOrbigny)
S. hantkeni (Cushman)
Textularia plummerae Lalicker
Trochammina sp.
Trochamminoides sp.
Vaginulinopsis longiformis (Plummer)
V. pedum (dʼOrbigny)
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PLATE I

a) periodites in the upper part of Byala–north section (Upper Maastrichtian); b) cyclic limestones at Beliya Nos Cape
section (Lower Campanian); c) general view of Byala-north section; d) Byala-south section: the uppermost Maastrichtian
and the lowermost Danian levels; e) general view of the base of Beliya Nos Cape section (lowermost Campanian levels); f)
the Maastrichtian levels north of Beliya Nos Cape towards Byala River mouth (view to north); g) a fault without data for
visible displacement north of Beliya Nos Cape; h) thrusted and folded levels of the Byala Formation between Byala-north
section and Beliya Nos Cape.
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CAMPANIAN PLANKTONIC FORAMINIFERAL ASSEMBLAGES FROM THE CHUGOVITSA
FORMATION IN THE AREA OF JELYAVA AND ELESHNITSA VILLAGES, SOFIA
DISTRICT
Boris Valchev
“St Ivan Rilski” University of Mining and Geology, 1700 Sofia, b_valchev@mgu.bg
ABSTRACT. The Campanian turbidites of the Chugovitsa Formation, belonging to the Mediterranean type Upper Cretaceous in Bulgaria and cropping out in a narrow
strip with west-east direction in the area of the villages of Jelyava and Eleshnitsa, Sofia district, are investigated herein in terms of their planktonic foraminiferal
content. The area of study is part of the Panagyurishte Unit of the Srednogorie Zone and the samples were picked up from two sections located along the Jelyavska
and Eleshishka rivers’ valleys. The lower part of the Chugovitsa Formation in both sections comprises a 60 m package of grey, motley and violet marls referred to the
Voden Member. The samples contain poor planktonic foraminiferal fauna including predominantly Early Campanian taxa like Globotruncanita elevata (Brotzen), and
species with broader stratigraphic range – Globotruncana arca (Cushman), Globotruncana lapparenti Brotzen, Globotruncanita stuartiformis (Dalbiez),
Rugoglobigerina rugosa (Plummer). The upper levels are composed of about 300 m turbidite deposits containing more diverse and abundant assemblages
represented by Early to Late Campanian taxa including, apart from the above mentioned, Globotruncana ventricosa White, Globotruncanita stuarti (de Lapparent),
Heterohelix globulosa ((Ehrenberg), Pseudotextularia elegans (Rzehak). Two biostratigraphical zones were defined following Premoli Silva and Verga’s (2004)
zonation – Globotruncanita elevata and Globotruncana ventricosa.
Keywords: planktonic foraminifers, Chugovitsa Fm., Campanian, Srednogorie zone, Sofia District.

КАМПАНСКИ ПЛАНКТОННИ ФОРАМИНИФЕРНИ АСОЦИАЦИИ ОТ ЧУГОВИШКАТА СВИТА В РАЙОНА НА СЕЛАТА
ЖЕЛЯВА И ЕЛЕШНИЦА, СОФИЙСКА ОБЛАСТ
Борис Вълчев
Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", София 1700
РЕЗЮМЕ. Кампанските турбидити на Чуговишката свита, принадлежащи на Медитеранския тип Горна Креда в България, разкриващи се като тясна ивица с
посока запад-изток в района на селата Желява и Елешница, Софийска област, са изследвани от гледна точка на съдържащите се в тях асоциации от
планктонни фораминифери. Изучаваният район попада в рамките на Панагюрската единица на Средногорската зона. Пробите са взети от два разреза,
разположени в долините на реките Желявска и Елешнишка. Долната част на Чуговишката свита, и в двата разреза, е изградена от пачка с дебелина 60 m
включваща сиви, пъстри и виолетови мергели, отнесени към Воденския член. Пробите съдържат бедна асоциация предимно от раннокампански таксони
като Globotruncanita elevata (Brotzen), както и видове с по-широко стратиграфско разпространение – Globotruncana arca (Cushman), Globotruncana lapparenti
Brotzen, Globotruncanita stuartiformis (Dalbiez), Rugoglobigerina rugosa (Plummer). Горните нива на свитата са представени от турбидитна последователност
с дебелина около 300m, съдържаща ранно- и къснокампански асоциации, включващи, освен горните видове, Globotruncana ventricosa White, Globotruncanita
stuarti (de Lapparent), Heterohelix globulosa ((Ehrenberg), Pseudotextularia elegans (Rzehak). Отделени са две биостратиграфски зони съгласно схемата на
Premoli Silva и Verga (2004) – Globotruncanita elevata и Globotruncana ventricosa.
Ключови думи: планктонни фораминифери, Чуговишка свита, Кампан, Средногорска зона, Софийска област.

glauconitic sandstones in the base and 98 m carbonates),
Santonian (200 m carbonate deposits) and Campanian
(including 170 m carbonate and 250 m turbidite sequences).
The basal terrigenous level and the carbonate one the authors
described as “limestone-marl formation” (corresponding to the
“first”, “second” and “third horizon” of the Maastrichtian of
Връблянски et al., 1961) and the turbiditic level – as “flysch
formation” (“fourth horizon” of the Maastrichtian of Връблянски
et al., 1961). Начев and Начев (1989, 2003) followed this
subdivision.

Introduction
The sections near the villages of Jelyava and Eleshnitsa,
Sofia district, reveal almost complete succession of the
Mediterranean type Upper Cretaceous in Western Bulgaria.
They comprise Turonian marls, Coniacian glauconitic
sandstones, Coniacian–Campanian carbonate and turbidite
deposits. Златарски (1910) first described the rocks near the
village of Eleshnitsa referring them to the “Campanian
substage”. Later on Цанков (1965) determined Maastrichtian
age for the carbonates in the same section (the village was
named Yordankino in the period between the 1960s and the
1980s) and Dimitrova et al. (1981) divided three levels in the
section near Jelyava: Coniacian (113 m), Santonian (200 m)
and Campanian (677 m). Димитрова et al. (1984) refined this
subdivision into Coniacian (totally 113 m including 15 m

Чунев (1995) referred the rocks of the “limestone-marl
formation” to the Mirkovo Formation and these of the “flysch
formation” – to the Chugovitsa Formation. The two formal units
were introduced and described by Моев and Антонов (1976,
1978) in the Stargel–Chelopech strip. Later on Popov (2005)
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united them into the Popintsi Group in Panagyurishte ore
region.

recovered from the Chugovitsa Formation and to estimate their
biostratigraphical importance.

Sinnyovsky (Sinnyovsky, 2005; Синьовски, 2007), Дабовски
et al. (2009) and Antonov (2010) followed Моев and Антонов’s
subdivision as the first author recognized the Voden Member
of Моев and Антонов (1978) comprising 60 m at the base of
the Chugovitsa Formation in the sections near Jelyava and
Eleshnitsa. He also noted that “none of the previous
investigators reported the presence of large-scale slump
structures, resulting in significant augmentation of the
thickness”.

Geological Setting
The area of study is part of the Panagyurishte Unit of the
Srednogorie Zone (according to Дабовски and Загорчев,
2009, Fig. 1). The outcrops of the Mediterranean type Upper
Cretaceous form a narrow strip with west-east direction in the
southernmost part of Western Balkan. The samples were
picked up from two sections located along the valleys of
Jelyavska and Eleshishka rivers in the northern outskirts of
Jelyava and Eleshnitsa villages (Fig. 2).

From micropaleontological point of view, the sections have
been investigated by means of planktonic foraminifers and
calcareous nannoplankton. Dimitrova (in Dimitrova et al., 1981;
Димитрова et al., 1984) examined planktonic foraminifers in
thin sections. She gave lists of species representing the most
characteristic taxa for every individual package in Jelyava
section. Later on Dimitrova and Valchev (2007) summarized
these data and indicated the presence of Globotruncanita
elevata and Globotruncanita stuartiformis zones. Sinnyovsky,
at first indicated three nannofossil zones (Синьовски, 1993),
and later on (Sinnyovsky, 2005; Синьовски, 2007) published a
detailed Campanian nannofossil zonal scheme concerning the
upper levels of the Mirkovo Formation and the entire
Chugovitsa Formation.
Fig. 1. Tectonic subdivision of Bulgaria (after Дабовски and Загорчев,
2009) with the location of the area of study

The present article aims to elucidate in details the
taxonomocal composition and the structure of the planktonic
foraminiferal assemblages on the basis of isolated specimens

Fig. 2. Geological map of the area of Jelyava and Eleshnitsa villages (after Angelov et al., 2010 with modifications)
1-3) Quaternary (1 - alluvium, Holocene; 2 - deluvium, Pleistocene–Holocene; 3 - proluvium, Pleistocene); 4–6) Upper Cretaceous (4 - Chugovitsa Formation:
rhythmic alternation of limy sandstones, siltstones, mudstones, marls and clayey limestones, Campanian; 5 - Mirkovo Formation: red to rose and gray-greenish clayey
limestones, Santonian-Campanian; limestone-marl formation: gray and motley limestones and marls, Coniacian; sandstone formation: carbonate glauconitic
sandstones, Coniacian; 6 - coal formation: conglomerates and breccia-conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones, limy mudstones, marls, clays and coal, Turonian); 7)
Lower–Middle Jurassic (Gradets Formation: quartz sandstones, Aalenian-Bajocian; Ozirovo Formation: sandy bioclastic limestones and silty marls, Sinemurian–
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Toarcian; Kostina Formation: sandstones and conglomerates, Sinemurian; trrrigenous-coal formation: quartzites, quartz sandstones, sandy mudstones, Hettangian);
8) Lower Permian (Berimer Formation: breccia-conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones; Lokorsko Formation: conglomerates, breccia-conglomerates, sandstones,
siltstones); 9) Middle–Upper Ordovician (Tseretsel Formation: green mudstones, Upper Ordovician; Grohoten Formation: mudstones, silty mudstones, siltstones,
quartzites, and quartzitic sandstones, Middle-Upper Ordovician); 10) lithostratigraphic boundary; 11) reverse fault; 12) proven normal fault; 13) supposed normal fault;
14) normal bedding; 15) overturned bedding; 16) section: 1 - Jelyava, 2 - Eleshnitsa

above the base) is observed. In the section near the village of
Jelyava this interval is not well exposed ant it is characterized
by the presence of slump structures. The base of the
Chugovitsa Formation is represented by 60 m grey to violet
marls referred to the Voden Member (Plate Id-f). They are
overlaid by a 300 m thick turbidite succession with dominance
of the marl interbeds and marl packages in its lower levels
(Plate If-h).

The base of both sections (Fig. 3) is composed of marls
referred to the coal formation of Turonian age (Plate Ia). They
are overlaid with parallel unconformity by 7–15 m carbonate
glauconitic sandstone with inoceramid and rare echinid
remains comprising the sandstone formation of Coniacian age
(Plate Ia, b). The next level is composed of 220 m gray and
motley predominantly thick-bedded to massive limestones and
marls belonging to the Mirkovo Formation (Plate Ib, c). In
Eleshnitsa section a thin package of tephra layers (190 m

Fig. 3. Stratigraphial columns of Eleshnitsa and Jelyava sections (after Sinnyovsky, 2005, Синьовски, 2007, with modifications) with the distribution of
the planktonic foraminiferal taxa
1, marls; 2, sandstones; 3, limestones; 4, limy marls; 5, turbidites; 6, tephra layers; 7, interval without outcrops; 8, sample

Globotruncanita stuartiformis (Dalbiez), Rugoglobigerina
rogosa (Plummer). The samples from the typical Chugovitsa
Formation contain more diverse and abundant assemblages
represented by Early to Late Campanian taxa including apart
from the above mentioned Globotruncana ventricosa White,
Globotruncanita stuarti (de Lapparent), Heterohelix globulosa
((Ehrenberg), Pseudotextularia elegans (Rzehak).

Planktonic foraminiferal assemblages and zones
The samples from the Voden Member contain poor
planktonic foraminiferal fauna including predominantly Early
Campanian taxa like Globotruncanita elevata (Brotzen), and
species with broader stratigraphic range – Globotruncana arca
(Cushman),
Globotruncana
lapparenti
Brotzen,
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(Cushman) was not found and therefore the upper boundary of
this zone was not defined. Thus, the entire interval above
Globotruncanita elevata zone is referred to Globotruncana
ventricosa zone.
Boundaries. The lower boundary was established at 400 m
above the base of the sections.
Thickness. 200 m.

Two biostratigraphical zones were defined following Premoli
Silva and Verga’s (2004) zonation – Globotruncanita elevata
and Globotruncana ventricosa.
Globotruncanita elevata Partial Range Zone
Author. Postuma (1971). In Bulgaria it was introduced by
Вапцарова (1975) as “Globotruncana elevata” Zone.
Definition. Interval, with Globotruncanita elevata (Brotzen),
from last occurrence of Dicarinella asymetrica (Sigal) to first
occurrence of Globotruncana ventricosa White.
Common taxa. In the lower levels (the lowermost 50 m) of
the zone, despite the zonal marker Globotruncanita elevata
(Brotzen), Globotruncana arca (Cushman), G. lapparenti
Brotzen, Globotruncanita stuartiformis (Dalbiez) were recorded
as rare specimens, while taxa like Globotruncana falsostuarti
Sigal, G. hilli Pessagno, Heterohelix globulosa (Ehrenberg),
and Rugoglobigerina rugosa (Plummer) occur as single
specimens only. The middle and upper levels reveal the same
taxonomical composition, but with higher specimen
abundance.
Age. Early Campanian.
Correlation. The zone is cosmopolitan. Its taxonomical
composition is the same as in the zones described by Wonders
(1980), Robaszynski et al. (1984), Caron (1985), Abdel-Kireem
et al. (1995), Salaj (1980). In Bulgaria it was established by
Vaptzarova (1976, 1980) in the western and central north parts
of the country.
Remarks. Premoli Silva and Verga (2004) limited the range
of the zone in the Lowermost Campanian only.
Boundaries. The lower boundary was not fixed in the present
study. The upper one was established at 400 m above the
base of the sections.
Thickness. At least 150 m.

Conclusion
The turbidite deposits of the Chugovitsa Formation are well
exposed in the northern outskirts of the villages of Jelyava and
Eleshnitsa and they provide a good opportunity for a
biostratigraphical study of the Campanian interval – four
nannofissil zones have been previously defined. In terms of
planktonic foraminifers the investigated assemblages are low
to moderately diverse and with low abundance of specimens.
On the other hand, the assemblages are dominated by species
of broad stratigraphical range. This fact is an obstacle to find
biostratigraphical markers (FAD and LAD) for a detailed
zonation – only the FAD of Globotruncana ventricosa White
was recorded in the sections and therefore only two zones
were defined.
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PLATE I

PLATE I
a) the base of the Mediterranean type Upper Cretaceous 1 km north of the village of Eleshnitsa representing the coal and the sandstone formations; b) the
sandstone formation and the base of the Mirkovo Formation 1.5 km north of the village of Jelyava; c) the Mirkovo Formation in the Eleshnitsa River valley
800 m north of the village of Eleshnitsa; d) the Voden Member of the Chugovitsa Formation in the northern outskirts of the village of Eleshnitsa; e) the
Voden Member in the valley of Jelyavska River 1 km north of the village of Jelyava; f) the uppermost levels of the Voden Member and the base of the
typical Chugovitsa Formation on the left riverside of Jelyavska River; g, h) the lower levels of the Chugovitsa Formation in the northern outskirts of the
village of Eleshnitsa (g) and on the left riverside of Jelyavska River (h).
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THE HERCYNIAN COLLISIONAL METALLOGENY IN BULGARIA
Kamen Popov
University of Mining and Geology “St. Ivan Rilski”, 1700 Sofia; kpopov@mgu.bg
ABSTRACT. Ordovician – Lower Carboniferous sedimentation, calc-alkaline and potassium-alkaline magmatism and tectonic deformations mark the Hercynian
collisional stage within the frame of the Neoproterozoic – Hercynian epoch. Mainly the magmatic processes define the metallogenic characteristic. The calc-alkaline
plutons control the Stara Planina Metallogenic Zone with iron, lead, copper, gold, fluorite and other deposits. The potassium-alkaline magmatism defines the
Berkovitsa-Shipka Metallogenic Zone with uranium deposits as well as with tungsten, copper, polymetallic and other ore occurrences.
Keywords: Hercynian magmatism, metallogeny, iron, lead, gold, uranium deposits.

ХЕРЦИНСКАТА КОЛИЗИОННА МЕТАЛОГЕНИЯ В БЪЛГАРИЯ
Камен Попов
Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", 1700 София, kpopov@mgu.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. Херцинският колизионен етап, в рамките на неопротерозойско-херцинската епоха, се бележи от ордовишко-долнокарбонска седиментация,
калциевно-алкален и калиево-алкален магматизъм и тектонски деформации. Металогенната характеристика се определя главно от магматичните процеси.
Калциевно-алкалните плутони контролират Старопланинската металогенна зона с железни, оловни, медни, златни, флуоритови и др. находища. Калиевоалкалният магматизъм определя Берковско-Шипченската металогенна зона с уранови находища, както и волфрамови, медни, полиметални и др.
рудопроявления.
Ключови думи: Херцински магматизъм, металогения, железни, оловни, златни, уранови находища.

The Ordovician – Lower Carboniferous sedimentary
complexes were formed as a result of the epicontinental
terrigenous marine sedimentation, with interruptions,
transgressions and tectonic deformations. Green schist
terrigenous rocks (Dalgidel Group) overlay Cambrian rocks in
the Stara Planina Mountain area. The Ordovician – Devonian
section is compounded by aleurolite, argillite, less sandstone,
quartzite, lydite and conglomerate. Calcareous-terrigenous
(Stakevo Formation) and terrigenous-volcanogenic (Rayanovo
Formation) Lower Carboniferous (?) sediments were noted
(Haydutov et al., 1979; Хайдутов и др., 1995а, b; Angelov et
al., 2010, etc.). The Ordovician – Lower Carboniferous
complexes in SW Bulgaria are in green schist facies, and the
terrigenous
meta-rocks
with
meta-gabbro-dolerite
intercalations predominate (Zagorchev, et al., 2015; Marinova
et al., 2008).

Introduction
Neoproterozoic and Paleozoic rocks are exposed in the
cores of the Alpine orogeny structures. They are formed during
the Neoproterozoic – Hercynian cycle, including spreading,
subduction and formation of magmatic arcs, collision and postcollisional orogenesis. The collisional events from this cycle
are demonstrated by the presence of typical sedimentary and
magmatic complexes. The metallogenic processes are marked
mostly by the formation of iron, lead-zinc, gold, uranium and
other deposits related to the evolution of the magmatic
structures.

Geology
The Hercynian collisional stage covers the time from the
Ordovician to the Lower Carboniferous, when the sedimentary
or volcano-sedimentary rocks, Stara Planina grandioritegranite and Stara Planina potassium-alkaline complexes and
the associating mineral deposits were formed (Fig. 1). The precollisional basement consists of Neoproterozoic ophiolite
(ultramafite, gabbro, cumulates, dikes and pillow lava), high
grade metamorphites as well as by Neoproterozoic – Cambrian
low grade metamorphic rocks, as green schist, marble, metadiabase, tuff, meta-gabbro to meta-granitoid and others
(Haydutov et al., 1979; Хайдутов и др., 2012; Marinova et al.,
2008; Zagorchev et al., 2015, etc.).

The Stara Planina granodiorite-granite complex (Хайдутов и
др., 1995а,b) is represented by subequatorial series of plutons
in Western and Central Stara Planina Mountain. They are
compounded by hypabyssal granodiorite and granite, rarely
diorite and gabbro. The Belogradchik, Rayanovtsi, Sveti
Nikola, Kopilovtsi (Kopren), Petrohan (Berkovitsa), Mezdra,
Rzhana, Etropole, Vezhen, Karlovo, Tvarditsa and other
smaller plutons are determined. The Lyutskan and Ruy
plutons, which are found in SW Bulgaria (Kraishte region) and
are intruded along NNW structures, belong to the same
complex. The petrography of these rocks was studied by
numerous authors (Димитров, 1946; Белев, 1960; Драгов,
1961; Вутов, 1962; Димитрова и др., 1964; Чунев, 1967;
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porphyry, syenite porphyry, quartz-syenite), the volcanic rocks
in Belogradchik area (Хайдутов и др., 1995b), the Proboynitsa
pluton (granosyenite, quartz-syenite, shonkinite) (Marinov,
1995), Prokop pluton (monzodiorite) (Marinov, 1982) and small
plutonic bodies and dykes (granosyenite, alkaline quartz
syenite and shonkinite), together with potassium metasomatic
alterations over the older rocks (Marinov, 1995). The rocks are
related to metamorphosed, enriched mantle source
(Dyulgerov, 2011; Dyulgerov and Platevoet, 2013). They are
intruded in different Paleozoic rocks, including the calc-alkaline
plutons, and are overlaid by the Upper Carboniferous
sediments (Тенчов и Янев, 1963; Popov et al., 1988; Попов и
Попова, 1990; Хайдутов и др., 1995а,b, etc.). This marks
their Lower Carboniferous age, which is confirmed by the
absolute age determinations (350 – 303 Ма) (Dyulgerov et al.,
2010b).

Куйкин и др., 1971; Иванов и др., 1974; Kamenov et al,.
2002; Dyulgerov et al., 2006, 2010a; Marinova et al., 2008,
etc.). On the basis of the rare elements ratios Kamenov et al.
(2002) define these rocks as calc-alkaline to high potassium
calc-alkaline, and of island-arc type. Furthermore, Dyulgerov et
al. (2010а) show that the rocks have crustal-mantle origin with
predominant crustal component. The calc-alkaline plutons cut
the Old Paleozoic rocks and are covered by the Upper
Carboniferous sediments, which mark their Upper Devonian –
Lower Carboniferous age (Хайдутов и др., 1995а,b). The
absolute age data (360-314 Ма) of these rocks confirm this
conclusion (Amov et al., 1981; Kamenov et al., 2002; Carrigan
et al., 2005; Peytcheva et al., 2006; Dyulgerov et al., 2006;
Nedialkov et al., 2007, etc.)
The Stara Planina potassium-alkaline complex (Хайдутов и
др., 1995а,b) is represented by the Seslavtsi and Svidnya
plutons and small bodies in Shipka Mountain. Syenite, quartzsyenite, monzonite, gabbro-syenite, ultramafic cumulates and
dykes from micro-syenite, granite porphyry, syenite porphyry,
lamprophyre are determined (Димитров, 1946; Angelov et al.,
2010; Dyulgerov, 2011). The complex includes the described
by Popov et al. (1988) Zverino volcano-plutonic structure
(trachyandesite, trachybasalt, monzodiorite porphyrite, granite

The collisional stage is characterized by development of fold
and fault structures. The antiform positions of the rock
complexes are delineated, as Caledonian and Neoproterozoic
units are outcropped within them. Small fold structures are
noted, most often with subequatorial to east-southeastern
direction, as the planar and linear structural elements mark
three to four deformations (Angelov et al., 2010).

Fig. 1. Metallogenic scheme of Bulgaria for the Hercynian collisional stage from the Neoproterozoic – Hercynian epoch.
1 – Post-Paleozoic rocks; 2 – Upper Devonian-Lower Carboniferous Stara Planina potassium-alkaline Complex; 3 – Upper Devonian-Lower Carboniferous subalkaline volcanic rocks; 4 – Upper Devonian-Lower Carboniferous Stara Planina granodiorite-granite Complex; 5 – Ordovician-Lower Carboniferous sediments; 6 –
Neoproterozoic and Cambrian metamorphic rocks; 7-8 – Metallogenic zones: 7 – Berkovitsa-Shipka (BSZ), 8 – Stara Planina (SPZ); 9 – Ore regions (BR –
Berkovitsa, SV – Svoge, TR – Tran); 10 – Ore fields (a – Chiprovtsi, b – Gorni Lom, c – Pesochnitsa, d – Lyutskan, e – Ruy, f – Buhovo, g – Proboynitsa, h – Kurilo, i
– Zverino, j – Shipka); Ore deposits and occurrences by type: (11-12 scarn) 11 – iron, 12 – uranium-bearing molybdenum-tungsten, (13-23 – hydrothermal) 13 – iron
vein, 14 – molybdenum, 15 – copper-pyrite massive sulfide, 16 – copper vein, 17 – lead-zinc, 18 – polymetallic, 19 – gold polymetallic, 20 – uranium, 21 – gold, 22 –
barite, 23 – fluorite stratiform;
Ore deposits and occurrences by numbers on the map: 1 – Martinovo, 2 – Chiprovtsi, 3 – Lukina Padina, 4 – Martinovo-2, 5 – Gorni Lom, 6 – Byala Voda, 7 –
Pesochnitsa, 8 – Pesochnitsa-2, 9 – Bov, 10 – Hristo Danovo, 11 – Kobilya, 12 – Kazanite, 13 – Zlata, 14 – Yamka, 15 – Krushev Dol-2, 16 – Krastato Darvo, 17 –
Busintsi, 18 – Beli Bryag, 19 – Lomnitsa-1, 20 – Zelenigrad, 21 – Logo, 22 – Nadezhda, 23 – Zlogosh, 24 – Seslavtsi, 25 – Goten, 26 – Chora, 27 – Borcha, 28 –
Chamilov Kamak, 29 – Proboynitsa, 30 – Kurilo, 31 – Ignatitsa, 32 – Levishte, 33 – Gabrovnitsa, 34 – Prekop, 35 – Bedek, 36 – Shiroka Polyana.
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The Chiprovtsi Ore Field is developed SW from the Sveti
Nikola pluton, in Neoproterozoic – Cambrian rocks. The
Martinovo skarn iron deposit, the hydrothermal Chiprovtsi leadzinc (Fig. 2) and Lukina Padina fluorite deposits, and barite,
lead-zinc and copper ore occurrences are traced
consecutively. The ore is developed in a zone of boudinaged
marble (Николаев и Тонев, 1964; Dimitrov, 1964; Драгов и
Обретенов, 1974; Атанасов и Павлов, 1982).

Metallogeny
The metallogenic processes, related to Hercynian collisional
events, are determined mainly by the evolution of the calcalkaline and potassium-alkaline magmatic complexes. Series
of different ore deposits, described by Костов (1949),
Николаев и Тонев (1964), Драгов, (1960, 1971, Dimitrov
(1964), Димитрова и др. (1964), Драгов и Обретенов (1974),
Стойков (1976), Тонев,(1980), Атанасов и Павлов (1982),
Popov et al. (1988), Милев и др., (2007), etc., are formed as a
result of these processes.

The Pesochnitsa Ore Field (NW from the town of Berkovitsa)
is connected to the Mezdrea pluton. The skarn iron
Pesochnitsa-1 (Drena) ore occurrence, the hydrothermal
copper Pesochnitsa-2 (Bistrovets) ore occurrence, etc., are
localized in its contacts with the Paleozoic marble
(Стамболски, 1961ф).

In the general metallogenic analysis of the Bulgarian territory
Йовчев (1960), Милев и Богданов (1974) and Димитров
(1988) noted part of the studied Paleozoic deposits, connected
to the Hercynian or Caledonian (?) magmatism, in the frame of
the Balkan or West Balkan Metallogenic Zone. However, this
zone is formed during the Alpine tectonogenesis, with typical
Alpine ore mineralizations. The described ores, related to the
Paleozoic magmatism, are formed as a result of earlier
tectonomagmatic processes and are included in other
metallogenic units.

The Bov-2, Kobilya, Hristo Danovo and Kazanita
molybdenum ore occurrences are individually formed, outside
the ore fields.
The Tran Ore Region (W Bulgaria) is determined by the
Ruy and Lyutskan plutons, intruded in the high grade
metamorphic rocks and in the green schist, metadiabase, tuff
and gabbro. The Lyutskan and Ruy Ore Fields and the
separate Zlogosh ore occurrence are distinguished.

The modern methods of the metallogenic analysis are based
on paleo-tectonic principle. Thereby, within the Neoproterozoic
– Hercynian geotectonic cycle is differentiated the Hercynian
collisional stage. It is characterized by the calc-alkaline and
potassium-alkaline hypabyssal magmatic complexes, which
determine the positions of the Stara Planina and BerkovitsaShipka Metallogenic Zones respectively (Fig. 1).

The Lyutskan Ore Field (W from the town of Tran) (Fig. 2) is
controlled by the Lyutskan pluton. The Zlata, Yamka, Krushev
Dol and Krastato Dere gold deposits and numerous ore
occurrences are found. They are represented by quartz-sulfide
ore veins within NNE faults cutting the granitoid and
metamorphic rocks (Драгов, 1960; Милев и др., 2007). The
Beli Bryag and Vodopada uranium ore occurrences are also
noted (Стойков, 1976).

The Stara Planina Metallogenic Zone is determined by the
plutons from the Stara Planina granodiorite-granite complex
and the ore deposits connected with them. Skarn iron and
hydrothermal lead-zinc, gold, copper, fluorite and smaller
polymetallic, gold-polymetallic, molybdenum, barite, iron and
other ores are found. The ore formation associates with
metasomatic alterations represented by Ca-skarn around the
contacts with marbles, as well as with the distinct silification
accompanied by sericitization, epidotization, carbonatization,
etc. The ore bodies are lens-like, bedding, irregular, columnar,
and nest-like in the marble beds or veins and share zones in
the fault structures cutting the different rocks. Depending on
the ore type, the main ore minerals are magnetite, galena,
native gold, chalcopyrite, fluorite, pitchblende, molybdenite.
The Berkovitsa and Tran Ore Regions and individual ore
manifestations are differentiated (Table 1).

The Ruy Ore Field (NW from the town of Tran) is determined
by the ores related to the Ruy pluton. The Ruy, Lomnitsa-1,
Zabel, Zelenigrad polymetallic and Logo and Nadezhda goldpolymetallic ore occurrences are found. They are represented
by quartz-sulfide ore veins or brecciated zones (Димитров,
2007ф).
The Zlogosh gold ore occurrence (NNW from the town of
Kyustendil) is marked by quartz-sulfide veins, concordant to or
intersecting the foliation (Милев и др., 2007).
The Berkovitsa-Shipka Metallogenic Zone is controlled by
the magmatic bodies from the Stara Planina potassiumalkaline complex and the associated ore deposits. It covers
Western Stara Planina Mountain, between the towns of
Belogradchik and Shipka. Considerable uranium deposits and
tungsten, copper, polymetallic and rare earth mineralizations
are found. The host rocks are represented by alkaline plutons,
older granitoids and different Paleozoic schists and marbles. In
the individual areas they associate with metasomatic
alterations as silicification, sericitization, berezitization,
greizenization, albitization, K-feldspatization, low temperature
Na-metasomatites, etc., and with Ca-skarns in some places.
The ore bodies were formed along the contacts between the
plutons and host rocks or in faults, often complicated in
structure. The ore formation was favored by the host marbles
and schists. Lens-like, nests, stockwerks, columnar, vein and

The Berkovitsa Ore Region is controlled by the Sveti
Nikola, Mezdra, Petrohan and some smaller plutons. They are
intruded in Neoproterozoic ophiolite, Neoproterozoic –
Cambrian green schist, volcano-sedimentary and metaplutonic
rocks and Ordovician – Lower Carboniferous sediments. The
Chiprovtsi, Gorni Lom and Pesochnitsa Ore Fields are
distinguished.
The Gorni Lom Ore Field (S from the town of Belogradchik)
is marked by the copper-pyrite massive sulfide Gorni Lom
deposit and series of ore occurrences (Николаев и Тонев,
1964; Драгов, 1971). They are represented by complicated ore
veins in faults along the pluton’s contacts.
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Table 1.
Characteristics of the Hercynian collisional ore deposits in Bulgaria
Ore
Region

Ore Field

Berkovitsa Chiprovtsi
Ore
Ore Field
Region

Deposit,
Ore occurrence

Main
minerals

Martinovo (Fe)

magnetite

Secondary of importance and
rare minerals

STARA PLANINA METALLOGENIC ZONE
pyrrotine, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, granitoidgalena, n. gold, bismutite, joseit, marble
petzite n. bismuth, electrum,
contact

Chiprovtsi,
Zhelezna,
Chervenata Skala
(Pb, Ag)

Gorni Lom
Ore Field

Pesochnits
a Ore Field

Tran Ore
Region

Individual
occurrence
s
Lyutskan
Ore Field

Ruy Ore
Field

Individual
occurrence
Svoge
Ore
Region

Kurilo Ore
Field

Са-skarns (biotite,
amphibole, garnet,
pyroxene) epidote,
quarz, titanite,
calcite
silicification,
chloritization,
carbonatization

ophiolite - Pt;
greenschists,
marble, diabase,
tuff - Pt-Pz1;
granitoide - Pz2

lens-like

fault

veins

marble, fault

lenses,
veins

fault zone

share zone

contact
granitoid marble

lens-like,
irregular

greenschist,
marble Pt-Pz1;
granitoid

fault

veins

granitoid,
metamorphite

silicification,
carbonatization,
epidotization,
albitization,
sericitization
Са-skarns –
garnet, epidote,
calcite, quarz,
amphibole,
chlorite;
silicification
silicification,
sericitization

veins,
share zone

granitoid - Pz2
metamorphite,
gabbro - Pt-Pz1

sericitization,
silicification,
carbonatization

veins

granitoid;
greenschist, tuff,
metadiabase

arsenopyrite, magnetite, galenite, faults
sphalerite, chalcopyrite
BERKOVITSA – SHIPKA METALLOGENIC ZONE
contact
pitchblende pyrite, chalcopyrite, tennantite,
galena, sphalerite, nickeline,
syenite gersdorffite, millerite,
black shale
rammelsbergite, bravoite,
arsenopyrite, hematite,
pitchblende chalcopyrite, pyrite, hematite,
faults
galena, bornite, sphalerite,
arsenopyrite, covellite,
molybdenite, stibnite, markasite,

veins

granitoid
greenschist

lens-like,
nest-like,
pipe-like,
vein-like,
stockwerk
nest-like,
lens-like,
veins,
columnar,
stockwerk

monzonite,
syenite Pz2;
black shale Pz1;

quartzsericitization,
beresitization

greenschist;
granitoid; К-alc
syenite,
shonkinite

greisenization,
albitization,
silicification, Na
low t°
metasomatites
hydromicatizaiton

pitchblende

chalcopyrite, barite, calcite

faults

vein-like,
stockwerk

pyrite,
chalcopyrite,
pyrrotine
pyrite,
galena,
sphalerite,
chalcopyrite

arsenopyrite, markasite,
hematite, titanomagnetite,

fault zones

Pesochnitsa-2
(Bistrovets) (Cu)

chalcopyrite,
chalcocite

Bov, Hr. Danovo,
Kobilya, Kazanite
(Мо)
Zlata, Yamka, Erul
Krushev Dol,
Krastato Darvo,
Busintsi, (Аu); Beli
Bryag, Vodopada
(U)
Ruy, Lomnitsa-1,
Zabel, Zelenigrad
(Pb Zn Cu Аu);
Logo, Nadezhda Au
(Pb Zn Cu)
Zlogosh Аu (Pb Zn
Cu)

molybdenite, pyrrotine, arsenopyrite,
pyrite
chalcopyrite

Zverino
Ignatitsa, Levishte
mineralized (Cu)
area
Gabrovnitsa (Pb Zn
Cu)

lens-like,
pipe-like,
nest-like,
irregular

marble

magnetite,
hematite

Kurilo, Katina 1, 2,
Tayna (U)

Metasomatic
alterations

columnar,
pipe-like,
vein-like,
nest-like

Pesochnitsa-1
(Drena) (Fe)

Proboynitsa Proboynitsa, Byalo
Gabare (U)
Ore Field

Ore bodies, Host rocks
morpholog
y

marble

galena (+Ag) sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite,
arsenopyrite, markasite,
tetrahedrite, bournonite,
boulangerite, polybasite,
pyrargyrite, stephanite,
pyrostilpnite, n. silver, n. gold
Lukina Padina (F)
fluorite
quarz, calcite, barite, ankerite,
cinabar, pyrite, galena, sphalerite,
etc.
Martinovo 2 (Ва)
barite
ferrodolomite, quarz, ankerite,
calcite, galena, tetrahedrite,
chalcopyrite
Yavorova Glava,
chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, pyrite,
Martinovo-N, Ostra tetrahedritе antimonite, n. silver, Pb–Sb, Cu–
Chuka, (Cu)
Pb–Sb sulfosalt
Gorni Lom, Byala
pyrite,
magnetite, hematite, pyrrotine,
Voda, Gorni Lom–S, chalcopyrite sphalerite, galena
Rakov Vrah,
Lumparitsa (Cu)

Buhovo Ore Seslavtsi 1, 2, 3,
Field
Goten, Chora,
Borcha, Chamilov
Kamak (U)

Structural
position

pyrite, n.
gold;
pitchblende
pyrite (Au),
galena,
chalcopyrite
(Au)

chalcopyrite

scheelite, uraninite schapbachite, fault
n. silver, pitchblende, wolframite,
chalcopyrite, galena, tetrahedrite,
sphalerite, molybdenite
sphalerite, hematite, scheelite

faults

pyrite, n.
gold

tennantite, pyrrotine, hematite,
ilmenitite, bornite
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terrigenous
sediments (Pzsd)
veinletmontzodiorite,
disseminate shonkinite,
d
syenite, granite,
Pz2;

K-feldsparisation,
secondary
quartzite,
propylitization,
sericitization,
kaolinization,
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Ore
Region

Ore Field

Deposit,
Ore occurrence

Main
minerals

Secondary of importance and
rare minerals

Structural
position

Individual
occurrence

Prekop (W, Мo, U)

molybdenite

scheelite, uraninite

magnetite,

hematite, pyrite

contact
мarble –
montzodiorite
concordant
fault zones,
faults

Shipka
Bedek, Shiroka
mineralized Polyana, Tsiganski
Ushetsi, Solta, (Fe)
area

Ore bodies, Host rocks
morpholog
y
lens-like,
montzodiorite
irregular
share zone,
vein-like

Metasomatic
alterations
Са-skarns
(andradite,
diopside,
hedenbergite)

greenschist Pz1;
syenite Pz2;

Fig. 2. Ore deposits: a) Martinovo; b) Chiprovtsi; c) Seslavtsi; d) Proboynitsa (plane of the central part); e) Lyutskan Ore Field.
1 – Quaternary sediments; 2 – Priabonian – Oligocene volcanic rocks; 3 – Mesozoic sediments; 4 – Upper Carboniferous and Permian sediments; 5 – Lower
Carboniferous K-alkaline pluton; 6 – Devonian – Lower Carboniferous granitoid; 7 – Silurian black shale; Neoproterozoic-Cambrian rocks (8-11): 8 – marble, 9 – green
shale, 10 – Struma diorite and gabbro, 11 – high grade metamorphic rocks; 12 – ore bodies; 13 – Lower Carboniferous K-alkaline dyke; 14 – gold vein; 15 – uranium
ore vein, 16 – fault and brecciated zone.
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share zone types of ore bodies are observed. The main ore
mineral in the uranium ores is nasturan (pitchblende), and in
the other ores are molybdenite, magnetite, galena, sphalerite,
and chalcopyrite. The Svoge Ore Region and some small
individual
tungsten-molybdenum
mineralizations
are
differentiated (Table 1).

The Svidnya rare earth ore occurrence (west of the town of
Svoge) is related to the homonymous pluton. The increased
contents of La, Ce, Nd and less Pr, Sm, Gd and Y are
determined in the apatite (Стефанова, 1973ф). Uranium
mineralization within faults has also been observed (Бахнева и
др., 1963ф).

The Svoge Ore Region is defined by the development of
Seslavtsi, Svidnya and Proboynitsa intrusives, Zverino
volcano-plutonic structure and smaller bodies and dikes. The
Buhovo, Proboynitsa and Kurilo Ore Fields and the Zverino
mineralized area are distinguished. Rare earth and uranium
mineralizations in the Svidnya pluton are also found, west of
the town of Svoge.

The Zverino mineralized area (Zverino village, the Iskar
River defile) is defined by the development of Zverino volcanoplutonic structure. The Ignatitsa and Levishte coper,
Gabrovnitsa polymetallic and other ore occurrences are found
(Popov et al., 1988).
The Prekop molybdenum-tungsten, uranium-bearing ore
occurrence (NE from the town of Chiprovtsi) is related to the
homonymous pluton. The ore type is skarn, along the contact
of the Prekop pluton with Paleozoic marble.
The Shipka mineralized area is located in the Shipka area in
Stara Planina Mountain. The Bedek, Shiroka Polyana, Solta
and Tsiganski Ushetsi iron ore occurrences are related to the
K-alkaline magmatic bodies and are developed in brecciated
zones or faults (Костов, 1949).

The Buhovo Ore Field (NE from Sofia City) is controlled by
the Seslavtsi pluton. The Seslavtsi 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 2), Goten,
Chora, Borcha and Chamilov Kamak uranium deposits are
found here (Стойков, 1976; Тонев, 1980). The ore is formed
along the northern and eastern contacts of the pluton with
Paleozoic, predominantly Silurian rocks, in association with a
fault system.
The Proboynitsa Ore Field (in the area of Bov and Lakatnik
villages) is related to the homonymous pluton. The Proboynitsa
uranium deposit (Fig. 2) and several ore occurrences are found
(Стойков, 1976; Драгоманов и др., 1995ф). The ore is
developed in complicated fault structure, which cut the pluton
and the Paleozoic metamorphic rocks.
The Kurilo Ore Field (NE from Sofia City) is controlled by
small bodies of K-alkaline rocks intruded in Paleozoic
terrigenous sediments. The Kurilo uranium deposit and several
ore occurrences are found. The ore mineralization is
developed in the cutting areas between sub-equatorial and
northeastern faults (Стойков, 1976; Драгоманов и др.,
1995ф).

Conclusion

Ca and K-alkaline magmatic processes are of primary
importance for the Hercynian collisional metallogeny in
Bulgaria. The Stara Planina Metallogenic Zone with iron, leadzinc, gold, copper, fluorite deposits and other small
mineralizations originates with the Devonian – Lower
Carboniferous Ca-alkaline, predominantly crustal plutonism.
The Berkovitsa-Shipka Metallogenic Zone with important
uranium deposits and some tungsten-molybdenum, iron and
copper mineraliztions is formed in relation to the Lower
Carboniferous K-alkaline mantle magmatism.
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FIELD OBSERVATION OF THE BURIED WEATHERING CRUST IN THE OSHTAVA
GRABEN (SOUTHWESTERN BULGARIA)
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ABSTRACT. Geological and geomorphological features of the area of Oshtava graben (southwestern Bulgaria) are presented in the paper. The area is characterized
by fault tectonics and the predominant basement rocks are granites. In the current research special attention is paid to the weathering crust which is covered by
Neogene sediments. This deep weathering is related to the subtropical conditions in the late Neogene. The weathering crust is preserved under the clastic sediments,
formed as a result of the deep erosion. The accumulation of these clastic materials is connected to the Messinian salinity crisis in late Neogene when changes in local
and regional erosion bases (Aegean Sea level) led to the deep river incision, followed by areal erosion and deposition. Buried under these sediments the rocks of the
denudation surfaces weathered chemically but without washing and removal of the weathering products, which continue to accumulate under the clastic formations.
The aim of the current paper is to direct the attention of researchers and experts to the deep weathering in Southwest Bulgaria, which has not been investigated in
detail until now. The topicality of the research is determined by the significance of the buried weathering crust and the impact that it could have on the environmental
processes and infrastructure.
Keywords: weathering crust, granite, Oshtava graben

ПОЛЕВИ ИЗСЛЕДВАНИЯ НА ПОГРЕБАНАТА ИЗВЕТРИТЕЛНА КОРА ОТ ОЩАВСКИЯ ГРАБЕН (ЮГОЗАПАДНА
БЪЛГАРИЯ)
Иван Димитров1, Валентина Николова1, Юлий Пасков2
1 Минно-геоложки университет “Св. Иван Рилски”, 1700 София; idim68@abv.bg
2 ГЛАВБОЛГАРСТРОЙ, ул. Дамяница 3-5, 1619, София
РЕЗЮМЕ. В статията са представени геоложки и геоморфоложки особености на района на Ощавския грабейн (Югозападна България). Районът се
характеризира с разломна тектоника, а преобладаващите коренни скали са гранити. В настоящото изследване е обърнато специално внимание на
изветрителната кора, покрита с неогенски седименти. Дълбокото изветряне е свързано със субтропичните условия в късния Неоген. Изветритената кора е
запазена под кластичните седименти, образувани в резултат на дълбока ерозия. Натрупването на тези кластични материали е свързано с Месинската
криза през късния Неоген, когато промените в местните и регионалните ерозионни бази (нивото на Егейско море) водят до дълбоко врязване на реките,
последвано от площна ерозия и кластично седиментоотлагане. Погребани под тези седименти, скалите, изграждащи денудационните повърхнини,
изветрят химически, но без отмиване и отнасяне на изветрителните продукти, които продължават да се натрупват под кластичните образувания. Целта на
настоящата статия е да насочи вниманието на изследователи и експерти към дълбокото изветряне в Югозападна България, което до момента не е
подробно изследвано. Актуалността на тематиката е обусловена от значимостта на изветрителната кора и въздействието, което тя оказва, върху
инфраструктурата.
Ключови думи: изветрителна кора, гранити, Ощавски грабен

Glomar Challenger. The culmination of the crises led to
desiccation of the Mediterranean that took place about 5.5 Ma
ago. Such a catastrophic event had a great impact on the
landscape of the entire region. The lowering of the base-level
of erosion led to deep incision of rivers that drained in the
Mediterranean. Deep Messinian canyons are recorded
throughout the region. It also led to unusually active Late
Miocene groundwater movement and karstification. The
climate became drier and cooler. This was a change from the
generally warmer climate of the Neogen.

Introduction
At the beginning of the Cenozoic a circum-equatorial sea
current existed that spanned the entire Earth. It flowed
unimpeded through the Tethys Sea and warmed the planet. As
the continents continued to separate, the Tethys Sea gradually
closed, cutting off the circum-equatorial currents (Bryden and
Kinder, 1991). It cooled the Earth as the cooling culminated in
the ice ages. These events shifted significantly the global sea
level. The isolation of the Mediterranean from the world ocean,
happened in the Burdigalian (20-15 Ma) but the most
pronounced climatic event happened 7-5 million years ago and
is known as the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC), also referred
to as the Messinian Event (Hsü et al., 1977). This event was
first discovered in 1970 by drilling on a number of localities in
the Mediterranean of several hundreds of meters of salts by

In this paper, the effects of the late Neogene erosion and
deposition in part of Southwest Bulgaria are discussed. The
aim is to direct the attention of researchers and experts to the
deep weathering in the Southwest Bulgaria, which has not
been investigated in detail until now. The paper has been
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part of the Sandanski graben, south of Kresna, comprises a
wide fluvial plane of the river Struma.

elaborated on the basis of field observation and literature
review.

Study area
The area of study of the current research is located in
southwestern Bulgaria and is part of the western slopes
(foothills) of Pirin mountain (Fig. 1). It is situated into a regional
tectonomorphologic domain known as the Struma lineament
(Загорчев, 1988). The area comprises a series of tectonic
troughs named: Blagoevgrad graben, Simitli graben and
Sandanski graben. The orientation of this chain of troughs is
NNW – SSE. They are constrained by the Vlahinski, Verilski,
Ograzhdenski and Belasishki elevated blocks to the west, and
to the east they border the mountains Rila and Pirin. The time
of initiation of this linear structure cannot be accurately defined
but it dates back at least to the beginning of the Eocene.
Although the troughs are constrained by faults, the evolution of
the lineaments could be related to the global climatic events
too.
During the Neogene, until the beginning of the Quaternary
temperature drop, the region of the present southwestern
Bulgaria was affected by subtropical climatic conditions. The
global climatic changes in the late Neogene, related to the
drying of Mediterranean Sea (MSC) shifted the erosional
bases of the rivers, which combined with tectonic reasons,
resulted in deep areal erosion and deposition of coarse clastic
sediments in Messinian time. Buried under these sediments
the granites and metamorphic rocks of the denudation surfaces
continued to weather chemically but without washing and
removal of the weathering products, which continued to
accumulate under the clastic formations. During the
Quaternary the main river acquired its present valley and the
flows from west and east cut and partially removed the late
Neogene sediment cover, although parts of it are still on place.
The sediments of the Struma lineament recorded the change
of the rivers erosional bases. Very distinctive rock formations
were deposited in the lineament area during the Messinian
time. These formations known as Kalimantsi and Sandanski
Formations (Kojumdjgieva et al., 1982) have been dated and it
appears that their deposition corresponds to the time of the
deepest erosional incision of the rivers flowing towards the
Aegean Sea (Zagorchev, 2002). In the time span 7-5 million
years ago very fast and deep erosion and deposition, and
subtropical weathering, happened in the troughs of the Struma
lineament. The clastic rocks are locally derived, poorly sorted
and usually very coarse. They covered denudation accumulation surface carved over variegated fundament.

B u l g a r i a

Fig. 1. Location of the area of study with colored representation of the
topographic elevation.

Features of the northern part of the graben will be discussed
in the paper. The difference between the northern and
southern part is that the northern part is considerably elevated
compared to the southern one and it seems to reflect different
geologic evolution. Most of all it contains evidence of a river
flow, presumably the predecessor of river Struma, that flowed
easterly, and on elevated level, compared to the present
position of the river in the Kresna gorge. This older river we call
Paleo-Struma in accordance with other authors (f.e. Ivanov,
Bozukov, 2017). The area east of the Kresna gorge is best
described with the name of Oshtava graben, rather than
naming it as Sandanski graben.
The generalized geomorphic situation of the Oshtava graben
(or Oshtava area of the Sandanski graben) is shown on
Figures 2 and 3. North of the village of Brezhani it borders the
Oranovo-Simitli graben and south of Kresna it passes into the
wider fluvial plane of Struma. Both the northern and the
southern border domain are lower in hypsometric sense and
lacking the ridge of fencing hills from west, thus the area of the
Oshtava graben can be examined as an elevated older terrace
compared to the northern and southern domains.

Geological settings
Extends of the Oshtava graben
In the Bulgarian literature (Загорчев и Маринова, 1990,
1993) the Sandanski graben is shown as containing two
dissimilar parts. The northern part is an elevated terrace at the
western slopes of Pirin Mountain that has fundament of
granites and metamorphic rocks. This part comprises a hilly
terrain, east of the Kresna gorge, and separated from the
gorge by an elevated ridge (Figures 1 and 2). The southern

Judging from the coarse clastic sedimentary rock, that once
covered it completely, the Oshtava graben was fluvial valley
between the Messinian and the beginning of the Quaternary
but remained as an elevated terrace after river Struma
acquired it present valley in the Kresna gorge.
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Fig. 2. Morphological features of the terrain east of the Kresna gorge, between the settlements of Brezhani and Kresna.
From west to east, zones elongated in north-south direction are recognized and named as: Kresna gorge, fencing hills, paleodislocation; denudation plane, and
mountain slope. The paleodislocation is a deep, and relatively straight valley of fault predisposition that is interpreted as the valley of the predecessor or the river
Struma. The fencing hills, paleodislocation and the denudation plane are transected by the present tributaries of the river Struma. The depression between the fencing
hills and the mountain slope can be discerned also on the slope map shown on Figure 3.

Rock formations in the Oshtava graben
The following rock formations outcrop in the Oshtava graben:
1. Predela metamorphic complex of inferred neoproterozoic
age (Милованов и др., 2008, 2009). It comprises tectonically
inserted sleeve of various iron-rich metamorphics in
amphibolite facies;
2. Maleshevska metamorphic complex, comprising mostly
sialic rocks - gneisses and schists, injected with anatectic
melts;
3. Granites of the North Pirin pluton. The dating of these
granites by Бояджиев и Лилов (1971, 1976) yielded 30-41
Ма. Age of 92 +/- 22 Ма was accepted for the national
geological map of Bulgaria (Загорчев и Маринова, 1993). Age
of 32.99 +/- 0.39 Ма was accepted for the national geological
map in scale 1:50 000 (Милованов и др. 2008, 2009).
4. Sandanski Formaton (Kojumdgieva et al., 1982) that
contains sandstones, alevrolites, sandy clays, grits and
conglomerates of the Late Miocene - Meotian to Pontian
regiostages. These regiostages from the Central Paratethys
domain correspond to the Messinian and Zanclean of the ISC
stage division (Gozhyc, et al., 2015), spanning between 7.2
and 3.6 Ma.
5. Kalimantsi Formation (Kojumdgieva et al., 1982),
comprising very coarse conglomerates with various proportions
of pebble, cobble and boulder fragments in sandy matrix and

Fig. 3. Slope map of the terraineast of the Kresna gorge, between the
settlements of Brezhani and Kresna
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they represent different erosional levels related to the different
position of the local erosional base but the Quaternary erosion
and likely tectonic denivelation complicate their differentiation.

Meotian, Pontian and Dacian fauna. It has rich assemblage of
giraffes’ remains of late Miocene age (Geraads et al., 2005).
6. Alluvial deposits of Quaternary age are found only in the
valley of river Struma and in narrow river terraces in the area.

Paleotopography and water flow
Since the Neogene topographic features are partially buried
by clastic rocks, the water follows a complicated path in the
Oshtava graben. Surface waters are drained by the N-S
valleys and are driven under the Neogen sediments, where
they run as subsurface flows until they discharge into the E-W
valleys of the Quaternary streams. Thus, the fault network,
combined with the barrages of still uneroded Late Neogene
sediments deposits in the N-S trending fault valleys, creates
two distinct water pathways: hidden subsurface pathway from
north to south and visible surface pathway from east to west.

The granites covered with discontinuous cover of the
Kalimantsi Formation are the most widespread in Oshtava
graben. Small exposures of boulder conglomerates and
sandstones reveal that the entire area of the Oshtava graben
was covered by Late Neogene clastic rocks.
Fault network
Three fault orientations dominate in the region. These are NS, NW-SE and NE-SW. The N-S faults seem to be older than
the rest. They control the boundaries of the sedimentary basins
and the flow of the larger rivers prior to the Quaternary. At
present, they are intersected and locally displaced by the
active NE-SW faults. The entire length of the Oshtava graben
is controlled by the splays of one such fault. It controlled the
river flow of the predecessor of Struma and was sealed by
coarse clastic sediments of the Kalimantsi Formation. Wedges
of conglomerate still exist on several places in its valley.

Quantification of the weathering crust
There is stark contrast between the degree of weathering of
the granites in the Quaternary Kresna gorge, where the
granites are virtually fresh, and those in the region to the east
of the fencing hills, where granites are deeply weathered. This
can be explained with the fact that the weathering products
that formed in dry subtropical conditions, were trapped under
the Neogene sediments without the opportunity for washing
and removal. Under the sedimentary cover there was abundant
supply of water, so the weathering has continued until present
day. In contrast, in the Kresna gorge all weathering products
are immediately washed out.

The Quaternary rivers following the NE-SW faults, such as
Mechkulska, Oshtavska, Krivodlska, Vlahinska and Solunska
transected the older N-S valleys, partially removing their clastic
infilling (Fig. 4).

Given that the Oshtava graben was formed predominantly on
granitic basement, the ISRM (International Society for Rock
Mechanics) chart (Fig. 5) is used for quantitative description of
the weathering.

Fig. 4. Junction of the Paleo-Struma valley of Neogene age, striking N-S
and Vlahinska river valley, of Quaternary age, striking E-W.
The Vlahinska valley displaces Paleo-Struma at least 250 m to east (eft on the
picture). At the junction, in front on the picture, a sleeve of Kalimantsi
Formation is exposed in the old valley that is partially eroded by the river
Vlahinska
Fig. 5. Chart of weathering staged after ISRM (1978).

Geomorphological settings

All six weathering stages can be found in the area of study
and the only thing that varies is the thickness of the layers. The
variation is due to: 1. geomorphological position of the outcrop,
which is: valley bottom, slope, wide or narrow hilltop; 2. time of
removal of the clastic cover, and 2. the tectonic predisposition
of rocks, as the faulted rocks weather much deeper.

In the unpublished geological reports (Костадинов и др.,
1968) for the region are recognised 7 erosion-denudation
levels, 2 levels of floodplains and 6 upper river terraces. The
average height of the planation surface on Figure 2 varies
between 600 and 800 meters a.s.l. and the heights of the
fencing hills, that separate it from the Kresna gorge, are also
between 600 and 800 meters a.s.l., however, because the
planation surface is inclined to the west, the fencing hills stand
higher compared to it. The planation surface and the fencing
hills have some flat tops at different levels, which imply that

In general, wide and flat surfaces have thicker crust of class
W5 and W4 and the weathering of classes W3 and W4
reaches much deeper. In the vicinity of fault zones weathering
of class W4 was found in boreholes at depths of 90m and
beyond. In the slopes of the N-S trending valleys, where the
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(Fig. 10). The geodynamic processes that accompany the
weak layers of weathered rock are easily recognizable on the
slopes of Oshtava graben. Inclined trees and ravines are
common in contrast to the modern Kresna gorge, where the
rock falls are a danger.

Neogene cover was recently stripped the weathering crust is
much thicker than in the slopes of the Quaternary streams
flowing from east to west.
The Kalimantsi Formation in the area was locally derived and
it contains boulders of granite, included in sandy matrix, which
was also derived from granite, so sometimes it is difficult to
distinguish it from the spherically weathered granite. For this
purpose a field test can be used using steal tipped hand tool
like hammer or mattock. It was found that the steel tool cannot
penetrate in spherically weathered granite (Fig. 6) for more
than 1-2 cm, while is can penetrate in the matrix of Kalimantsi
conglomerates (Fig. 7) considerably deeper.

Fig.8. Slope of N-S trending fault valley with intensely weathered granitic
slopes. Multiple channels are seen on the slope as well as root excavation
and tumbling of trees.

The weathering crust modifies not only the mechanical
properties of the terrain but also its hydrological ones. In
general the fracture reservoirs are of small capacity but the
weathered crust of the granite has porous properties, which
impose hysteresis on its water discharge potential.

Fig. 6. Outcrop showing spherical weathering of granite as the spherical
cores are also weathered. The exposure is located immediately under the
Kalimantsi Formation which follows upsection.

The weathering of the metamorphic rocks produces clay rich
diluvium that is thicker than in unweathered domains.

Fig. 9. Tree inclined to 45o in a fault valley outh of Stara Kresna.

Fig. 7. Exposure of Kalimantsi Formation located close to the granite
basement.

Engineering geological effects of the weathering
Weathering strongly influences the strength properties of the
rocks. It alone, without any other negative influence, can shift
the position of the rock in the widely used rock mass
classification systems such as RMR or GSI (Bieniawski, 1989,
Hoek and Brown (1997) towards the classes of poor and very
poor rocks, with regards to the road and tunnel construction.
Since the uppermost, strongly weathered part of the section, is
thick at least several meters most of the excavations and many
foundations are done inside it. These make the foundations
vulnerable to soil creep (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) and water erosion

Fig. 10. Ravine in flat hilltop with thick weathering crust to south west of
Oshtava village.
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The hysteresis is expressed in that rain water is accumulated
in the porous weathering crust and does not immediately
impact the surface runoff.
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Conclusions
Subtropical weathering crust was sealed under the late
Neogene clastic formations of the Struma lineament. Under the
cover of clastic sediments the chemical weathering continued
until recent days. There is a sharp contrast in the weathering
profile of the Quaternary rivers and those of the Neogene fault
valleys that were buried under clastic sediments. At present, in
the region east of the Kresna gorge, the erosion of the
Neogene sediments is at its final stage revealing beneath them
buried weathering products. The expansion of the road
construction projects east of the Kresna gorge shall take into
account challenging engineering conditions, which are not well
known to this moment.
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UNESCO GEOPARK INITIATIVE AND BULGARIAN GEOCONSERVATION
Dimitar Sinnyovsky
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ABSTRACT. Twenty years ago at the ProGEO’98 meeting in Belogradchik, Bulgaria, the UNESCO GEOPARK initiative was announced. This year the scientific
conference “Geoparks and Modern Society” devoted to this event will be held in the small northwest town with participation of geoconservationists from more than 15
countries from four continents. The Geopark initiative was launched as an instrument for coordination of the efforts to promote the international recognition of
significant examples of the Earth’s geological heritage, popularize knowledge on the Earth’s history and trigger local sustainable development. Its original version was
designed to set up a world network of areas called “geoparks”, where significant geological features are recognized. Despite the initial enthusiasm, after a series of
procedures, in 2001 the UNESCO Executive Board surprisingly decided that the UNESCO geosites/geoparks programme should not be pursued. Meanwhile the
initiative received a huge international response and dozens of geoparks were developed in the frame of several years. At present, the European Geoparks Network
comprises 71 Geoparks from 23 countries and the Global Geoparks Network includes more than 120 geoparks. Bulgaria was one of the first countries in Europe with
scientifically developed geopark “Iskar Gorge”. Unfortunately, due to lack of funding, this geopark remained in a working version. Despite the perfectly developed
documentation and professional scientific description of 72 geosites, the next project, Geopark “Belogradchik Rocks”, underwent two unsuccessful applications in the
European Geoparks Network for the same reason. The new geopark projects “Rila” and “Burgas Lakes” are still in development. The main themes of the Bulgarian
geopark projects are completely different and require individual approaches. Regarding the growing requirements of the Global Geoparks Network, development of an
upgraded evaluation methodology for geosites in geopark environment, including both generally accepted and specific characteristics is necessary. This should be
among the main purposes of the newly established National Committee of Geodiversity and Geoparks which has to take up its mandate as recommended by
UNESCO's International Geoscience and Geosparks Programme from 2015.
Keywords: UNESCO GEOPARK Initiative, Bulgarian geoparks initiatives

ИНИЦИАТИВАТА НА ЮНЕСКО ЗА ГЕОПАРКОВЕТЕ И БЪЛГАРСКАТА ГЕОКОНСЕРВАЦИЯ
Димитър Синьовски
Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", 1700 София, sinsky@mgu.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. Преди двадесет години на срещата на ProGEO'98 в Белоградчик, България, бе обявена инициативата на GEOPARK на ЮНЕСКО. Тази година в
малкия северозападен град ще се проведе международна научната конференция "Геопарковете и съвременното общество", посветена на това събитие, с
участието на геозащитници от повече от 15 държави от четири континента. Инициативата за геопарковете стартира като инструмент за координиране на
усилията и насърчаване на международното признаване на значими примери на геоложкото наследство на Земята, популяризиране на познанията за
историята на Земята и принос към устойчивото местно развитие. Оригиналната версия на инициативата е да се създаде световна мрежа от зони, наречени
"геопаркове", притежаващи важни геоложки особености. Въпреки първоначалния ентусиазъм, след поредица от процедури, през 2001 г. изпълнителният
съвет на ЮНЕСКО изненадващо реши, че програмата "Геосайтове/Геопаркове" на ЮНЕСКО няма да бъде следвана. В същото време инициативата получи
огромен международен отзвук и в рамките на няколко години бяха разработени десетки геопаркове. Понастоящем Европейската мрежа от геопаркове
обхваща 71 геопарка от 23 държави, а Глобалната мрежа включва над 120 геопарка. България е една от първите страни в Европа с научно разработен
геопарк "Искърско дефиле". За съжаление поради липса на финансиране този геопарк остава в работен вариант. Независимо от перфектно разработената
документация и професионалното научно описание на 72 геотопа, следващият проект Геопарк "Белоградчишките скали” претърпя две неуспешни
кандидатури в Европейската мрежа по същата причина. Новите проекти "Рила" и "Бургаските езера" все още са в начален стадий на разработка.
Основните теми на българските проекти за геопаркови са напълно различни и изискват индивидуален подход. По отношение на нарастващите изисквания
на Глобалната мрежа от геопаркове е необходимо разработването на усъвършенствана методология за оценка на геотопите в паркова среда, включваща
както общоприети, така и специфични характеристики. Това трябва да бъде сред основните цели на новосъздадения Национален комитет по
георазнообразие и геопаркове, който трябва да влезе в своите правомощия съгласно препоръките на Международната програма за геонауки и геопаркове
на ЮНЕСКО от 2015 г.
Ключови думи: Инициативата Геопаркове на ЮНЕСКО, български геопаркови инициативи

Bulgarian Geological Phenomena was created on the basis of
a remarkable database including well illustrated scientific
dossiers of 188 geosites in Bulgarian, English and Russian,
evaluated according to the original Bulgarian methodology
developed specifically for assessment and characterization of
the nominated geosites. At the same time, as the essence of
the project, the scientific foundations of the first Bulgarian
geopark Iskar Gorge were laid, presented at the 3rd European
Geoparks
Meeting in Eggenburg, Austria (Jelev et al., 2002).

Introduction
This year marks 20 years since the announcement of the
UNESCO GEOPARK Initiative at the ProGEO’98 Meeting in
Belogradchik (Patzak and Eder, 1998). This event produced a
big impact on the Bulgarian geoconservation. It prompted the
financing of a big project for compilation of a National inventory
of geosites and designation of areas with significant geological
heritage appropriate for geoparks establishment. Within four
years after the meeting a State Registry and Cadastre of the
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the government in the country where it is situated. As a
consequence the Geopark initiative encouraged identification
of geodiversity in many nature parks with established
infrastructure, budget and management plans to provide a
geological framework of their natural heritage.

Historical review of the GEOPARK initiative
The idea for creation of a global network including areas with
geological heritage of international value under the auspices of
UNESCO was first hinted in the “Draft Programme and Budget
1998-1999” (document 29 C/5, para. 02036) as an initiative to
“promote a global network of geo-sites having special
geological features” (UNESCO General Conference, 1997). It
was announced at the ProGEO’98 Meeting in Belogradchik as
a new UNESCO GEOPARK Programme which acts in the
framework of two internationally agreed action plans (Patzak &
Eder, 1998): the Agenda 21 for Environment and Development
into the 21st century including education, public awareness,
training and capacity building, and the 1972 Convention for
protection of the World cultural and natural heritage. This
initiative was launched to create a UNESCO GEOPARK
Programme “in response to the numerous requests from the
Member States expressing their interest in improving the
international recognition of their national geological heritage”
(Patzak & Eder, 1998).

Considering the approval of this initiative by the 29th
UNESCO General Conference (1997) and having examined
document 156 EX/11 Rev. of the UNESCO Ex. Board (1999a),
at its 30th session the Director-General was invited to
implement the corresponding plan of action by preparing a
feasibility study on developing a UNESCO geosites/geoparks
programme and to submit it to the Executive Board preferably
at its 159th session but not later than the 160th session
(UNESCO Ex. Board, 1999b, Decision 3.3.4, p. 11).
The result of the feasibility study was reported at the 160th
session of the UNESCO Executive Board (2000a) with a
conclusion that geological heritage promotion is an important
recognized need, and that an alternative to the World Heritage
List is required for the recognition of geological/
geomorphological sites of national, regional and international
importance that may not rank as of World Heritage value. In
other words, geoparks are proposed as an alternative
UNESCO designation because not all of the world’s
scientifically or historically important geosites could meet the
‘outstanding universal value’ criterion required by the 1972
UNESCO World Heritage Convention (Hose, 2012).
After considering various approaches to geological heritage
conservation and referring to the support expressed by
governmental and scientific agencies in many countries, the
feasibility study recommended that the geoparks activity
should be integrated into the World Network of Biosphere
Reserves within the MAB programme, through developing a
“Geoparks seal of excellence”. It should have three main
purposes: 1) the use of geological sites in educating the broad
public, 2) the use of their potential as a tool ensuring
sustainable development, and 3) the conservation of the
geological heritage for future generations.

Fig. 1. Participants in the ProGEO’98 meeting in Belogradchik among the
Belogradchik rocks

The Division of Earth Sciences took the initiative to
coordinate international efforts to prepare the framework of
future conservation activities and launching of a new dedicated
programme endorsed at the 156th session of the UNESCO
Executive Board (UNESCO Ex. Board, 1999a). It was aimed to
promote the international recognition of significant examples of
the earth’s geological heritage, popularize knowledge on the
earth’s history and trigger local sustainable development. Its
original version was designed to set up a world network of
natural “parks” where “significant geological features” are
recognized. Pursuant to the programme, the Executive Board
undertook an initiative on geoparks, focused on the
preservation of significant examples of the geological
environment intended to contribute to the local sustainable
development. According to this document the Geoparks
programme was envisaged as a separate entity designed to
complement the World Heritage Convention and the Man and
the Biosphere (MAB) programme.

The Director–General presented the results of the feasibility
study at the sixteenth session of the MAB International
Coordinating Council in November 2000 (UNESCO Executive
Board, 2000b). Some delegations agreed on the importance of
safeguarding geological sites, but disagreed on making such
activity an integral part of the function of the World Network of
Biosphere Reserves. Following the recommendation of the
MAB International Coordinating Council against inclusion of a
Geoparks programme as part of the World Network of
Biosphere Reserves the UNESCO Executive Board made the
same conclusion and invited the Director-General “not to
pursue the development of a UNESCO geosites/geoparks
programme, but instead to support ad hoc efforts with
individual Member States as appropriate” (UNESCO Ex.
Board, 2001a,b).
This short but dramatic period of the early history of the
UNESCO geoparks initiative is indicative of the enormous
difficulties faced by its supporters in the Member States.
However, the idea turned out to be attractive and was well
accepted in many European countries. Meanwhile in June
2000 the European Geoparks Network was established at

At least initially, it was planned to make use of the existing
structures of the IGCP Programme for the further development
of this new initiative. Geoparks, designated to integrate
geoconservation with biological conservation like “natural
parks”, were envisaged to be under the exclusive authority of
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Cretaceous and Cretaceous-Tertiary chronostratigraphic
boundaries, sequence-stratigraphic successions, global impact
events, deformational phases marked by angular
unconfornities, neotectinic events, different genetic types of ore
deposits and deposits of industrial minerals. Besides its
geological advantages as a real canyon with its neotectonic
evolution, forming it as one of the most impressive canyons on
the Balkans, the Iskar Gorge preserved several outcrops of
historical value for the Bulgarian geology, as for example the
outcrop near Chelopek village, which is one of the first fossil
deposits in Bulgaria, where in its “Inoceramid Cretaceous”
marked with “1” on Fig. 2, Franz Toula (1878) described first
Upper Cretaceous fossils in Bulgaria – ammonites, echinoids
and bivalves.

Lesvos, Greece, by four regions of different European
Countries—France, Germany, Spain and Greece. Оver the
next few years many natural parks in Europe applied to join it.
Many countries started to recognize and estimate geological
sites or landscapes of international value within their national
boundaries. In February 2004 in Paris, the UNESCO
international group of experts decided to establish Global
UNESCO Network of Geoparks. It was also decided to include
the existing 17 European Geoparks and 8 new Chinese
Geoparks in the Global UNESCO Network of Geoparks which
now includes more than 120 global geoparks. In October 2005
the European Geoparks Network signed the “Madonie
declaration” according to which it is recognized as the official
branch of the UNESCO – Global Geoparks Network in Europe.
Despite UNESCO’s central role in establishing this network,
its relationship to Geoparks has been defined as ‘ad hoc’ for
over a decade. However, this ‘ad hoc’ arrangement does not
allow UNESCO and Geoparks to capitalise upon many of the
potential benefits of a more formalised relationship (UK
National Commission for UNESCO, 2012). The growth of the
Geoparks network has also created potential long-term risks
which need to be addressed. According to the UK National
Commission for UNESCO (2012) the geopark access to
UNESCO branding could help raise the profile of sites,
strengthen recognition of Global Geoparks as a brand and
convey internationally recognized quality and standards. As a
result of the long term international efforts UNESCO’s General
Conference approved, on 17 November 2015, the International
Geoscience and Geoparks Programme (UNESCO General
Conference, 2015) in order to provide an international status to
a former Global network of sites of geological significance
UNESCO. Thus, the Geopark concept underwent a new
development and the existing geoparks received the label
“UNESCO Global Geopark”.

Bulgarian initiatives
The first Bulgarian geopark “Iskar Gorge” was developed
under the project of the Ministry of Environment and Water for
the Register and Cadastre of the Bulgarian geological
phenomena. The problems and perspectives of this area were
discussed at the 3rd European Geoparks Meeting in
Eggenburg (Jelev et al., 2002).
The Iskar Gorge is a remarkable 100 km long canyon
crossing the Balkan Mountain, where metamorphic, igneous
and sedimentary rocks of the whole Phanerozoic Earth history
are exposed: Neoproterozoic-Ordovician diabase-phyllitoid
complex, Early Paleozoic (Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian)
graptolithic black shales, Carboniferous anthracite coal
deposits with well preserved megaflora, continental terrigenous
and volcano-sedimentary Permian deposits, complete Triassic
section including the famous Buntsandstein facies and Alpine
carbonate Triassic, representative Jurassic section, Urgonian
type Lower Cretaceous, Mediterranean (volcano-sedimentary)
and North European (platform) type Upper Cretaceous,
Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary iridium layer, Paleocene,
Eocene and Neogene sediments, as well as different genetic
types of Quaternary deposits including loess. It includes unique
geological phenomena of scientific and educational value as
for example Ordovicion-Silurian, Silurian-Devonian, Jurassic-

Fig. 2. Part of the first map of the Iskar Gorge by Franz Toula (1878) at a
scale 1:288000 made in 1875 during his route Sofia-Berkovitsa-VratsaLjutibrod-Sofia: 1 – Inoceramid Cretaceous; 2 – Orbitolinid Cretaceous; 3
– bryozoan sandstones; 4 – Caprotina (Requienia) type limestone

The foundations of the Geopark Iskar Gorge were developed
according to the existing UNESCO criteria for a geopark in
operation at that time: 1) it embraces a territory, including one
or more sites of scientific importance, not only for geological
reasons but also by virtue of its archeological, ecological or
cultural value; 2) it has a management plan designed to foster
sustainable socio-economic development (by geotourism); 3)
in its territory should be demonstrated methods for
concervation and enhancing geological heritage and provided
means for teaching geoscientific disciplines and broader
environmental issues; 4) it has to be proposed by the public
authorities, local communities and private interests acting
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together; 5) it could be part of a global network that will
demonstrate and share best practices with respect to Earth
heritage conservation and its integration into sustainable
development strategy.
Unfortunately, due to lack of funding, this geopark remained
in a working version for many years. Now a new initiative of
three Iskar municipalities – Mezdra, Svoge and Novi Iskar is
about to revive this wonderful project and reinforce the efforts
to create “Iskar Canyon” Geopark (Fig. 3).

Jerom Adolf Blanqui (1843): “The narrow mountain gorges of
Olioul in Province, Pancorbo Pass in Spain, the Alps, the
Pyrenees, the wildest mountains of Tirol and Switzerland hold
nothing that can be compared to this”.
Recently the Belogradchik Rocks became the most famous
opera scene in the world and the cannons from Кanitz’s
aquarelle have been replaced by stage sets (Fig. 5).
Now the rocks are the majestic background of the spectacles
of the summer festival of the Sofia Opera and Ballet „Opera of
the Peaks – Belogradchik Rocks” where spectacles are
performed in the open air inside the Belogradchik Fortress.
This wonderful idea attracts many visitors from Bulgaria and
abroad and contributes to the global promotion of the natural
and cultural potential of the Belogradchik Rocks.

The concept of the next geopark project “Belogradchik
Rocks”, founded in one of the most disadvantaged areas in
Europe – Northwest Bulgaria, is based on the famous rock
ensemble of the Belogradchik Rocks, considered to be the
most famous geological phenomenon in Bulgaria with global
significance. It is based also on the remarkable geodiversity of
the area between the Balkan ridge and the Danube, including
almost all petrographic types of sedimentary, igneous and
metamorphic rocks belonging to all Phanerozoic systems.
Despite the perfectly developed documentation and
professional scientific description of 72 geosites, it underwent
two unsuccessful applications in the European Geoparks
Network for the same reason as geopark “Iskar Gorge”.

Fig. 4. View of the Roman fortress “Kaleto” at the top of the Belogradchik
Rocks - aquarelle by Felix Kanitz from 1873

Fig. 3. The mayors of the Iskar municipalities Svoge, Mezdra and Novi
Iskar decided to use the remarkable geological heritage of the Iskar
Gorge, as for example of its entrance near Lyutibrod village, and to
reinforce the development of Geopark “Iskar Canyon”

Nevertheless, during all these years the Bulgarian
geoconservationists continued to work on identifying
geodiversity in three perspective geopark areas “Belogradchik Rocks”, “Rila” and “Burgas Lakes”.

Fig. 5. The summer festival of the Sofia Opera and Ballet “Opera of the
peaks – Belogradchik Rocks 2018”

Documentation of the aspiring Geopark “Belogradchik
Rocks” is entirely completed on the basis of the existing
methodology for evaluation and characterization of geosites,
and only financial support to fulfill the recommended by the
GGN Bureau actions is required. Recently the geological
setting of the area was reviewed by Tronkov and Sinnyovsky
(2012). Up to now this wonderful geological phenomenon has
been estimated by many experts and ordinary people. Words
of admiration over the beauty of Belogradchik Rocks have
been expressed by many writers and poets. It is not possible to
mention all the works of art and science inspired by their
appearance, as for example the famous aquarelle of Felix
Kanitz from 1873 (Fig. 4). However, it is worth to remember the
inspiring comparisons to other remarkably beautiful places of
nature in different parts of Europe made by the French traveler

Geopark Rila (Синьовски, 2014; Sinnyovsky, 2015;
Sinnyovsky et al., 2017a) is at a stage of scientific
characterization of geomorphosites related to the main theme
of the geopark – fossil glacial geomorphology and alpine
landscapes. Additionally, several geotrails of historical value
for the Balkan geology and geomorphology are under
development. Rila Mountain is the highest mountain on the
Balkan Peninsula. It has wonderful alpine landscapes but also
remarkable cultural heritage dating back to Roman times. The
famous middle age Rila Monastery attracts millions of visitors
every year. This makes the task of creating Geopark Rila very
difficult and responsible, because the main theme of the
geopark should be involved in the context of the remarkable
spiritual heritage of the mountain.
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Besides places and events related to its centuries-old
history, the mountain also offers many opportunities for
popularizing well-forgotten events occurring during the new
history of Bulgaria. The so-called Kaiser’s roads which were
built by Tzar Ferdinand 100 years ago to connect Bulgaria with
the newly liberated Bulgarian territories south of Rila, can be
turned into wonderful geotrails (Синьовски и др., 2017) to
demonstrate both the Quaternary glacier formations and the
wonderful alpine landscapes (Fig. 6). Тhese roads are known
for having passed the high guest of Tzar Ferdinand, the
German Emperor and King of Prussia Kaiser Wilhelm II at the
end of the Second World War. At the sight of Pirin Mountain
from Nehtenitsa area under Yakoruda Cirque he exlaimed: “O
wonderful incomparable picture! Who in Europe has ever
thought that the Balkan Peninsula hides such magnificent
scenarios and mountain landscapes”.

Geoparks Network and will expand its geography to the lullaby
of the ancient European civilization – Pontus Euxinus.

Fig. 7. The Atanasovsko Lake is part of the Burgas Lake Complex,
formed after the subsidence of the Black Sea coast in the last several
thousands of years

Conclusions
The main themes of the Bulgarian geopark projects are
completely different and require individual approaches. The
diverse themes presuppose development of an upgraded
evaluation methodology for geosites in geopark environment,
including both generally accepted and specific requirements.
The present paper represents the history of the UNESCO
Geoparks which was discussed at the International Conference
“Geoparks and modern society - protection, promotion and
sustainable use of Earth heritage in park environment” in
Belogradchik, dedicated to the 20th Anniversary of the
UNESCO GEOPARK Initiative announced at the ProGEO’98
Meeting in the small northwest Bulgarian town. The Bulgarian
experience in geopark development and the previous
achievements of the Bulgarian geoconservation shows that
many efforts should be made for recognition of the Bulgarian
geoparks as Global Geoparks. Despite its natural beauties and
advantages, surpassing many geoparks with the label "Global
Geoparks", without administrative and legal changes,
Bulgarian geoparks have no chance to become part of the
Global Geoparks Network. Although Geoparks initiative is a
bottom-up process, without state funding, this idea is
condemned to failure in Bulgaria. An important role in this
direction could be taken by the establishment of a National
Committee of Geoconservation and Geoparks, according to
the recommendations of the International Geoscience and
Geoparks Programme (IGGP). This committee, recognized by
the National Commission for UNESCO, will coordinate
identifying and evaluation of the geological heritage, raising
public awareness of its importance, and will promote the
development of new UNESCO Global Geoparks, provide
information at the national level about the global and regional
networks of UNESCO Global Geoparks, and initiate supporting
actions for sustainable development of geopark areas in the
country.

Fig. 6. The Kaiser’ Road through Zavrachitsa Pass

Geopark “Burgas Lakes” (Sinnyovsky et al., 2017b) is the
newest idea, devoted to the wonderful maritime landscapes,
focused on the Quaternary sea level changes, lagoon
formation and beach sand modeling. Its initial stage includes
investigation of the concepts concerning the sea level changes
of the Black Sea due to a Bosporus two-way exchange of
water between the brackish or freshwater Black Sea and the
fully marine Mediterranean Seа driven by the Milankovitch
climatic cycles. The catastrophic sea-level rise due to an
abrupt Early Holocene saltwater flooding of the Black Sea
announced by Ryan et al. (1997a,b), linked to the biblical
legend about Noah’s Flood, triggered tremendous interest by
the wide public.
Important part of the region's geodiversity are the old marine
terraces outlining the ancient shorelines of the Black Sea
basin: the Nymphean, the Neoeuxinian, the Karangatian, the
Early Euxinian and the Chaudinian (Fig. 7). They are
represented by flattened surfaces or sediments dated on the
basis of rich bivalvian fauna. Ramsar sites and dune habitats
are subject of intensive research due to the rare and protected
inhabiting species. These biotopes are the link between
geodiversity and biodiversity within the lake complex and have
a high potential for geomorphosites and geoecotrails to be
developed for geotourism purposes (Sinnyovsky et al., 2017b).
The remarkable geodiversity of the area is complemented by
the ruins around the ancient towns Anhialo (Pomorie) and
Apolonia (Sozopol) testifying to the long history of life on the
Black Sea coast. The establishment of a Geopark on the Black
Sea coast will add this unique seaside to the European
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ABSTRACT. Zavvalska Mountain (Kitka peak, 1180 m) is the westerrnmost morphograafic edifice from th
he Zavalsko-Plansska mountain chain of the Westernn
Srednogorie. In geeologic sense it waas studied extensivvely in the course oof mapping initiativees in different scale
e but in geomorphoologic sense it is inssufficiently studied..
The purpose of thhe paper is to analyze the lineamentt pattern of the Zavvalska Mountain ussing modern technical tools. For the purpose of the invvestigation detailedd
digital topographic model of the terrrain was made. Analysis
A
of the lineeament network was
w performed in GIS
G media. The linneament data weree processed usingg
stereographic softtware. The results received were analyzed in the contexxt of the known geoological fabric with emphasis on the teectonomorphologicc significance of thee
lineament directioons. The results sheed light on the mecchanism of formatioon of the Zavalska Mountain.
M
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ТЕКТОНОМО
ОРФОЛОЖКА ХАРАКТЕРИС
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СТИКА НА ЗАВ
ВАЛСКА ПЛАН
НИНА, ЮЗ БЪЛГАРИЯ
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РЕЗЮМЕ. Заваллска планина (в. Китка, 1180 м) е най-западната морфографска постройка
п
от Заввалско-Планската планинска редица на Западнотоо
Средногорие. В геоложко отношеение е изучена в хода на кондициионните геоложки картировки в раззлични мащаби, нно в геоморфолоожко отношение е
д се анализира линеаментния риисунък на Завалскка планина чрез иизползване на мод
дерни техническии
сравнително слаабо изучена. Целтта на статията е да
средства. В хода на изследванетто е направен детайлен дигиталенн топографски моодел на терена. В ГИС среда е иззпълнен анализ на
н линеаментнатаа
ите резултати заа линеаментите са
с анализирани в
мрежа. Линеамеентният рисунък е обработен статтистически чрез стереографски соофтуер. Изведени
контекста на известния геоложки строеж
с
с акцент върху тектономорф
фоложкото значенние на отделните линеаментни
л
посооки. Получените резултати
р
хвърлятт
механизма на обрразуване на Завалска планина.
светлина върху м
жки анализ, линеааментна мрежа, лиинейни структури,, неотектоника
Ключови думи: тектономорфолож

Introductioon
The purposee of this article is to make a detailed analyssis of
the lineamentt network of Zavalska
Z
Mounttain, using moodern
GIS tools, witth the aim to clarify
c
the neoteectonic evolutioon of
the area.
Zalavska Mountain (Kitka, 1180.7 m) iss the western most
mountain of the Zavalsko-Planska mounntain range off the
Western Sreddnogorie (Fig. 1). The main ridge of Zavaalska
Mountain strettches from nortthwest to southheast. The lenggth of
the ridge reacches 20 km andd the width is 4-5
4 km. The hiigher
part of the moountain reachess the village off Zavala, and too the
southeast it continues with the ridges of Tsrancha and
Breznishki Greeben.

Fig. 1. Geographic position of Zavalskaa Mountain in SW Bulgaria.

Too the east, the connection beetween Zavalskka and Viskyarr
Mouuntains is made
e by a water ddividing ridge over
o the Zavalaa
Villaage, along which passes thee main water divider of thee
Balkkan Peninsula. To the souuthwest, the valley of thee
Yabblanitza River separates the Zavalsa Mountain from thee
Ezddemirska Mounttain and the Sttraja, and a saaddle at 878 m
connects it to Luba
ash Mountain.

On the nortthwest, a sadddle near the villlage of Prodanncha
(971 m) separrates it from the Ridge Grebeen, then passinng on
to Serbian terrritory. The norrthwestern and western slopees of
the mountainn are limited by the Vrabccha and Butroointsi
depressions. To the northeast, the hillss reach the ssmall
Burelska valley - the westernmost of the Subb-Balkan valleyys.
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Stratigraphhy

Thee marl–limesto
one unit, introoduced by Заагорчев и др..
(19995), reveals fro
om the village oof Vishan to thhe southeast. Itt
overlies with sharrp lithological ttransition the limestone-marll
unit, limestone unit or conglom
merate-sandstoone unit. It iss
coveered with a sha
arp lithological ccontact by the marl-tuffite
m
unit.

Zavalska Moountain is built--up of Upper Cretaceous
C
volccanic
and sedimentaary rocks and Quaternary deposits (Fig. 2). The
Upper Cretacceous rocks in the area are well stuudied
(Синьовски и др., 2012). Moost of the sedimentary and volccanic
rocks are connsidered to be of Campanian age (Мариноова и
др., 2010).

Fig. 2. Geologicaal map of Zavalskaa Mountain, SW Bulgaria
B
(by Мариннова и др., 2010)..
gillites; 2 - Sandsstone-marl unit: reeef limestones; 3 - Sandstone-maarl unit: marls, saandstones, clayeyy
Legend: 1 – Sanndstone-marl unitt: bituminous arg
limestones, limeestones; 4 – Sand
dstone unit: quarttz sands, fine-graained conglomeraates, marls; 5 – Fllish unit: alternatition of argillites, marls,
m
calcareouss
sandstones, finee-grained conglom
merates, limestones; 6 – Vidrishki volcanic complexx - amphibole, py
yroxene-amphibolle andesites; 7 - Vidrishki
V
volcanicc
complex – pyrocclastic – tuffite unit; 8 - Marl-tuffitte unite: marls, ssiltstones, tuffites, tuffs, limestones; 9 – Babski vollcanic complex – large latites and
d
trachytes porphyyry; 10 – Babski volcanic
v
complex: pyroclastic unit: 11 – Babski volcaanic complex: Bun
nch of psammite-aaleurite tuffs; psaammite ashy tuffs,,
tuffites, epiclastiites; 12 – Marl – limestone unit: alternation of clayissh limestones and marls 13 – Geological boundary;; 14 – Proven fault; 15 – Unproven
n
fault.
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the opening of small, fault controolled sedimentaary basins filledd
withh Oligocene sediments marrk the Post-Luutetian, Illyriann
defoormation stage as particularlyy important forr the region. Inn
general the geolog
gical maps for thhe area show a uniform strikee
of the
t fault forma
ation in the rannge 120 -140o although thiss
appears an overssimplification off a more com
mplex structurall
setting, in which more
m westerly st
striking beds ovverprint the NW
W
strikking once (Fig. 3).

The Babski volcanic co
omplex, introduced by Groozdev
(Ангелов и ддр., 2010), is exposed
e
as a wide
w strip (2-4 km)
from the statee border near thhe village of Vraabcha to Breznnik. It
contains volcaanic products with
w a distinct baasic compositionn, as
well as highly alkaline latites and trachytes.
The Vidrishkii volcanic com
mplex was introoduced by Groozdev
(Ангелов и дрр., 2010). The complex
c
includes pyroclasticss and
various sedim
ments, named as
a pyroclastic-ttuff unit as weell as
crosscutting bbodies of andeesites. The areea reveals alsoo the
effusive and sub-volcanic boddies of the com
mplex.
The tuffite–m
marl unit, introdduced by Grozddev (Ангелов и др.,
2010), is expoosed as a relaatively wide NW
W-SE oriented strip
south of the village of Prodanncha.
The Flish unnit (Загорчев и др., 1995) is
i exposed ass two
broad (500-800 m) stripess with NW-SE direction passsing
through the ouutskirts of the villages
v
of Proddancha and Kruusha.
This is a foldedd package underlying the Krassava syncline.
Sandstone uunite, introduceed by Grozdevv (Ангелов и др.,
2010), is expoosed as two brooad (400-800 m)
m stripes with NWSE direction, passing in the vicinity of
o the villagess of
Prodancha annd Krusha. Theey build-up thee linearly extennded
ridges of Tsraancha, Greben and others, which
w
representt the
main folded lim
mb that shapes the Krasava Syncline.

Fig. 3. Structural diagram of 52 beddingg planes uniformly distributed overr
s
area after За
агорчев и др. (19990)
the study

The sandstonne–marl unit was
w introduced by Загорчев и др.,
(1995). The uunit has a largee areal spread to southeast oof the
village of Garlo. It is the mainn rock assembllage of the Kraasava
Syncline.

Methods and analysis
a
of thhe lineamen
nts
Too make precise relief patte
tern for the selected
s
area,,
topoographic mapss in 1:25 0000 scale are used. All aree
georeferenced in the WGS84,, UTM35N. Horizontals
H
aree
vecttorized in the ArcGIS environnment and thee ArcScan tooll
after color division in PhotoShoop. For better accuracy andd
reliaability in inscrib
bing and verifyying the geomeetry of plotting,,
topoology and errorr checking of thhis type were built in ArcGIS
S
Worrkstation.

Quaternary.(H
Holocene). Allluvial depositss from flood-pplains
and flooded teerraces. The alluvial deposits form
f
the floodpplains
of the Yablanitsa, Konska, Kalia
K
Barra andd other rivers. TThey
are made of qquartz sands annd clayey sandss with thin layeers of
impure, sandyy clays. Among them gravel lennses are found..

Tectonics
In tectonic teerms, the studyy area falls withhin the Sofia Unnit of
the Western Srednogorie (Иванов, 19998). The nortthern
boundary of tthe unit is placced on the Subb-Balkan fault zzone
(outside the survey area) and the southhwestern bordeer is
placed along the Pernik faullt zone with a general
g
directioon of
120-140º, locaated southern of the area off study. The laarger
structures reccognized in the studied area from
f
south to nnorth
are the south vergent Dragoovska Anticline, the south verrgent
Krasavska Syncline and the Galabovska Annticline. In the past,
Late Subherccinian (Pre-Maaastrihtian) onsset of the eaarliest
folding was inferred, because Maastrihhtian shallow sea
sandstones annd clays were believed to covver discordantlyy the
sedimentary aand volcanic roocks of Koniaccian-Santomian age
(f.e. Nachev aand Nachev, 2003). Later stuudies (Синьовсски и
др., 2012, 2013) have proveen that Maastrihtian rocks aree not
present in thhe region, soo the earliest onset of foolding
deformation m
must be ascribeed to the Late Campanian. S
Since
that time the total deformaation progresseed significantlyy, for
example the limbs of the Krasava Synccline are isocliinally
folded and loccally overturned (Димитров, Белев, 1970). The
stages of thiss deformation are
a difficult to recognize,
r
how
wever

Linear structuress are generatedd using Global Mapper and itss
Gennerate Watersshet feature. ArcGIS tables are thenn
generated, contain
ning informationn about the dirrection of eachh
line. The received data is processsed in a text file,
f maintainedd
by Stereonet.
S
A ro
ose-diagram witth 24 classes and
a 1252 linearr
structures was gen
nerated.
Introduction in the terminologyy
In the beginning of the last cenntury the term lineament wass
introoduced in the works
w
of somee tectonicians such
s
as Hobbss
(19004). In their view, the lineameents are "characcteristic lines inn
the face of the earth" (Challinorr, 1964). The most
m significantt
he ridges of hhills, the bounndaries of thee
lineaaments are th
elevvated mountain areas, the riveer valleys, the coastal
c
lines, ass
welll as the boundary lines of the geological formations off
diffeerent petrogra
aphic types. TThey are beelieved to bee
assoociated with deep faults or zones of intense fracturing,,
alonng which verticcal or horizonntal movementss of the crustt
happened.
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Tectonicianss, such as Mooody and Hill (19956), Moody (1 966)
etc. as well ass geomorphologists (e.g. Гераасимов, Рантссман,
1964) consideer the linear struuctural elementts on the surfacce of
our planet for morphostructuural elements. These
T
are all aareas
of linear tectonnic discontinuities.

southeast striking axes and therre is a significcant number off
s
strike.
provven faults with similar
Thhese data fit in
nto a well-know
own and well-studied tectonicc
moddel, which seem
ms to be valid ffor this region as
a well. This iss
the wrench faulting model, whicch gained popuularity with thee
classsic publication of Moody andd Hill (1956) and was furtherr
developed by auth
hors such as W
Wilcox et al. (19973), Sylvesterr
(19888), and otherss. What is impoortant is that in this model thee
form
mation of foldss and fracturess is considereed as a singlee
proccess.

Lineaments are studieed using sttructural-geologgical,
structural-geom
morphologic annd morphotectoonic analyses. The
study of the lineaments clariifies the relation of the orograaphic
directions withh the fault structtures.
In Bulgaria, the terminologyy of lineamentss was introduceed by
the tectoniciann E. Bonchev inn a number of works
w
(e.g. Боннчев,
1963, 1971). Later this toppic was also adopted by ssome
geomorphologgists. From moorphostructural point of view,, the
problem of thhe lineaments and lineament zones in Bulggaria
was examinedd by Мишев и др. (1986). According
A
to t hese
authors, 5 seeries of lineam
ments can be discerned onn the
territory of B
Bulgaria – twoo diagonal (N
NW and NE), two
orthogonal (E--W and N-S) and one local (N
NNW). Accordinng to
their study, thee territory of Zaavalska Mountain is in the so ccalled
Kraishtid lineaament series, which encompasses lineam
ments
striking 160 – 170º. They caan be classifiedd as local accorrding
to Hobbs (19004).

In short, the geotectonic deveelopment of thee area can bee
reduuced to the follo
owing events annd processes:
Thhere was strike
e slip shear mootion statistically averaged byy
the direction of 136
6º. Probably thiis shear has beeen active from
m
late Cretaceous to present day w
with periods of higher
h
intensity,,
for example
e
during the Illyrian phaase.
Thhe strike slip motion
m
does nott exclude reverrse and normall
fault translations but they are subbordinated to it.. Parallel to thee
fault shearing is th
he folding of thee volcanics, the folding beingg
the geometric effecct of the shear m
movement.
Thhe folding can be
b also a resultt of transpressiion (Sandersonn
and Marchini, 1984
4), which includdes a portion of
o pure shear inn
addition to the sim
mple shearing. In any case, the axes of thee
folds, being formed
d in this way, aare oblique to the
t direction off
shear.

According too Бончев (19711), Zavalska Mountain is locaalized
in the Kraishttid structural zoone, located in Western Bulggaria,
south of the Western Staraa Planina Mountain. The speecific
feature of thiss area is that it is split in bloocks, separateed by
faults. There aare a number of
o faults striking at 160º, to w
which
almost the enttire river-valley network is attacched.

In case of a left shear, they rootate countercloockwise, and inn
casee of a right she
ear they rotatee clockwise to the
t direction off
shear.

Analysis of thhe lineaments and discussio
on
The rose diaagram of the linnear structures is shown on Fiigure
4. It has a veryy strong maxim
mum of 136º, annother at about 105º
and two weakeer at N-S and at
a 44º.

Att the onset of deformation thhey are initiateed at a higherr
angle to the directtion of shear buut with its advaance this anglee
diminishes never reaching full pparallelism bettween the foldd
axes and the directtion of shear.
Frrom the geological maps (Загоорчев и др., 19990; Ангелов и
др., 2010), it is established that tthe strike of bedding does nott
coinncide completely with the direcction of the faults (Fig. 3), as itt
tendds towards more
m
westerly strikes, correespondingly too
counterclockwise motion of the fold axes, compared to thee
strikkes of the faultts. This resultss from the fact that there aree
paraasitic folds of a lower order oon the terrain whose
w
axes aree
oriented obliquely to the generaal direction of the strike-slipp
shear. In this sen
nse, the maxim
mum of lineam
ments of 105°°
refleects these fold
ds. This maxim
mum reflects both
b
erosion off
suscceptible beds in
n fold limbs andd extensional faaults parallel too
the fold axes. In theory these faaults would be mainly reversee
faults but limited strike and revers
rse motion is poossible. On thee
otheer hand, the ma
aximum of 136ºº corresponds mainly to strikee
slip faults. The kinematic
k
sketcch of these relationships
r
iss
show
wn of Figure 6.
Thhe results of
o the study comply withh paleostresss
recoonstructions in Northwest Bullgaria made byy Kounov et al..
(20111). Paleostresss reconstructioon from fault plains inferredd
thatt ”From the late Oligocene too the earliest Miocene,
M
SSE-NNW
W transtension generated coaal-bearing sedim
mentary basinss
and anticlockwise rotation
r
of the m
main tensile axiis happened byy
almost 50º with resspect to the prevvious tectonic stage”.
s

Fig. 4. Rose diaggram of the 1252 liinear structures

The map off the linear strructures in Zavvalska Mountaain is
shown on Figgure 5. In the Bulgarian tecctonic literaturee, no
model has beeen presented so
s far to explainn the overall piccture
of the occurreence of these lineaments. However,
H
it is qquite
clear that the area is dominnated by folds with northwestt and
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d linear structure derived
d
from the hhydrographic netw
workof the region
Fig. 5. Digital eleevation model and

Baased on paleo
ostress reconsttruction from fault plains thee
authhors inferred th
hat ”From the llate Oligocene to the earliestt
Miocene, SSE-NN
NW transtenssion generatedd coal-bearingg
sedimentary basin
ns and anticloockwise rotationn of the mainn
tenssile axis happened by almoost 50º with respect
r
to thee
prevvious tectonic stage”.
s
Our studdy confirms thee anticlockwisee
rotaation of the stru
uctural elemennts which can be
b results onlyy
from
m regional sinisttral strike slip shhear.

nts inferred from
m the
Fig.6. Kinematicc sketch of the tectonic elemen
lineament analyssis and the geolog
gical descriptions of the study regioon.

Our study coonfirms the antiiclockwise rotattion of the strucctural
elements, whicch can be result only from reggional sinistral sstrike
slip shear. Onn the other handd it is not obvioous that this rotaation
happened onlyy from late Oligocene to the eaarliest Miocene as it
may have been initiated by even earlier sinistral sshear
contemporaneeous with the opening
o
of the basin that con tains
this volcano seedimentary asssemblage.
To answer this question further
f
studies and dating off the
faults and foldds have to be made
m
in this seeeming simply foolded
assemblage. IIt is noteworthyy that a rose (F
Fig. 7) generateed by
the beds show
wn of Figure 3 produces veryy similar patterrn as
the lineament picture on Figuure 5. This is a clear indicationn that
the lineamennts are producced predominantly by seleective
erosion of bedds and thus are controlled by thhe folds.

dding planes from
m the studied areaa after Загорчев и
Fig. 7. Rose of 52 bed
др. (1990).
(
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Conclusions
The studied region has a pronounced linear structure. The
lineaments network is due to tectonic predisposition in which
tight folds and numerous faults dominate. The data from the
geological literature and these of the lineament analysis are in
accordance and allow for a tectonomorphological model that
includes simultaneous sinistral strike slip motion and folding in
which erosional forms are formed in directions visible on the
rose diagram.
The data shed light on the mechanism of formation of
Zavalska Mountain. Moody (1966) classified the orogenic
edifices into the following types: (1) linear uplifts with
longitudinal fault zones; (2) autochthonous fold belts; (3)
uplifted fault blocks; (4) domal uplifts; and (5) volcanic chains.
The data accumulated so far suggest that Zavalska is a
mountain from the first class. It is one of the pop ups related to
the strike-slip tectonics of the region.
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ABSTRACT. This report provides a new perspective for practical application of the electronics properties of carbon nanodots as an electrocatalytic layer on the
graphite working electrode. For that purpose, ultra-small nitrogen doped carbon nanodots (C-dots) with average diameter between 1.5-2 nm were synthesized by
microwave assisted pyrolysis and after that were immobilized chemically onto the graphite surface of the electrode. As environmentally friendly electrocatalyst for
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) our data show that the bare C-dots alone are not able to form stable electro-catalytic film for ORR because of their high water
solubility. However, the chemically conjugated nanoparticles exhibit ORR electrocatalytic activity in acid or basic media. These properties open a new range for
practical application in the field of ecotechnology and environmental protection.
Keywords: carbon nanodots, environmental friendly electrocatalyst, oxygen reduction reaction

КАТАЛИТИЧНИ ВЪГЛЕРОДНИ НАНОТОЧКИ ЗА РЕДУКЦИЯ НА КИСЛОРОД
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РЕЗЮМЕ. Тази статия предоставя нова перспектива за практическо приложение на електричните свойства на въглеродни наноточки, като
електрокаталитичен слой върху графитен работен електрод. За тази цел ултра малки азот-съдържащи въглеродните наноточки (C-dots) със среден
диаметър между 1.5-2 nm бяха синтезирани, чрез микровълнова асистирана пиролиза и след това бяха химически имобилизирани върху графитената
повърхност на електрода. Като екологосъвместими катализатори за редукция на кислород (ORR) получените данни показват, че C-dots не са в състояние
сами по себе си да образуват стабилен електро-каталитичен филм за ORR, поради тяхната висока разтворимост във водни разтвори. Въпреки това,
химически конюгираните наночастици проявяват ORR електрокаталитична активност в кисела или основна среда. Тези свойства откриват нови
възможности за тяхното практическо приложение в областта на екотехнологиите и опазването на околната среда.
Ключови думи: въглеродни наноточки, екологосъобразни катализатори, фотоокисление

In basic environment:
O2 + 4e– + 2H2O ⇄ 4OH–
O2 + 2e– + H2O ⇄ HO2– + OH–

Introduction
The negative consequences of the anthropogenic
environmental pollution create a prerequisite for the
development of modern ecotechnology for clean energy
generation. One such approach is the development of
membrane fuel cells, microbial fuel cells, etc., which utilize the
reduction of oxygen in order to generate electrical energy
(known as oxygen reduction reaction or ORR) (Huang et al.,
2017). The reduction of oxygen in water solution can proceed
basically by two general pathways and the reaction occurred
on the cathode electrode. The pathways are dependent on pH
conditions and thus ORR mechanism basically differs in basic
or acidic conditions (Yeager 1984), as shown on the equation
below:

In acidic environment:
O2 + 4e– + 4H+ ⇄ 2H2O
O2 + 2e– + 2H+ ⇄ H2O2

E0 = 0.401 V
E0 = – 0.065 V
E0 = 1.229 V
E0 = 0.670 V

In order to increase the performance of the working
electrode (cathode) our efforts are concentrated on the
development of effective and low cost electrocatalysts (known
as platinum-free) that are able to increase ORR peak current
and reduce the electrochemical overpotential. The reason is
because the noble metals as platinum and its compounds are
considered as the most effective ORR catalysts, however the
high cost and poor global distribution limit its practical
application (Lin et al., 2014).
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Electrochemical measurements. The measurements were
conducted by a conventional three-electrode system utilizing a
Saturated Calomel electrode (SCE) and a platinum wire as a
reference and counter electrode. The working electrodes were
(i) unmodified graphite electrode, (ii) graphite electrode
chemically modified with carbon nanodots and (iii)
polycrystalline platinum disk electrode as a control experiment.
For ORR measurements, 0.1 M KOH and H2SO4 solutions
saturated with oxygen were used. Before measurement the
solutions were subjected to bubbling with oxygen for 30 min to
achieve their complete saturation at ambient temperature
(Gara & Compton, 2011). One control experiment with
solutions saturated with nitrogen was performed too.

During the last decades a lot of efforts have been made to
develop an effective and non-precious electro-catalysts as
alternatives of the platinum based on light elements (carbon,
hydrogen, boron, oxygen, etc.). The recent studies have
focused on carbon based nanomaterials, which are of
particular interest, because they have various attractive
benefits (Li et al., 2012), such as electrocatalytic activity
dependent on their structure and morphology, cheap
production, easy chemical modification and long-term stability.
Herein we employed nitrogen-doped carbon nanodots (C-dots)
as electrocatalyst of ORR in both basic and acidic aqueous
solutions. C-dots are reported to be composed of polyatomic
carbon domains surrounded by amorphous carbon frames
(Zhu et al., 2013). The nanoparticles are highly fluorescent and
can be fabricated in one step reaction by microwave assisted
pyrolysis. Their abundant of organic groups shell allows to be
immobilized on the graphite electrode through chemical
conjugation. Thus, the presented report suggests a novel
approach for producing effective electro-catalyst as alternative
to platinum for ORR.

Result and discussion
Physicochemical characterization of the carbon nanodots.
The physicochemical characterization of C-dots was performed
using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). DLS analysis showed nanoparticles size distribution in
the range 1.5-2.5 nm with 2 nm average diameter. By this
analysis no aggregations were found. FT-IR analysis showed
absorption bands at 3000~3500 cm–1, which were associated
to the combination of stretching vibrations of amino (H2N–),
hydroxyl (HO–), and alkyl (C–H) functionalities. These organic
groups are responsible also for the hydrophilic nature and
stability of C-dots in aqueous solution. The transitions at 1566,
1402, 1184 and 768 cm–1 are assigned to (C=O), (C=C),
(C–O) and (C–C) vibrations, respectively (Zhu et al., 2013).
XPS analysis was performed, focusing on the C 1s, N 1s and
O 1s regions of the carbon nanodots. XPS analysis for C 1s
region shows main binding energy (BE) peaks at 285.1 eV and
287.0 eV, which correspond to functional groups of aliphatic
carbons and to carbons in C=O, C-O-H and C-O-C,
respectively. The region for nitrogen (N 1s) at 407.5 eV was
observable with a dominant peak.

Experimental Procedures
Materials. Citric acid, 1,2-ethylenediamine, sodium nitrite,
sodium bicarbonate, potassium hydroxide, sulfur acid and
concentrated hydrochloric acid were purchased from Wako. All
the chemicals used within the experiments were of an
analytical grade without any further purification. All solutions
were prepared with deionized water. Graphite rods (model: Uni
0.5 Mm Hb Nano Dia Blended Hi-quality Mechanical Pencil
Leads, made in Japan) with 1.2 nm diameter were used as a
working electrode (cathode).
Fabrication of graphite electrode chemically coated with
carbon nanodots. The nanoparticles were prepared by the so
called “bottom up” method. For that purpose 1 g of citric acid
was mixed with 10 ml deionized water and 0.2 ml of 1,2ethylenediamine was subsequently injected in the reaction
mixture. The precursors were well mixed by magnetic stirrer to
obtain a clean transparent solution. Then the mixture was
subjected to microwave pyrolysis in 150 ml Beher glass for 180
sec in conventional microwave oven (600 W). After the
pyrolytic reaction a yellow-brown pellet was formed at the
bottom of the glass vessel. Its aqueous solution has acidic pH
= 3.5. The pellet was dissolved again in 10 ml deionized water
and cooled down in an ice bath. In another glass vessel blue
nitrous acid (HNO2) was prepared by simple mixing of ice,
concentrated hydrochloric acid and sodium nitrite (NaNO2) at
temperature close to 0 °C. 2 ml of the freshly prepared nitrous
acid was mixed with the solution of carbon nanodots. During
the formation of diazonium salts the fluorescence of
nanoparticles disappeared. This fluorescence quenching effect
was an indicator for the monitoring of reaction end. The
chemically activated nanoparticles [C-dots-N≡N+] Cl– were
mixed with the graphite electrodes in sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3) buffer solution. Thus, an energetic reaction of
chemical conjugation occurred on the graphite surface. During
the reaction bubbles were formed on the fabricated electrode
surface as a result of neutralization of the bicarbonate buffer
with the acidic solution of the nanoparticles.

Electrochemical activity of unmodified graphite electrodes.
Cyclic voltammograms were measured for the unmodified
graphite macroelectrodes (as control experiment) in a range of
scan rates in H2SO4 solution saturated with either oxygen or
nitrogen gas. As we expected, in the majority of experiments
with saturated oxygen there was a response for ORR
electroactivity of the graphite. Nevertheless, the control
experiment with solution saturated with nitrogen gave very little
response with most nothing except a response for the
breakdown of solvent (in case of organic solvent as methanol).
Electrochemical activity of graphite electrode coated with Cdots. The ORR electroactivity of the immobilized C-dots on the
graphite electrode was evaluated in basic and acidic media as
explained above. On Fig. 1 are shown typical linear sweep
volammograms obtained from (i) unmodified graphite electrode,
(ii) graphite electrode coated with carbon nanodots, and (iii)
polycrystalline platinum disc electrode. The experiments were
performed in oxygen saturated solutions of 0.1 M potassium
hydroxide (Fig. 1A) and 0.1 M sulfuric acid (Fig. 1B). The figure
shows that the unmodified electrode and the platinum
electrode have an ORR peak current (Ip) and ORR onset at –
552 Acm–2 and –0.35 V, and at –559 Acm–2 and –0.038 V
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(vs SCE), respectively in basic solution. In acidic solution the
unmodified electrode and platinum disk have ORR peak
current and ORR onset at –662 Acm–2 and –0.51 V, and at –
717 Acm–2 and –0.47 V (vs SCE), respectively. In both
experiments as theoretically expected the polycrystalline
platinum disk electrode displays optimal oxygen reduction
reaction activity. It is clear further on both figures that in basic
or acidic solution modified graphite electrode becomes less
electronegative. In case of KOH the ORR onset of the coated
electrode shifted from –0.35 V to –0.27 V (shifting by 0.08 V)
and the peak shifted from –552 Acm–2 to –484 Acm–2

(shifting by 68 Acm–2). In the case of the acidic solution the
change is even more significant. The ORR onset of the coated
electrode shifted from –0.51 V to –0.16 V (shifting by 0.35 V)
and ORR peak current shifted from –662 Acm–2 to –597
Acm–2 (shifting by 65 Acm–2). The analysis of the figure
proved that the modification of the electrode with carbon
nanodots enables ORR to occur at a less electronegative
overpotential compared to that of unmodified electrode. As a
result the electrochemical reaction proceeds at less
electronegative ORR onset and the achievable current density
is increasing.

Fig. 1. Linear sweep volammograms of unmodified graphite, graphite electrode chemically coated with nitrogen doped carbon nanodots and platinum disk
electrode in (A) 0,1 M solution of KOH and (B) 0,1 M solution of H2SO4

methanol. These mentioned compounds have been shown to
reduce significantly the ORR activity of all platinum based
electrocatalysts. In addition, the presence of the nano-layer on
the electrode reduces the charge transfer resistance and thus
improves the electrochemical response. This property could
find application in the biosensors technologies too.

The obtained data concluded that the addition of fluorescent
nitrogen doped carbon nanodots on the electrode surface
caused beneficial alteration to the ORR signal output. The
reason is because in both basic and acidic solution the
nanoparticles have a 2 electron pathway ORR mechanism. In
the case of H2SO4 the obtained H2O2 was the major reaction
product (Martınez-Perinan et al., 2018). It was important to test
the operational stability during longer period of exploitation of
the modified electrode in order to claim for its practical
industrial applications. All experiments show that the modified
electrodes have initial increase in their relative current output
(during 90 min exploitation). These were important results for
the practical use of the electrode as cathode in fuel cells.
However, after few hours’ exploitation (less than 4) their
current gradually decreases. Note that the nature of graphite
electrode is with low adhesion which enables dissolution of its
rough surface into the electrolyte during the friction with liquids.

Conclusion
We reported the fabrication and electrochemical
characterization of graphite electrode modified with nitrogen
doped carbon nanodots towards the ORR in basic and acidic
media. All experiments show increasing of the ORR signal
output, which caused increasing of the achievable current too.
Thus, the electronegativity of the ORR onset potential of the
modified electrode was decreased. Future work is orientated to
improve the stability of the nano-layer on the electrode surface.
This might offer cheap, stable and effective alternative of the
platinum based cathode materials.

Another practical advantage of the fabricated electrode is the
resistance of the carbon nanodots to poisoning as inhibition of
the catalytic centers with hydrogen sulfide, carbon oxide and
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MATHEMATICAL FLOW MODEL OF THE KRASNOVO THERMOMINERAL FIELD
(SOUTHERN BULGARIA)
Nikolay Stoyanov1, Stefan Zeinelov1
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ABSTRACT.A generalized conceptual scheme of the hydrogeological conditions in the region of the Krasnovo thermomineral field is developed. This concept is
implemented in a three-dimensional model of the flow structure. The modeled area includes the upper part of the thermomineral reservoir to a depth of 400 m and
covers a territory of about 72 km2. Within these boundaries four hydrogeological units are determined: a fault-fissure conductive complex, a fractured poor waterbearing complex, a fault-drainage spring complex, and a Quaternary-Neogeneaquifer complex. The developed flow model is used to calculate the water balance
revenue and expenditure elements for the fault-fissure complex and for the spring complex. The obtained model solutions are used as a base for the performed
quantitative assessment of the Krasnovo field water resources. The boundaries of the sanitary protection zone around the existing facilities for extraction of thermal
mineral waters are determined. The computer programs Modflow and Modpath are used.
Keywords: hydrogeological model, mineral water resources,thermomineral field, water budget

МАТЕМАТИЧЕСКИ ФИЛТРАЦИОНЕН МОДЕЛ НА ТЕРМОМИНЕРАЛНО НАХОДИЩЕ КРАСНОВО (ЮЖНА БЪЛГАРИЯ)
Николай Стоянов1, Стефан Зейнелов1
1Минно-геоложки университет “Св. Иван Рилски”, София 1700;nts@mgu.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. Разработена е обща концепция за хидрогеоложките условия в района на термоминерално находище Красново. Концептуалната схема е
имплементирана в тримерен математически модел на филтрационното поле. Моделната област обхваща подповърхностното пространство във водосбора
на находището на територия с площ около 72 km2 и до дълбочина около 400 m. В тези граници са детерминирани четири хидрогеоложки единици разломно-пукнатинен проводящ комплекс; пукнатинен слабоводоносен комплекс; разломно-дренажен изворен комплекс и кватернер-неогенски водоносен
комплекс. С филтрационния модел са изчислени приходните и разходните елементи от водния баланс на разломно-пукнатинния проводящ комплекс и
разломно-дренажния изворенкомплекс. Въз основа на моделните решения е направена количествена оценка на водните ресурси на находище
Красново.Определена е санитарно-охранителната зона около действащите съоръжения за добив на термоминерални води. Използвани са компютърните
програми Modflow и Modpath.
Ключови думи: хидрогеоложки модел, ресурси на минерални води,термоминерално находище, воден баланс

water facilities, without taking into account, analyzing and
assessing the characteristics of the composite and boundary
hydrogeological units, the hydraulic connections and the water
exchange between them, the influence of the boundary
conditions and possible external impacts, the flow structure,
the water budget, the boundaries of the sanitary-protection
zones (SPZ), etc. In fact, there are similar deficiencies in the
published data about most of the thermal fields and
manifestations of the Sredna gora thermomineral waterbearing system.

Introduction
One of the areas rich in thermal mineral water in Bulgaria is
the Sredna gora thermomineral water-bearing system, formed
in the deep parts of the granite-gneiss massif of Sashtinska
Sredna gora (Figure 1). Separate parts of this system are the
thermal mineral fields Hissarya, Pesnopoy, Krasnovo, Strelcha
and Banya (Panagyurishte), where some of the most famous
national balneological centers are built. The listed fields have
been known and used since ancient times, and in the last 100150 years they have been increasingly exploited and
thoroughly researched. Detailed data and different estimates of
the genesis, water and heat resources, chemical composition,
yield and use of the thermal mineral waters are presented in a
large number of monographs, articles, scientific reports and
notes. Systematic information on the thermal system and its
composite fields is contained in a number of summary reports
(Азманов, 1940; Щерев, 1964; Петров и др., 1970, 1998;
Benderev et al., 2016; Pentcheva et al., 1997, and others).

For a detailed, well-grounded and more precise assessment
of the water budget, a three-dimensional (3D) model of the
Krasnovo field was developed using Modflow program. Based
on the model solutions, the flow structure is determined, the
elements of the water budget are calculated and the local and
regional resources of the thermal-mineral waters are
estimated. Using the Modpath program, the boundaries of the
SPZ around the exploited water sources are defined.
Publications and archive sources for the area of the
thermomineral field (Христова, 1961; Щерев, 1964; Петров и
др., 1970, 1998; Пенчев, 1999) were also used.

The schemes and resource assessments, presented in
various information sources for the Krasnovo field are too
general, mainly based on data on the flow rate of the drainage
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tectonic disturbancces and therma l anomalies in the
t spring zonee
were mapped (Хр
ристова, 1961) . At a regional level, studiess
outline a stepped graben filled w
with clayey andd sandy-clayeyy
sediments. From the three deep boreholes (C-1, C-2 and C-3))
drilleed in the grab
ben bedrock, tthe most persspective is C-1
(Figgure 1). It is built in the spring aarea, at about 150 m from thee
exissting capture. Its depth is 1 60 m. At 1277 m below thee
grouund, it enters the cracked aand fissured grranite bedrock,,
wheere it reveals a very conductivve pressure zonne hydraulicallyy
connected to the main
m reservoir. TThe other two deep
d
boreholess
(C-22 and C-3) havve been identifiied as being without
w
potentiall
due to very low arrtesian flow ratte (up to 0.3 l/s), insignificantt
relative flow rates at pump modde and temperaature below 355
°C. The uncapture
ed spring Gyolla located in thhe spring areaa
withh a flow rate of 0.2 l/s and a teemperature of 21
2 °C is also off
no significance.
s
Th
he water draineed from these sources is nott
directly connected to the main reeservoir but is a result of thee
mixiing of thermal mineral
m
water annd fresh cold water.
w

General infformation ab
bout the thermomineral
field
Thermomineeral field Krasnnovo is located at the southernn foot
of Sashtinska Sredna gora Mountain,
M
abouut 2 km east oof the
village of Krassnovo. The maain reservoir is formed in the ddeep
parts of a fissured and tecctonically disturrbed rock com plex,
including partss of the Matenica pluton (mtγγ2C), the Smilovvene
pluton (smγδ1C) and the Arda
A
group (A
ArPeC) (Figuree 1).
Thermomineraal waters circulate by faults, and on the teerrain
they appear ffrom the Quateernary-Neogene sediments, ffilling
the Krasnovoggraben.
The warm ssprings have beeen used sincee ancient times,, and
documented sstudies and acttivities for moree efficient utilizaation
of the field began in the early 20th century.. In 1928, Kras novo
capture was bbuilt, which capptured two sprinngs with a total flow
rate of 2 l/s annd a temperatuure of 53.5 °C. In the period 1 9581961, based oon detailed geoophysical and drilling studiess, the
main normal ddip-slip faults which
w
formed thhe Krasnovograaben,

Fig. 1. Location oof the studied area. Geological background
Note: The maps aand the profile are compiled on the basis
b
of the geologgical map of Bulgaria M 100000 – ma
ap sheet Panagyurrishte and Karlovo (Илиев и Кацков,,
1990; Русева и дрр., 1990) and unpuublished materials (Христова,
(
1961)

the flow rate of C-1
1 decreased to 14 l/s at 55.2 °C, and the flow
w
ratee of the capturre increased too its initial value of 2 l/s. Inn
1998/1999 the flo
ow rate of C--1 was aboutt 6-7 l/s at a
temperature of 55.4 °C and the fflow rate of thee capture – 1.55
l/s at
a 52 °C. In the beginning of 20018, the outflow
w from C-1 wass
5.5 l/s at a tempe
erature of 53 °°C, and the flow rate of thee
capture was 1.25 l/s at 49.6 °C
C. According to
t its chemicall
com
mposition, the water
w
from thee Krasnovo fieldd refers to thee
nitroogenous therma
ae, but besidess N contains alsso H2S. Its totall
disssolved solids (T
TDS) concentraation is about 0.3
0 g/l, and thee
typee of the water is HCO3-SO4-N
Na, with a neuutral to alkalinee

The capturee and C-1 boreehole are the only existing w
water
abstraction faccilities in the Krrasnovo thermoomineral field. TThey
are with arteesian characteer, forming a complex drainnage
system very sensitive to external and internal imppacts.
Observations on the flow rate
r
and the temperature
t
off the
drained waterss also show thaat the exploitation resources oof the
field in the lasst six decades have been graadually decreaasing,
which is explicable for deeep high pressured water-beaaring
structures. In the initial stagee of the joint operation
o
of thee two
facilities (19600), the outflow from
f
C-1 was 24.5 l/s at 55 °C
C and
the initial flow rate (2 l/s) deccreased to 1.2 l/s. For ten mo nths,
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pH. The microocomponents Li, Be, Ga, Ge, Se, Rb, Cs etcc. are
presented. The helium conteent is 234 Pa, and
a the radioacctivity
is 25 Em. W
Water is suitabble for the treaatment of kidnneys,
gallbladder, lliver, digestivee system and musculoskeeletal
apparatus. Thhe resource asssessments maade so far, onn the
thermomineral field, are baseed on observations on its flow rate,
chemical compposition and tem
mperature regim
me.

faaulted, fissured and seconndary altered intrusive andd
metamorphic
m
ro
ocks. The PPalaeozoic graanites (mtγ2C))
dominate the grraben and SE part of the watershed
w
area,,
where
w
the main thermomineral reservoir is formed at a depthh
off about 1000 m.
m In the centraal part of the watershed
w
area,,
thhe fault-fissured
d complex is aattached to the Precambriann
gneisses (ArPeC) and in thee N-NW – to the Paleozoicc
granites and granodiorites (smγδ1C). The
T
hydraulicc
coonductivity k is most often in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 m/d,,
with
w the high values being assoociated with the upper part off
thhe cross-section
n – up to a deptth of 100-200 m.
m
• Fractured
F
poor water-bearing
w
ccomplex (A-Pz--cmx). Includess
parts of the Paleozoic and Preecambrian rockks that are nott
afffected by the tectonic deform
mations. Up to a depth of 50-100 m, the rockks are very fracctured and secoondary altered,,
and below in the cross-sectionn the open fisssures graduallyy
dw
windle or are completely abseent. The hydrauulic conductivityy
vaaries widely fro
om about 0.02 m/d in the upper part of thee
roock massif to 0.001 m/d and iss lower in depthh.
• Fault-drainage
F
spring
s
complexx (f1A-Pz-cmx). It is formed inn
thhe most fractu
ured parts of Paleozoic graanites (mtγ2C),,
where
w
several sub-parallel andd sub-meridian faults
f
intersect..
It covers a sma
all territory in tthe SE part off the Krasnovoo
graben (the area
a of drainage oof the thermom
mineral waters),,
which
w
includes the Krasnovoo capture, C-1borehole, thee
sppring Gyola and other smalleer scattered sprrings along thee
Banskidol
B
River. Fault-drainagee spring complex is the mainn
path to the surfa
ace for the deepp thermomineraal flow and is a
veery important factor
f
that dete
termines the quantitative andd
qualitative parameters of the spring waterss and partiallyy
lim
mits the resources of the therm
momineral fieldd. The hydraulicc
coonductivity in th
his zone rangess from 0.1 to1 m/d.
m
• Quaternary-Neo
Q
gene aquifer complex (Q--N-cmx). It iss
foormed in the se
ediments that fifill the Krasnovsski graben andd
iss built of conglomerates, clayyey sands, saandy clays andd
cllays with a tota
al thickness of 100-150 m. Thhe predominantt
presence of the
e fine-disperseed fractions im
mplies the low
w
water
w
permeability of the mediuum. The hydrauulic conductivityy
iss about 0.03 m/d, and in some parts it is up too 0.2-0.3 m/d.

Conceptual model of th
he thermom
mineral field
On the basis of the currennt geo-tectonic knowledge off the
region and thhe available innformation about the studied site
(Христова, 19961, Кацков и Илиев,
И
1994, Русева
Р
и др., 19994),
the following general conception for thhe hydrogeoloogical
settings in thhe range and the adjacentt territories off the
Krasnovotherm
momineral field was assumed (Figure 2).
Watershed arrea. The waterrshed area of the field coverrs an
area of 72 km
m2, including paarts of the Gerenska River baasins
and its northeern tributaries Krasnovska,
K
Baanskidol, Drenoovdol
etc. (Figures 1 and 2). The terrain is heavily intersected, with
altitudes varyying from 12733 m on the ridge of Sashti nksa
Sredna gora to 320-350 m in the sprinng zone. The river
network density is about 1.4 km/ km2 and thhe average valuue of
the surface runnoff is 2 l/s/km2.

Reccharge and discharge.
d
Thhe main rechharge is from
m
infilttration of rainwater and river w
water. It occurss in the outcropp
partts of the rock complexes.
c
It iss most intense in the outcropss
of thhe fault-fissure conductive com
mplex. The aveerage infiltrationn
ratee W is between
n 3.0E-05 and 77.5E-05 m/d. Itt is determinedd
by the assumption that betw
ween 2 and 5 % of thee
preccipitations, who
ose annual suum in the areea is 538 mm
m
(Коллева и Пеневва, 1990), are infiltrated in the
t subsurfacee
space. The cold water
w
infiltrating by faults maintains the waterr
budget and the hig
gh pressure in the main reseervoir. In depth,,
their temperature reaches
r
55-60 °C under the influence of thee
geothermal anoma
aly in the deep pparts of the Paleozoic plutons..
Thee main direction
n of the thermoomineral flow iss S-SE and thee
average gradient is 0.015. Thee piezometric heads in thee
bedrock of the graben are very hiigh, and at the lowest SE partt
of the catchment area are 10-155 m above thee terrain, whichh
generates the asscending therm
momineral flow
w in the fault-drainage spring co
omplex. Part off this stream is drained by thee
capture and C-1 borehole, and aanother part is discharged
d
andd
mixeed with the cold waters oof the Quateernary-Neogenee
com
mplex and eme
erging on the ssurface as scaattered springss
withh low flow rate and
a low tempera
rature (20-25 °C
C).

Fig. 2. Hydrogeoological map of thee watershed area of Krasnovo field

Basic hydroggeological un
nits. Accordingg to the assuumed
working hypoothesis, four main hydrogeeological units are
separated in thhe watershed area
a of the thermomineral fieldd and
its periphery, tthe surface outtcrop and bounndaries of whichh are
illustrated in Figure 2.
• Fault-fissuree conductive complex (ffA-Pz-cmx). Itt is
developed bby the Krasnovvo graben tectoonic structures,, and
the associatted river and deeep gullies fault zones. It is buuilt of
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drainage with a boundary coondition of firsst kind by thee
Specified
S
Head program
p
packaage.
• The
T
model ca
alibration usess data from the long-term
m
exxploitation of th
he facilities andd data on wateer levels in thee
rivvers.

Compositioon of the flow
w 3D model
The flow moodel FM3D is a 3D simulation of the flow struccture
in the region of Krasnovo thermomineraal field, taking into
account the complex hyddrogeological conditions
c
andd all
external influeences, includingg the activity of the capture annd C1 borehole. TThe basic points and input parameters inn its
composition are as follows:
• FM3D is coompiled with Modflow
M
compputer program. The
model area covers the subbsurface in thee watershed areea of
the thermom
mineral field with an area of 72
7 km2 and up to a
depth of aboout 400 m.
• Spatial disccretization is made
m
with an uneven orthoggonal
grid. FM3D
D includes two model layers - ML-1 and M
ML-2
(Figure 3)). According to the diffferences of the
hydrogeologgical parameterrs in the model layers, four m
model
zones are defined (Tablees 1 and 2), which
w
simulatee the
spatial distrribution of the hydrogeologicaal units of diffeerent
rank (Figuree 3).
• The relief oof the lower annd upper bounddaries of the m
model
layers and zones are coonsistent with the morpholoogical
features oof the terrainn and the spatial formss of
hydrogeologgical units. Thhe ground surfface is set ass the
upper bounddary of the ML--1.
• The regionaal flow is modeeled with a bouundary conditioon of
third kind unnder the Generral Head Bounddary (GHB) schheme
along parts of the outer boundaries of the model area.
• The Gerensska River and its
i tributaries are simulated ass 3D
objects withh relevant geom
metry and hydraaulic characterisstics.
They are deefined as a bouundary conditionn of third kind uusing
the River prrogram packagee.
• The infiltratiion recharge iss set in all cellss of the first m
model
layer with thhe Recharge program packagge. According too the
permeabilityy of the surfaace layer, 3 model zones with
different infiiltration rates were
w introducedd – MZ-W1, MZZ-W2
and MZ-W33 (Figure 4), which respecttively simulatee the
surface propagation of fA-Pz-cmx, A-Pz-cmx and QN--cmx.
The introduced values of W in these zones are: W1 = 22.0E04 m/d, W2 = 1.0E-04 m/d and W3 = 5.0E
E-05 m/d.
• The upstreaam flow from the main reseervoir is set onn the
bottom of the ML-2 layeer in the MZ--2.3a zone wiith a
boundary ccondition of seccond kind by the Specified Flow
program paackage. The innitially accepteed flow value was
corrected foor model calibraation.
• The capturee and C-1 boreehole are modeled as 3D obbjects
with corrresponding coordinates
c
and constru ction
parameters.. They are sett to work with a constant levvel of
Table 1.
Hydrogeologiccal units, modell layers and moodel zones
H
Hydrogeological unit
1strankk
2nd rank
Fractured poor w
waterbearing complexx
Fault-fissure connductive
complex
Fault-drainage sspring
complex
Quaternary-Neoogene
aquifer complexx

Near--surface zone
Deep zone
Periphheral zone
Deep zone
Springg zone
Periphheral zone
Springg zone
-

Fig. 3. Geometry of the model layers annd zones. Boundaary conditions.

Geological uunit

Lithographic
characteristic

Geoloogy
indeex

Model
layer

Model
zone

Matenica plutoon
Smilovene pluuton
Arda group

granites,
granodiorites,
gneisses

γ 2C
smγδδ1C
ArPeeC

МL-1
МL-2
МL-1
МL-2

Matenica plutoon

granites

γ 2C

МL-2

МZ-1.1
МZ-2.1
МZ-1.2
МZ-2.2
МZ-2.3a
МZ-2.3b

Prolluvialand aalluvialprolluvialdepoosits
Ahmatovo form
mation

clays, sandy cla
ays,
sands, conglom
merates

Qp
prQ
a-prQ
rQp
ahN
N1-2

МL-1
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Mo
odel solution
ns
Stru
ucture of the
e flow field. TThe model soolution for thee
distrribution of the hydraulic heaads in the twoo model layerss
(Figgure 5) presentss the flow struccture in the wattershed area off
the thermomineral field under tthe conditions of continuouss
exploitation of the capture
c
and C- 1 borehole.
Watter budget. Groundwater reesources. Usiing FM3D, thee
wateer budgets of the
t fault-fissuree conductive coomplex (fA-Pz-cmxx) and the faultt-drainage sprinng complex (f1A-Pz-cmx) aree
com
mposed, which are very clossely related to the formation,,
circuulation and drainage of the theermomineral waters (Tables 3
and 4). The presented resultss provide the basis for thee
folloowing summaries and concllusions regardding the waterr
resoources of the thermomineral fieeld.
• The
T total discha
arge of the ciirculating grounndwater in thee
sppring zone is 28
8.5 l/s.
• The
T regional wa
ater resource off the field is esttimated at 26.44
l/ss, assuming tha
at it is formed ffrom the upstreeam flow of thee
main
m thermomineral reservoir aand the hot watter entering thee
sppring zone frrom the deepp parts of thhe fault-fissuree
coonductive complex and the fractured poorr water-bearingg
coomplex.
• The
T local water resource of thhe water abstrraction facilitiess
(tthe capture and
d C-1 boreholee) is 6.75 l/s, with
w guaranteedd
chhemical compo
osition and tem
mperature of the abstractedd
thhermomineral water
w
and witth a tendencyy for a slightt
decrease in the outflow in the nnear decades.

m
layer ML-1.
Fig, 4. Model zonnes with different recharge rate in model

Table 2.
Hydraulic connductivity k andd active porosiity n0 of the m
model
zones
Hydrogeological unit

Moddel zone

k, m/d
m

n0, -

Fractured pooor waterbearing com
mplex

МZ-1.1
МZ-2.1
МZ-1.2
МZ-2.2
МZ
Z-2.3a
МZ
Z-2.3b
МZ-1.3
МZ-1.4

1.5Е
Е-02
7.0Е
Е-03
5.0Е
Е-02
2.5Е
Е-02
1.0Е00
1.5Е
Е-01
1.0Е
Е-01
3.0Е
Е-02

2.0Е-003
1.0Е-003
3.0Е-003
2.0Е-003
1.0Е-002
7.5Е-003
5.0Е-003
2.5Е-003

Fault-fissure coonductive
compleex
Fault-drainagee spring
compleex
Quaternary-N
Neogene
mplex
aquifer com

Note: The valuess of k and n0 are defined
d
by literary data
d (Spitz and Mooreno,
1996; Стоянов, 22015, and others).

Table 3.
Water budget of the fault-fisssure conductive complex (fA-Pz
Pz-cmx)
FLLOW IN, QIIN , l/s
Inflow from adjaacent to the water catchment
c
area com
mplexes
Inflow from riverrs
Inflow from the Q
Quaternary-Neogene aquifer complexx
Inflow from the ffractured poor wateer-bearing complexx
Inflow from the ffault-drainage zonee and upstream flow
ws by deep faults
from the main reeservoir
Recharge from infiltration of precippitation
Total flow in:
Balance error 0..03 % (difference)

24.45
6.48
5.69
81.37
16.72
17.82
152.53

FLOW OUT, Q IOUT , l/s
Draining to adjacent to
o the water catchmeent area complexes
Draining to rivers and gullies
Draining to the Quaterrnary-Neogene aquuifer complex
Draining to the fracture
ed poor water-bearring complex
b
Draining to the fault-drrainage zone and ddownstream flows by
deeep faults
Total flow out:

19.09
52.39
28.58
27.61
24.81
152.48

Table 4.
Water budget of the fault-drainage spring coomplex (f1A-Pz--cmx)
FLLOW IN, QIIN , l/s
Inflow from the ffault-fissure conducctive complex and upstream flows
by deep faults frrom the main reserrvoir
Inflow from the ffractured poor wateer-bearing complexx
Inflow from the Q
Quaternary-Neogene aquifer complexx
Total flow in:
Balance error 0..07 % (difference)

24.81
1.58
2.12
28.51

FLOW OUT, Q IOUT , l/s
Draining to the fault-fisssure conductive coomplex and by deeep
faults
Draining to the Quaterrnary-Neogene aquuifer complex
Watter intake facilities – capture and С-1 borehole
Total flow out:

16.72
5.02
6.75
28.49

e secondary altterations in thee water-bearingg
lithoology and/or the
meddium (Table 2). By MP3D-1, the boundariess of subzone III
have been determ
mined at a com puting time of 400 days, andd
withh MP3D-2 the boundaries off subzone III at
a a calculationn
timee of 25 years (Figure 6). Thesse periods have been chosenn
withh accordance to
o the normative documents in Bulgaria.
B

Models for determinatiion of SPZ boundaries
b
The boundaaries of subzonne II and subzzone III of the SPZ
around the caapture and C-1 borehole are calculated
c
usingg the
ModPath proggram. Two masss-transport moodels, MP3D-1 and
MP3D-2 are ccompiled, taking into account the determineed by
FM3D flow structure. The values of the active porositty n0
specified in thhe model zonees are accepteed according too the
77
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recharge conditions, circuulation and drainage of the
thermomineral and cold waaters in the watershed
w
areea of
Krasnovo fieldd was implemented by the developed moodels.
The model soolutions determ
mine the compleex flow structu re in
the artesian aqquifer system and
a quantify thee water resourcees of
the field as w
well as the paraameters of the optimum yield and
the boundariees of the SPZ around the water abstraaction
facilities. The oobtained results enable a bettter understandinng of
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waters and pprovide new daata about theirr resources. T hese
results have aalso an importannt practical signnificance for a m
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efficient exploitation of the fieeld. The presennted methodoloogical
approach can be successfully used in solvving of other si milar
hydrogeologiccal problems.
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RESEARCH TO DETERMINE THE DEPENDENCE BETWEEN THE ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND THE TEMPERATURE OF NATURAL GAS USED FOR THE
DOMESTIC SECTOR AS A CONSUMPTION FACTOR
Martin Boyadjiev1, Grigor Filkov2
1 University of Mining and Geology “St. Ivan Rilski”, 1700 Sofia, martinb@mgu.bg
2 Gastechnika

Ltd, 1000 Sofia, Totleben 63, filkov@gastechnika.com

ABSTRACT. In this report we present a current issue related to the recalculation of the volume of natural gas used in the domestic sector and the dependence on the
weather conditions of the coefficients involved in these corrections. Several methods of data processing were used, including: regression analysis and artificial neural
networks ANN. Тhe gas distribution companies in the course of the operation of the gas distribution networks solve this problem, related to the accuracy of reporting
the consumed quantity of gas, depending on its priorities and expert capacity. To this end, colleagues from Sofia Gas have conducted a study and observed
differences in readings of the reported amount of gas per user, in which the consumption was measured with a gasmeter without temperature correction and with a
temperature correction gasmeter. On this basis, by additionally mounted temperature sensors and volume correctors of the Gas Center experts, we have conducted
an experiment to specify the impact of environmental parameters on a model for adjusting the volume of gas. On the basis of the data used for the heating periods in
2016/2017, the report presents a mathematical model, which defines a function describing the gas temperature dependence on the daily air temperatures. Using
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), relationships between air temperature and soil temperature are determined for different gas flows. A software application has been
developed to predict the temperature of the soil depending on the climate zone and average air temperature. The results of solving this problem and the possibility to
forecast are the opportunities to improve the effective management of the Gas Distribution Networks.
Keywords: natural gas, applications for natural gas consumption, flow measurement, correction factors for natural gas consumption

ИЗСЛЕДВАНЕ ЗА ОПРЕДЕЛЯНЕ НА ЗАВИСИМОСТ МЕЖДУ ТЕМПЕРАТУРАТА НА ОКОЛНАТА СРЕДА И
ТЕМПЕРАТУРАТА НА ПРИРОДНИЯ ГАЗ ИЗПОЛЗВАН ЗА БИТОВИЯ СЕКТОР, КАТО ФАКТОР ЗА ПРЕДВИЖДАНЕ НА
ПОТРЕБЛЕНИЕТО
Мартин Бояджиев1, Григор Филков2,
1 Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", 1700 София, martinb@mgu.bg
2 Газтехника ООД, 1000 София, бул. Тотлебен 63,filkov@gastecnika.com
РЕЗЮМЕ. В настоящия доклад представяме актуален проблем, свързан с преизчисляване на обема на използвания природен газ в битовия сектор и
зависимостта на коефициентите участващи в тези корекции от метеорологичните условия. Използвани са няколко метода за обработка на данните, между
които: регресионен анализ и изкуствени невронни мрежи ANN. Газоразпределителните дружества в процеса на експлоатацията на газоразпределителните
мрежи решават този проблем, свързан с коректността в отчитането на потребеното количество газ, в зависимост от своите приоритети и експертен
капацитет. В тази насока към момента колеги от Софиягаз АД са провели изследване и наблюдавали разлики в показанията на отчетеното количество газ
за един потребител, при който е измерено потреблението с разходомер без температурна корекция и с разходомер с температурна корекция. На тази
база, чрез допълнително монтирани датчици за температура и коректори за обем сме реализирали експеримент с цел уточняване на влиянието на
параметрите на околната среда за извеждаме на модел на коригиране на обема на газа. На основата на използвани данни за отоплителните периоди през
2014/2015 година в доклада е представен математически модел, чрез който е определена функция описваща зависимост на температурата на газа от
дневните температури на въздуха. Чрез използвани Изкуствени Невронни Мрежи (ANN) са определени връзки между температурата на въздуха и
температурата на почвата при различни дебити на газа. Използвано е софтуерно приложение за предсказване на температурата на почвата в зависимост
от климатичната зона и средната температура на въздуха. Резултатите от решаването на този проблем е и предоставените възможности за прогнозиране
са възможностите за подобряване на ефективното управление на Газоразпределителните мрежи.
Ключови думи: природен газ, заявки за потребление на природен газ, измерване на дебит, коригиращи фактори при потреблението на природен газ

Natural gas, like all gases, is a highly compressible fluid and
its volume depends on and varies according to the pressure
and temperature at which it is measured. In the gas practice
basic conditions are defined, characterized by a fixed
temperature and pressure conditions under which to trade with
natural gas. For basic comparison conditions, when
measuring physical quantities such as volume, reference and
measurement conditions are used, which are published in
BDS EN 13443 and are 20 ° C (293.15 K) and 1 atmosphere
(101 325 Pa).

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to systematize and present
information on the result of a study to establish a relationship
between the volume and temperature of the natural gas used
in the domestic sector and the relationship of these
parameters to the ambient temperature as a key factor in
predicting the consumption of natural gas.
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Correct determination and metrologically accurate
measurement of the volume of compressible fluids, as well as
the natural gas used in households, is related to the ability to
obtain accurate gas pressure and temperature data in the socalled working conditions. This data must be consistent with
the exact moment at which the flowmeter reads the volume of
the gas passing through it.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

The consumption of natural gas in household consumers is
measured by flowmeters without built-in temperature or
pressure correction. The technology for determining gas
consumption in this case is related to adjusting the monthly
reporting volume in accordance with the average temperature
(T) and atmospheric pressure (P), and not so much with a
compressibility factor (Z) which is acceptable to the extent that
the correction coefficient of over-compression (Kz) at
atmospheric pressure is with a value determined by BDS EN
ISO
12213-2
(http://www.bgc.bg/zfactor/AGA892DC_clear.php?).

0
0
0
0
20

101 325
101 325
101 325
101 325
101 325

At the same time, precise information about temperature and
absolute gas pressure is essential for the accuracy in
accounting for and invoicing the actual amount of gas
consumed.
To solve the problem described, a survey was conducted
and three control samples were collected to gather data about:
• Average monthly air temperature for the surveyed region;
• The hourly consumption of gas for three types of objects
surveyed;
• The air temperature in the vicinity of the flow meter location;
• Soil temperature in the studied region.

In real terms, for companies supplying gas to consumers,
most of the commercial metering devices (CMDs) are from
batches that do not have the ability to recalculate the volume of
gas at a standard temperature (20 °C). In these cases, the use
of a technique to give an idea of the actual temperature of the
gas used (Филков, 2010) is important for the accuracy of
reporting and gaining confidence from gas users.

Processing of the task

This study ends with several conclusions and suggestions
that, in our opinion, would minimize the possibility of technical
discrepancies between the actual amount of household gas
used and that reported by the flow meter.

Experiments include the sequential installation of two flow
meters that measure the volume of gas simultaneously. The
flow meter (1) is of the GMT G 2.5 type, with no gas
temperature readout, and the second flowmeter (2) is the
Galus 2100 TCE type, which recalculates the gas volume
according to its temperature. In the monthly reports on
flowmeters 1 and 2 there is a difference between the registered
gas volumes due to the use of the temperature correction in
the flowmeter 2 automatically performed by the CMD. From the
ratio of the reported quantity of gas from the two flow meters,
applied to a specific period (month), it is also possible to
establish the value of the correction coefficient for the studied
region under the conditions specific to it. With the obtained
coefficient, the readings of the flowmeters in the region are
corrected for each reported period.

Table 1
Basic temperature conditions at which natural gas is traded in
countries around the world
#
Country
Conditions
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
UK
Germany

101 325
101 325
101 325
101 325
101 325

The reached length of the urban distribution network in the
developed gas supply regions is more than 1590 km and
continues to increase. In these networks-260000 potential of
consumptions (Николов, 2007), the distances that natural gas
passes from the point of reading its physical parameters into
the points of entry to the populated areas, the automatic gas
regulator stations (AGRC), to the points for measuring and
reporting natural gas to consumers, are significantt. The
measurement of these input parameters can not be related to
the physical state of the gas in the places where the consumed
amount of household gas is taken into account. In addition, the
use of temperature correction (temperature-correcting and
volume-correcting) commercial metering devices (CMDs), as
discussed above, is not wide-spread.

Most EU countries have solved this problem by selecting 0°
C for base conditions and thus minimizing the error of lack of
temperature correction in the winter months, Table 1 (BDS EN
13686:, 1998).

1
2
3
4
5

0
0
0
0
0

Scope of the problem

In accordance with the state-of-the-art technology in the
measurement, the temperature and pressure correction can
also be performed on-site by using temperature and pressure
sensors that are mounted in place called "Smart" flow meters
that are integrated into the Commercial Metering Tool (CMT)
and are capable of a one-way or a two-way commands and
data transfer. As long as this type of flow meters is not yet
widely used, correction factors are used to recalculate the
volume of gas, mainly related to the need to recalculate the
volume of gas from temperatures close to 0° C (for the heating
season) to 20 ° C (КЕВР, Показатели за качеството..., 2004).

temperature, 0С
0
0
20
15
0

Denmark
India
Spain
Italy
Hungary
France
Holland
Sweden
Japan
China

pressure, Pa
101 325
101 325
101 325
101 325
101 325
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The sequentially located flow meters are a very good basis
for continuing the experiment. However, they do not provide
sufficient data which, by processing as information, allows us
to conclude how the temperature of the gas is influenced by
the ambient temperature and what the dependence of gas
consumption on this temperature is. To achieve these goals,
the experiment has been extended and has passed the next
scheduled stage.

hours for all three sites, the results are in the direction of:
• In terms of household gas consumption in settlements, the
temperature of the gas is strongly influenced by the air
temperature, regardless of where the flow meter is located:
inside or outside the building (Figs. 2, a, b, c);
• The temperature of the gas follows the temperature of the air
tightly, exceeding it by one degree;
• In the case of consumption close to the maximum, realized at
minimum temperatures, the gas temperature falls by half to
one degree below the air temperature due to the throttle effect
obtained in the regulator at the flow meter inlet;
• For all objects, 60 to 70% of gas consumption accumulates
during a period when minimum temperatures are measured.

In order to establish the actual gas parameters (temperature
and pressure) recorded at the sale to the customer, an
experimental set up with two electronic temperature and
pressure correctors connected to existing diaphragm
volumetric flowmeters was built. The flow chart is shown in
Figure 1. The temperature of the gas and the impulses from
the counter of the flow meter are input at the inlet of the
corrector 1. At the output of the same corrector, the same
pulses are output synchronously, entering the input of the
corrector 2. In this way, the corrector 2 simulates the same
expense as the pulses are synchronized over time. At the
same time, the temperature input of the corrector 2 is fed by
the ambient temperature signal. Both pressures of the
pressure inlet are supplied with atmospheric pressure. For the
purpose of the experiment, the two correctors are
synchronized over time and report the data in their memory
every hour. Flowmeters are approved under MID, Measuring
Instruments Directive.

The three studies clearly outline the characteristic
dependence of the two measured temperatures. Accordingly,
at lower air temperatures the gas temperature is lower and the
gas consumption is increased. This difference is in some cases
up to 30% and the reason for this is the higher energy
consumption associated with compensating for heat loss at low
ambient temperatures.
In Figure 2,a in red there is a line describing the change of the
gas temperature, and in blue is the line of the change of the air
temperature. The measurement period is limited to the broken
green line, after which the set up is transferred to another
object.
завис имос т на Т газа от Т въздуха
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Fig. 2,а. Temperature of Gas and Air.

In the following case are presented the results obtained from
the temperature measurement in the residential building set up
(relatively constant) and the results of the measurement of the
hour temperature of the gas and the hourly gas consumption.

Fig 1. Connecting scheme

To find differences and analogies for different types of
clients, this scheme has been transferred to 3 sites with the
following features:
Object 1: Multi-family house. Research in the period:
January-February 2016; High monthly consumption of natural
gas; Flow meter located in a cabinet outside the building near
the ground;
Object 2: Apartment in a residential building. Research in the
period: March 2016; Low monthly consumption of natural gas;
Flow meter located on floor 4 of the building;
Object 3: Office space. Research period: December 2015;
Flow meter located outside the building at a height of one
meter from the ground elevation; Average monthly
consumption per customer type.

Fig. 2,b The result of metering

In this case, the dependence that is obtained when the
temperature and the amount of gas used in the household are
reduced. In the surveyed period, about 65% of the
consumption was recorded at the minimum set temperatures.

Essential laws and anomalies in the survey

The third study has a clearly expressed sine wave of the
temperatures obtained during the light and dark of the day.
Regardless of the typical increase of the air temperature during

Considering the daily consumption data and comparing them
with the changes in the temperatures of the gas and the air by
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In addition, the criterion for the thermal properties of the soil
is its thermal conductivity. Soil is a bad heat conductor and its
average thermal conductivity is 26 times lower than that of
water. That is why if the soil is dry the heat transfer is slow.
This explains the heating rate on wetter and drier soils. Slow
heating of moist soils is due not only to evaporation but also to
faster heat transfer to deeper layers. Accordingly, their slow
cooling during the night is due to the compensation of heat
from the deeper layers.

the day, the gas temperature without delay changes in parallel
with the air temperature. In this case, there is an increased
consumption at minimum temperatures (Fig. 2 c). Figure 2c
clearly shows the relationship between air temperature (blue
line) and gas temperature (red line).
35
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As a result, we can conclude that the change in the surface
layer of the soil may affect the ambient temperature, but since
in Bulgaria the CMDs are located in panels and are not
outdoors, the main factor influencing the temperature of the
gas remains the temperature of the air. These results can also
be seen through the SCADA system of the gas company.
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Fig. 2 c. Temperature in object „C”

At lower temperatures, the consumption is higher and due to
the throttle effect, there is a decrease in the temperature of the
gas below the air temperature by another degree, a degree
and a half.

Possibility for gas demand prediction
From hourly consumption for the period and gas
temperatures, analyzes were made to determine a function
describing dependencies between the two parameters.

Impact of soil temperature

After a series of samples, it was found that a function of type
(1) best describes the daily gas consumption according to the
average daily temperature. This function is (Бояджиев , 2012):

Regarding the influence of the temperature of the soil on the
gas temperature, we can say that it is essential and
determinant in the gas transmission system and does not
affect the temperature of the gas from the gas distribution
networks. Of relevance to this topic are the following
observations.

Y= -1E-04x3 + 0.0047x2 – 0.0772x + 0.6197

(1)

Investigating the results of the analysis, it was assumed that
the functions obtained through data using air temperature gave
more accurate estimates.

The 24-hour temperature fluctuations in the snow cover
penetrate into small depths (20-30 cm) and as a result, on a
monthly basis, they remain relatively constant. The average
diurnal temperature of the soil in the depth decreases during
the summer and grows in the winter, in the transition seasons
(spring and autumn) there is a much more complex distribution
of this temperature with depth. The vertical distribution of the
soil temperature has a significant effect on the surface layer. In
the summer, when the direct sunlight is the main factor in the
warming of the soil, the soil under grassy areas at all depths is
colder than in the streets and pavements.

It can certainly be assumed in the specific case of this study
that the ambient temperature (in this case the air) is most
correlated with the gas temperature. This conclusion requires
that the air temperature be used when determining the
correction coefficient for calculating the volume of gas under
standard conditions (1 atm. and 20°C).

Conclusions

In winter, when the predominant role plays the radiation, the
soil under the vegetation is warmer than the bare terrain, but in
winter the snow cover plays a major role in the formation of the
thermal regime of the soil. Snow reflects strongly the solar
radiation and at the same time radiates almost as a black body
a long wavelength radiation. For this reason, the radiation
balance on the surface of the snow, as a rule, is negative.
Under the influence of radiation heat loss the surface of the
snow is heavily cooled. At the same time, the snow has a small
thermal conductivity, increasing with its density.

The survey and research covered a period of 4 months and
was realized with the logistic support of colleagues from the
gas distribution company of Overgas Network AD.
Investigating the results of the analysis, it was assumed that
the functions obtained through data using air temperature gave
closer results to those with the gas temperature. It can
certainly be assumed in the specific case of this study that the
ambient temperature (in this case the air) is most correlated
with the gas temperature. This conclusion makes it necessary
to use the air temperature when determining the correction
coefficient for calculating the volume of gas under standard
conditions (1 atmosphere and 20°C).

As a result of the small heat conduction, the temperature
inside the snow layer sharply increases with the depth. As a
result, the surface temperature of the soil under the snow is
always higher than the temperature of the non-snow-covered
parts and may affect the ambient temperature of the gas panel
in which the flow meter is located.

Most of the gas consumption is realized in the periods when
the air temperature is close to the minimum registered value.
This observation determines the need to adjust the volume to
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give a greater weight to the average minimum temperature to
form a correction factor when needed.

Only in this option it is not necessary to apply a mediumweighted coefficient to all users, which will inevitably place a
particular group in a more favorable situation and will be less
favorable as an approach to other consumer groups.

In the case of correction coefficients for temperature set on
the basis of average monthly temperatures possible technical
losses on the volume of natural gas for thin client (100 m3 /
monthly consumption) could reach 2.8% relative value, while
for large domestic customers (300 m3 / month) - a relative
error in the order of 2.4%.
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The possible SOLUTION is in two directions: The first option
does not require capital costs but requires a change in the
regulatory environment and consensus in the gas community.
We propose the basic conditions for trade in natural gas to
be changed to 00 С. Such is the good practice studied in
developed gas countries like Germany, France, Spain, the
Netherlands, Italy and others.
The second option will give the most objective results with
respect to the reported gas quantity both for the seller and the
customers and is related to the replacement of flowmeters with
those capable of performing at least temperature correction of
the measured volume of gas.
We consider this correction to be key in measuring accuracy.
The other pressure adjustment is also important, but the
pressure at the flow meter input is a controllable quantity and
the process itself is under the control of network operators.
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ABSTRACT. Attempting to reduce greenhouse gas emissions makes natural gas highly preferred fuel, as evidenced by statistics. Safety and efficient fuel
transportation to distribution networks have been posing more and more challenges to facilities and people. Statistical analysis of gas pipeline incidents in production
and transportation is presented. This shows different types and frequency of incidents. Quantitative analysis of the main reasons for emergency leakage from
transmission pipelines is made. Event trees are mapped showing likelihood of various emergency scenarios leading to fire, jet fire, vapor cloud explosion, and nonignition dispersion. There is a need for a national regulation of different standards for emergency planning that are not yet in place in our country.
Keywords: natural gas, transport, incidents

ИНЦИДЕНТИ ПРИ ПРЕНОСА НА ПРИРОДЕН ГАЗ
Добри Добрев1, Михаил Михайлов1
1Минно-геоложки университет „Св. Иван Рилски“, 1700София, dobri.iv.dobrev@gmail.com, mihailov@mgu.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. Стремежът към намаляване на вредните емисии в околната среда прави природния газ изключително предпочитано гориво, което се доказва от
статистиката на добива. Предизвикателствата пред съоръженията и човека стават все по-големи в усилията им да транспортират безопасно и по найефективен начин горивото до разпределителните мрежи. Направен е статистически анализ на данни свързани с добива , транспорта, вида и честотата на
инцидентите при тръбен пренос на природен газ. Характеризирани са количествено основните причини за аварийно изтичане от преносни газопроводи.
Построени са дървета на събитията, показващи вероятността за реализиране на различни аварийни сценарии, водещи до пожар, факелно горене ,
експлозия на облак от пари и дисперсия без запалване. Обоснована е необходимостта от национален регламент на различни норми за аварийно
планиране, каквито в страната не съществуват.
Ключови думи: природен газ, транспорт, инциденти

Trends in natural gas extraction

accumulation. Given the location of the deposits, this is a long
and difficult process. As consumption increases, there is a
growing need for more efficient ways to detect raw material.
The main purpose of the prospecting is to obtain a detailed
picture of the depth and volume of the field before the start of
the actual extraction process. In the past the preferred fields
were the ones of small depth, great potential and easy access.
Nowadays these preferred natural gas sources are exhausted.
This fact forces geologists to look for non-standard and
innovative methods for discovering new natural gas deposits.
The most commonly exploited are the conventional ones,
which are located in the so-called “traps”. They are
accompanied by the presence of oil and water. With the help of
new and innovative technologies in recent years, more and
more unconventional fields are being discovered and
developed. The raw material is placed in coal or shale layers
beneath the surface. In the shale deposits most of the natural
gas has already migrated from the rock. Due to the
considerable geological differences between the conventional
and unconventional fields different technologies for their
extraction and processing have been developed (Павлова,
Костова, 2012).

The methods of exploration, extraction, storage and
transport of natural gas have changed in recent years thanks
to technological advances. Initially, the search was carried out
by examining folded structures with traces of hydrocarbon

As more and more fields are being developed natural gas
has become an extremely attractive product. It is expected that
the share of natural gas in the global energy market will reach
40% by 2020. This is due to increased electricity consumption

Introduction
Natural gas is driving a number of economies around the
world, because it is compliant with modern environmental
standards. The increased demand has led to the development
of gas transmission networks to satisfy the markets. The more
the transmission network evolves, the closer they are to
settlements and sites. Such gas installations hide potential
risks of a larger accident or ecological disaster. To avoid any
incidents, it is necessary to thoroughly study documented
cases of uncontrolled leakage of natural gas and to analyze
the applied prevention methods. For this purpose, a statistical
analysis of the frequency of the incidents was made, which
allows quantifying the main causes of emergency leakage.
This data would allow us to describe possible scenarios of
development in case of potential accidents. The survey is
centered on the gas transmission network in the European
Union. It would serve to assess the risk of future projects in
real gas distribution facilities.
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and the replaccement of liquidd fuels in transpportation. (Никоолов,
Бояджиев, 20011). Figure 1 shows the groowth of naturall gas
production oveer the last quaarter of a centuury. Statistics sshow
that more than one third of the world's yield is shared alm
most
equally betweeen the USA andd Russia.

Acccidents in gas pipeline ttransport
Highway
H
pipelines are facilitiess of fundamenntal importancee
for the
t security of energy supplyy. Any failure inn them causess
delaays, reductions or suspensionss of deliveries. This results inn
incoonveniences an
nd/or losses to tthe end user. This
T conclusionn
is based on studie
es and reports conducted by European Gass
Pipeeline Incident Data
D Group (1 0th Report of the Europeann
Gass Pipeline Incid
dent Data Grooup 2018, 9th Report of thee
Data Group 20015, 8th Reportt
Euroopean Gas Pip
peline Incident D
of the
t European Gas Pipeline Incident Data Group 2011)..
Theese reports have
e collected dataa from 17 gas distributors
d
andd
from
m stations acrosss 142,794 km oof gas pipeliness.
The frequency of accidents oon transmissioon pipelines iss
calcculated as the number of inciidents over a given
g
period off
timee is divided by the total length of functioning gas
g pipelines inn
the same period as
a presented in Table. 1. An accident
a
is anyy
uncontrolled (unmanageable) leaakage of naturral gas from a
steeel pipeline which
h is on shore.
Tabble 1.
Freqquency of accid
dents

on
Fig. 1. Global nattural gas extractio

Natural gass transport
Due to objeective (engineeering) and subjeective (geopoli tical)
reasons, transsport is perhaps the most diffiicult part of thee gas
market. Innovvative methodss such as Liquuefied Natural Gas
(LNG), Comprressed Natural Gas (CNG), Naatural Gas Hydrrates
(NGH), and others are allternatives to pipeline transsport.
According to ssociological studdies, CNG techhnology is beneeficial
in small fields and at small distances. For laarger distancess and
fields it is econnomically advanntageous to apply LNG technoology
or a pipeline trransport.

The statistical data
d
from the EGIG reports show that byy
increasing the dia
ameter and thiickness of the tube wall thee
num
mber of incidentts decreases. TThis informationn is a basis forr
starrting an averag
ge frequency oof 95% above the upper limitt
conffidence intervall.

When it is nnecessary to cross water bassins of considerrable
depth and lenngth, LNG transsport in vesselss is overpayingg the
pipeline methhod. But the LNG technoloogy has signifficant
limitations from
m economic pooint of view. Thhe construction of a
re-gasification terminal is economically
e
justified with naatural
gas consumpption greater than
t
12.106 m3/ day (Никоолов,
Бояджиев, 20011).

. 275

/

(1)

The occurrence of an emergenncy event is a consequence
c
off
manny factors whicch may subseqquently be estaablished or not..
Thee reasons for uncontrolled lleakage of naatural gas aree
classsified by EGIG statistics as:
 External
E
impact from activities carried out byy "third parties""
neear the pipeline leading to eexternal damagge to the pipe,,
inncluding: agricultural activvities, constrruction, roadd
coonstruction, etcc .;
 Construction
C
deffects and mateerial defects, inccluding tearing,,
innstallation errorss, poor weldingg, etc.
 Corrosion
C
- external and internaal, galvanic, craacks;
 Earth
E
moving - landslides, eartthquakes, breakdowns, floodss
and mining activities;
 Operator
O
error during hot tap m
made;
 Other
O
and unknown - project eerror, lightning, maintenance,,
and other uncerttain.

Despite the scientific and industrial advances in naturall gas
transportation methods, thee pipeline remaains the main and
most preferreed one. Differrent types of gas pipelines are
differentiated ddepending on their
t
purpose. In the primary yield
prior to purificcation and obttaining the finaal product, the gas
together with the desired and
a undesirabble substancess are
transported too processing plants througgh small diam
meter
pipelines. Afteer processing thhe raw product to the desired sstate
the product iis distributed via a gas traansmission pippeline
system. This way the gass reaches the global distribuution
network.
The aim of this report is too provide moree information onn the
transmission ggas pipelines. They
T
operate under
u
high presssure
and they aree controlled by
b different coompressor sta tions
depending on the length of the
t pipeline andd its capacity. FFeed
stations that lower the working pressuree of the main gas
pipeline are thhe ones that maanage the gas distribution netw
twork
in urban and inndustrial areas..

Figure 2 presen
nts the distribuution of incidennts occurrencee
accoording to the registration perioods.
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diffeerent types of pipeline structture problems: breakthrough,,
holee or rupture. Th
he distribution oof frequencies between thesee
threee types in gas pipeline is show
wn in Figure3.

Fig.2. Percentagee distribution of in
ncidents for reaso
ons

Fig.33. Event tree

The accidennts caused by gas leakage caan damage thee gas
pipeline to varying degrrees, which requires a fault
classification. According to the
t latest 10thh EGIG report from
2018 they arre directly relaated to the size of the faccility.
Depending onn the size of thee hole, we disttinguish three ttypes
of uncontrolledd leaks throughh:
 Pinhhole – a hole lesss than 2 cm in diameter;
 Holee – a hole greeater than 2 cm
m in diameterr and
less than or equal to
t the diameter of the pipe;
 Rupture - thhe diameter of the
t hole is largeer than the diam
meter
of the pipe.

Applying
A
the model shown in coombination withh statistics from
m
EGIG reports allow
ws us to build event trees foor each type off
uncontrolled leaka
age (breakthrouugh, hole, ruptture) of naturall
gas, depending on the cause of ooccurrence. Figures 4, 5 and 6
show
w contingency probabilities forr accidents.

Table 2.
Frequency [F]] of accidents foor reasons

Fig. 4. Events tree – Pinhole

Any
A developmen
nt (scenario) of the emergencyy leakage leadss
to a different, even
ntually extremee emergency event - differentt
form
ms of combustio
on or dispersionn.
 EX
E - Explosio
on. Rapid co
combustion (deflagration orr
deetonation). Very often after thee explosion thee gas continuess
too jet fire (JF);
 • JF – jet fire (Jet Fire). It is coombustion in thhe gas stream,,
lim
mited by the ra
ange of gas ignnition, i.e. by miixing it with thee
air that the jet ejects upon itts leakage from
m the pipelinee
breakdown;
F - deflagration
n burn (Flash FFire) in an unlim
mited gas cloud,,
 FF
which
w
creates a limited overppressure for a short time. Itt
occurs in an en
nvironment wheere combustible gas and airr
foorm a combustible gas-air mixxture. The flam
me front movess
raapidly into the combustible m
mixture and accelerates
a
butt
dooes not reach the speed of thhe sound. This is deflagrationn
burning at a spe
eed of several tens of meterss. Compared too
thhe explosion, combustion
c
is sso slow that the combustionn
gaas expands prior to the ignitioon and can nott form an openn
airborne wave with
w energy suffiicient to cause damage;
V - Vapor Clo
oud Explosion;
 VCE
 Dispersion
D
(DIS
SPERSION) orr distribution of
o gas withoutt
iggnition.

Modeling oof emergencyy events
For the purppose of this study, a probabilitty of random evvents
are modeled. Such eventts can occur everywhere. For
example, in thhe case of failuure of a techniccal device the data
presented in tthe incident repports using Bassis theorem [2],, it is
possible to calculate the conditional probability of realizatioon of
each scenarioo, to construct events
e
trees annd to determinee the
relative frequuency of the accident scennarios to the final
consequencess (losses).
(2)
The listed vaariables are as follows:
P (A) - proobability of evennt occurrence A
P (A|B) – probability of occurrence of the event A ggiven
that event B haas occurred;
P (B|A) – probability of occurrence of B assuming A has
occurred;
P (B)–probbability of eventt occurrence B.
When talkinng about an em
mergency event,, we are referrinng to
an uncontrolleed leakage of
o natural gas.. There are tthree
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gas transport proje
ects. These new
w projects musst also be saferr
thann before.
For conventiona
al pipe conveeyance, the analysis of thee
inciddents outlines the following maain conclusionss:
As
A the depth of laying incre
reases as welll as the walll
thickkness of the main pipelinees, the incideents decrease..
Moddern solutionss are rightly oriented to anti-corrosionn
prottection - both internal and exxternal, in view
w of the eventss
(Figg. 2).
Inncreasing the age of existiing pipelines increases thee
likelihood of incidents caused by ccorrosion.
ment of earth masses and off
Inncidents caused
d by the movem
unexplained nature
e have increaseed in recent yeaars.
The extensive sttudy of accidennts in the naturral gas facilitiess
has led to constan
ntly decreasing incidents in thhe growing gass
pipeeline network accross the EU.

Fig.5 Events treee–Hole.

The EU's clear policy
p
of achievving energy inddependence forr
its member states, including Bulgaria, recommends off
interconnector links in the Union. The implemenntation of thesee
projects is related
d to the assesssment of safety risks in thee
design, constructio
on and operationn of the facilitiees.
New
N natural gass facilities will reequire a thorouggh examinationn
of thhe problems related to the lacck of standards for emergencyy
(shoort-term) planning of atmospheeric pollution from natural gass
com
mbustion produccts in incidents.
Fig.6 Events treee – Rupture.
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EMERGENCY ACTIONS AND NEUTRALIZATION OF OIL SPILLS
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ABSTRACT. In the exploration, production, transport and storage of oil resources there is a risk of oil spills. In the marine environment, these spills cause serious
environmental damages. The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78) and other international conventions have led to a
significant reduction of oil spills worldwide, regardless of the increasing volume of oil trade and the expansion of exploration and production of oil at sea. Despite these
remarkable improvements, oil spills continue to occur throughout the world. Statistics show that between 1.7 and 8.8 million tons of oil are spilled each year in the
world seas and oceans, more than 70% of which are directly related to human activity. Every oil spill has different characteristics and most appropriate neutralization
method should be selected according to the spill type. In the present material are presented various engineering solutions for neutralizing oil spills, aiming at
minimizing the negative effects and securing the affected areas.
Keywords: oil spills, neutralization, health, safety, impact on the environment, sustainable development

АВАРИЙНИ ДЕЙСТВИЯ И НЕУТРАЛИЗИРАНЕ НА НЕФТЕНИ РАЗЛИВИ
Станислав Янков1, Благовеста Владкова1
1Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", 1700 София, yankovstanislav@gmail.com; blagovesta.vladkova@mgu.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. При процесите на проучване, производство, транспорт и съхранение на петролни ресурси съществува риск от разливи. В морската среда тези
разливи предизвикват сериозни екологични катастрофи. Международната конвенция за предотвратяване на замърсяване от кораби (MARPOL 73/78) и
други международни конвенции доведоха до значително намаляване на петролните разливи в световен мащаб, въпреки все по-големия обем на
търговията с петрол и разширяването на проучването и производството на нефт в морето. Въпреки тези забележителни подобрения, петролните разливи
продължават да се случват в целия свят. Статистиката сочи, че всяка година в световните морета и океани се изхвърлят между 1,7 - 8,8 милиона тона
нефт, повече от 70% от които са пряко свързани с човешката дейност. Всеки нефтен разлив има различна характеристика и според типа на разлива
следва да бъде избран най-подходящият метод за неутрализиране. В настоящия материал са представени различни инженерни решения за
неутрализиране на нефтени разливи, целящи минимизиране на негативните ефекти и обезопасяване на засегнатите зони.
Ключови думи: нефтени разливи, неутрализиране, здраве, безопасност, въздействие върху околна среда, устойчиво развитие

Introduction
The contemporary period of development of society is
characterized by ever-growing contradictions between man
and the surrounding environment.
Such a contradiction is the use of hydrocarbons as a major
source of energy, as well as of vital products such as plastics,
lubricants, fertilizers and chemical raw materials, all of which
will continue to be necessary in the future. Current trends in
energy consumption show that this situation is unlikely to
change much in the future. In fact, the production and
consumption of oil and petroleum products are increasing
globally (Figure 1), and hence the risk of pollution. The growth
of the Bulgarian economy leads to a significant increase in
energy consumption and with it the import of liquid fuels. The
ports, as part of the transport and technology infrastructure,
represent strategic entry portals for the supply of petroleum
products. At the same time, they are trying to attract transit oilgas transmission complexes and to develop exploration wells
in the exclusive economic zone of the Bulgarian Black Sea
section (Шутко, Гавраилов, 2009).

Fig. 1. Global crude oil production
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:World_Oil_Production.png)

All this leads to an unavoidable increase of the risk related to
developing emergency situations such as oil spills.
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The platforms (Fig. 3) intended for permanent use are
designed with a very high safety factor and increased criteria
for preventing oil spills and ensuring environmental protection.
However, the security measures taken are not always
sufficient. The most typical oil "eruptions" are caused by
equipment failure, corrosion, human error and extreme natural
impacts.

Sources of oil spills and their consequences
The discharge of oil from ships, offshore platforms or the
transport of oil through pipelines is the result of both accidental
and "normal" operational discharges.
Accidental discharges (oil spills) arise when vessels collide
or are at distress into the sea (engine disruption, fire,
explosion) and break down near the shore, when there is a
leak from offshore drilling rig or when a pipeline breaks down.
Many things can be done to avoid incidents, but there will
always be unfortunate situations that cause incidents.

Pipelines
As risk areas for possible emergency oil spills from pipelines
can be defined all modular connections and overload hoses of
the pipelines (Fig. 4). They are usually equipped with highly
reliable and duplicated system pressure monitors as well as
early warning systems for faults, and their cellular structure
limits possible spills to the amount of a single section. The
reasons for these spills can be varied - defects and corrosion
of the material, erosion of the underlying earth layer, tectonic
movements, damages from ship anchors and bottom trawls.

Operational discharges, on the other hand, are
predominantly intentional and "routine" and, to a very large
extent, can be effectively controlled and avoided. The main
sources of oil spills are all transport - technological and
transportable engineering - technical facilities, namely:
Sea ports and oil terminals
Some the most common risk areas for possible oil spills are
the approaches to ports and waterways, ports themselves and
especially oil terminals (Fig. 2), which by definition are with
intensive maritime traffic, hence it always involves risk. Oil
terminals are high-risk facilities due to the significant quantities
of oil and petroleum products stored in them as well as due to
the need to be in close proximity to the sea, since the main
method of supplying them is through tankers.

Fig. 4. Oil pipeline

Maritime transport and specialized vessels for oil
transport
Maritime transport is one of the least polluting types of
transport. Nevertheless, the tankers are huge, not
maneuverable and despite the modern tendencies for their
construction with double hull, very vulnerable as construction
vessels (Fig. 5). Several times a year ships deviate from their
course due to technical failure, bad weather or human error
and cause more than 50% of the total spilled oil each year.
From the point of view of the risk of terrorist attacks, the
tankers have no protection.

Fig. 2. Oil terminal

Stationary and floating oil production and oil exploration
platforms

Fig. 3. Oil platform
Fig. 5. VLCC Tanker
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industrial mining began after Edwin Drake's oil drill reached oil
for the first time in Pennsylvania.

Natural sources
Hydrocarbons have been discharged into the oceans and
seas by natural hydrocarbon seepages (oil springs) on the
seabed and along the coast for thousands of years (Fig. 6).
These springs are fed by naturally accumulated hydrocarbons
that emerge on the surface through faults and cracks.

Although catastrophic spills nowadays occur relatively rarely,
smaller ones are frequent phenomena. Such spills occur from
oil exploration, oil extraction activities, shipments of oil through
ships, pipelines, rail and road tankers. In addition, frequent
spills are caused by the consumption of petroleum products,
e.g.by vessels that transport oil only as fuel.

The effects of the oil spills
They can be as different as the sources themselves. The
size of the spill affects the type of the environmental damage
though it is not the only factor of significance. In some cases,
like that of Atlantic Empress, for example, despite the huge
amount of oil spilled, the observed environmental
consequences are negligible. While the effects of a spill from
Exxon Valdez, which is almost 8 times smaller than that of the
Atlantic Empress, are colossal.

It is important to note that in most sources of information, oil
spills are measured in tons, with one tonne approximately
equal to 7.33 barrels or 1165 liters. In this calculation, an
average value of 0.858 (33.5 API) is used for the specific
gravity of the oil, although these values may range from below
0.770 to above 1. For this reason, the actual volume of spilled
oil is difficult to be measured, in most cases the values that are
given are approximate.
Analysis of the trends in the oil spills
An integral part in the planning of measures for oil spill
response is the study of oil spills over the previous years as
well as the study of possible sources (Fig. 7). Such sources,
for example, are vessels, pipelines, oil platforms, land
transport, etc., often requiring different methods of response.

Fig. 6. Natural hydrocarbon seepage on the seabed

Exxon Valdez oil spill covered about 2100 km of coastline
and caused the death of between 100,000 and 250,000
seabirds, about 2,800 otters, about 12 river otters, 300 seals,
247 eagles, 22 orcas, and an unknown number of salmon and
herring. 1400 ships, 85 helicopters and 1100 people were
involved in the cleaning of the spill, and Exxon paid up to $ 4.5
billion for cleaning and damages. The effects of the oil spills
can be divided into two main types - environmental and
economic.
The environmental consequences are related to the
effect, damage or complete destruction of animal species,
plant species and even entire habitats. Typically, for oil spills at
sea, most affected are the animal species whose natural
environment and existence are closely related to water.
The economic consequences are related to disruption of
the normal functioning of various sectors of the economy
dependent on the sea. If an oil spill reaches, for example,
tourist beaches, they become unfit for visitors, from which
coastal communities and businesses (hotels, restaurants, and
attractions) depend heavily. Another sector which is heavily
affected by oil spills is fishing and fish farming.

Historical overview of oil spills
Oil spills had occurred into the environment through cracks
and breaks before mankind began its use. Probably the first
man-made oil spills occurred shortly after Aug. 27, 1859, when

Fig. 7. Ratio between the different sources of oil spills and the quantities
spilled oil for a decade between 1970 and 1999
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quantity of oil and oil products transported by sea in the same
year is approximately 3055 million tons.
It is important to note that the volume of spilled oil for a year
can be seriously affected by just one large spill. Such
examples are the spills from AMOCO CADIZ (1978) - 227,000
t, ATLANTIC EMPRESS (1979) - 287,000 t, Ixtoc 1 (1979) 470,000 t, CASTILLO DE BELLVER (1983) 250 000 t, EXXON
VALDEZ - 37 000 t, ABT SUMMER (1991) - 260 000 t,
Deepwater Horizon (2010) - 670 000 t.

An analysis of the trends of areas suffered oil spills was
made by analysts of the Oil Spill Intelligence Report, who
reported that since 1960, spills of 10000 gallons and more
have occurred in 112 countries. However, some areas suffer
more spills than others, such as:
 The Gulf of Mexico - 267 spills;
 Northeastern US coast - 140 spills;
 The Mediterranean Sea - 127 spills;
 Persian Gulf - 108 spills;
 North Sea - 75 spills;
 Japan – 60 spills;
 Baltic Sea - 52 spills;
 Great Britain and La Manche Channel - 49 spills;
 Malaysia and Singapore - 39 spills;
 The west coast of France and the northern and
western coasts of Spain - 33 spills;
 Korea - 32 spills.
According to the International Tanker Owners Pollution
Federation (ITOPF), as a result of vessel incidents (without
calculating spillages from oil drills and spillages during wars
such as that in the Gulf 1990-91, which totaled over 1.5 million
tons of crude oil) for the 1970- 2016 period globally, vessels
have spilled approximately 5.73 million tons of oil, with more
than half of that quantity being spilled in the 1970s (Fig. 8).

Fig. 9. Statistical ratio between transported oil / spilled oil from vessels
for the period 1970-2016. (ITOPF 2017)

Behaviour of the oil spill
When an Oil or petroleum product is spilled into the sea, it
undergoes many processes. The aggregation of these
processes is called the behavior of the oil spill (Fig. 10).

Fig. 8. Oil spills caused by vessels over the decades, as a percentage of
total spillage for 1970-2016. (ITOPF 2017)

The spills in recent years have dropped drastically, from
around 319,000 tons per year in the 1970s to around 19,600
tons per year in 2000-2009 and slightly below 5,600 tons per
year over the period 2010-2016 (Table 1).
Table. 1.
Quantities of oil spilled from vessels during the decades 19702016 (ITOPF 2017).
Quantities of oil spilled from
Year
vessels (t)
1970-1979
3 192 000
1980-1989
1175000
1990-1999
1 134 000
2000-2009
196 000
2010-2016
39 000

Fig. 10. Behaviour of the Oil Spill. (ITOPF 2011)

The development and the effect of a spill is determined by its
behavior. For example, if the oil evaporates quickly, the
cleaning will be easier and more dangerous, due to saturation
of the atmosphere with the evaporated hydrocarbons. In
another case, the oil spill may be attributed to surface currents
or winds in the vicinity of polluted areas or to the coast where it
will cause severe damage to the environment as well as to the
economy of the state. On the other hand, the slick can be
taken to the sea where it is naturally dispersed and has less
direct impact on the environment and almost none on the
economy.

Today, the volume of oil spilled by vessels is a small part of
the total volume delivered safely to its destination each year
(Fig. 9). The reported total quantity of oil spilled in the
environment in 2016 is approximately 6000 tons and the total

For this reason, a detailed knowledge of the behavior of the
oil spill is essential to anticipate its environmental impact and
to develop effective cleaning strategies.
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include staining on vessels in ports and at high concentrations
- acute toxicity to marine organisms.

The first group of processes that influences the behavior of
the oil are those of the weathering, they represent a series of
processes in which the physical and chemical properties of oil
are changing. These processes are not permanent and change
over time (Fig. 11) and are almost entirely determined by the
type of oil or petroleum product, as well as by environmental
conditions.

Oil spill response methods
There is not yet a fully satisfactory method of dealing with
large oil spills, although many of them in the last decades of
the 20th century have made great advances in the
technologies for monitoring, response and cleaning, as well as
in their management and coordination.
In essence, the response to oil spills aims to hold, collect
and remove enough of the spilled oil to resume the affected
economic activities, and the processes of natural recovery of
the marine environment to cope with the remaining quantity as
quickly as possible and with minimal residual negative impact.
The methods currently in place to treat oil spills are diverse
and their knowledge is essential.
For example, in order to determine the likely migration path
and potential spill area, different monitoring tools such as
aero monitoring, GPS tracking buoys, and satellite imagery
may be used.

Fig. 11. Time characterization of processes influencing the behavior of
the oil spill (ITOPF 2011)

The second group of processes is related to the movement
and distribution of oil on the sea surface. Unlike weathering
processes, they depend to a lesser extent on the type of oil or
petroleum product and more on the weather conditions.

Floating containment booms can be used to limit the spill,
which may be positioned around the spill source or the inlets of
rivers and canals, ports, water inlets, and around sensitive
areas such as protected areas and reserves. For collecting
spilled oil, it is possible to use skimmers and pumps to
physically separate the oil from the water and collect it in
collecting tanks. Another approach to such separation is the
use of various natural or artificial sorbents (e.g. straw,
sawdust, polyester and polyester fibers, polyurethane,
polypropylene, etc.) to absorb the oil from the water, and
afterwards to retrieve it after their collection. Where
appropriate, it is permissible, to use surfactants and solvents
and to disperse them over the slick to aid the natural
dispersion of oil into the sea and thus to accelerate its
biodegradation.

When looking at the behavior of an oil spill in the sea, a
distinction is often made between persistent and non-persistent
oil (Fig. 12).

In any case, the most important decision-making point which method of response to oil spill to be applied is the "Net
Environmental Benefit Assessment" (NEBA). This is a
structured approach and an important process used by the
authorities involved with the management and stakeholders
during the preparation, planning and cleaning of the oil spill.

Fig. 12. Sustainability of spilled oil in the marine environment (ITOPF
2011)

As a general rule, persistent types of oil and petroleum
products dissolve and disperse slowly in the marine
environment and usually require cleaning. They usually include
some types of crude oil, lubricants and heavy diesel used by
ships. These types of oil pose a potential threat to natural
resources when spilled, in terms of impacts on wildlife, habitat
suffocation, and oiling of tourist beaches.

Operations to tackle oil spills depend to a large extent on
their size. For this reason, depending on the amount of spilled
oil, spills are classified into three groups (Национален
авариен план, София, 2011):
 Small spill - from 1 to 25 t;
 Average spill - from 25 to 1000 t;
 Large spill - more than 1000 t.

By contrast, non-persistent types of oil and petroleum
products are rapidly dispersed by evaporation. As a result, the
spill of such petroleum products rarely requires active cleaning.
Non-persistent types of petroleum products include gasoline,
light diesel and kerosene. The effects of such spills may

Means of monitoring
The concept of pollution monitoring includes the
comprehensive set of measures and systems for assessment
and remote monitoring of oil pollution. These are, for example,
vessels and aircraft specially equipped with Side Looking
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Airborne Radar (Fig. 13); sensors for measurement in different
areas of the electromagnetic spectrum (optical, infrared or
ultraviolet); drones for visual observation; tracking buoys;
satellite imagery; sampling equipment.

The active method of application is where the booms are
actively used to contain and recover offshore oil through a
variety of systems and configurations depending on the
intended purpose and available resources.

Spill monitoring tools allow us to: accurately determine the
coordinates of the slick; determine the size of the slick and the
direction of growth; determine the direction of movement of the
slick, the prevailing meteorological conditions and the state of
the sea; determine the slick's proximity to economically
important sites and ecologically sensitive areas; determine
locations for cleaning operations where they will perform most
efficiently; identify the highest concentrations of hydrocarbons;
target the means for treating the spill; report on the
effectiveness of cleaning operations; monitor the natural
dispersion of the spill.

The active use of oil booms is the most commonly used and
preferred method of oil spill response. The collection is carried
out by their controlled dragging through the oil slick, retaining
and concentrating the oil from the water surface into a dense
layer to allow more efficient subsequent pumping by skimmers
and pumps.
Such a dragging is usually done by a combination of boats in
the "J" (Fig. 15), "U" or "V" (Fig. 16) configuration, by singlevessel oil spill recovery systems (Fig. 17) or through utilization
paravane systems (Fig. 18).

Fig. 13. Scheme of operation of Side Looking Airborne Radar
(http://www.seos-project.eu/modules/marinepollution/marinepollutionc02-s02-p03.html)

Oil Booms
Actions to control/liquidate oil spills begin by physically
restraining or stopping of the oil leakage from the source,
limiting and collecting freely floating oil before spreading over
large areas and reaching the shore. Such physical retention
and collection is a preferred method in the oil spills response
and is usually carried out by the deployment oil booms. There
are two basic methods for the use of booms - Passive and
Active:

Fig. 15. Offshore oil boom deployed in a “J” configuration (IOGP Report
522, 2015)

In the passive method, the booms are fixed at key positions
in order to minimize the impact of the oil on the protected zone
(Fig. 14).

Fig. 16. Offshore oil boom deployed in a “V” configuration (IOGP Report
522, 2015)

Fig. 14. Exclusion oil boom
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Fig. 20. Controlled burning of oil on the sea surface (IOGP Report 523,
2015)

Fig. 17. Single-vessel double-sided oil spill recovery system (IOGP
Report 522, 2015)

Dispersants
The use of dispersants is one of the most effective methods
to minimize the environmental and socio-economic
consequences of a spill. With proper and timely
implementation, they can significantly hamper the penetration
of a spill in coastal habitats and tourist areas as their use
significantly increases the rate and degree of natural
dispersion of the oil under the action of the waves, thus
promoting the processes of its natural biodegradation, by
reducing the surface tension in the contact surface between oil
and water, which facilitates oil breakdown of very small oil
droplets under the influence of waves.

Fig. 18. Paravane (IOGP Report 522, 2015)

System for collecting of oil spills through collection
screens (Sweeping arms)
These systems are very similar to the single-ship two-sided
collection systems, but solid collection screens are used
instead of booms (Fig. 19). These systems allow oil spills to be
collected at worse meteorological conditions than the
maximum allowable for use of oil booms; therefore, they are
often preferred as reserve equipment.

Dispersants are a mixture of two or more surfactants in a
solvent. Each surfactant molecule contains an oleophilic part
(attracts oil) and a hydrophilic part (attracts water), thus
engaging with both the oil molecules and the water
simultaneously (Fig. 21).

System for controlled in-situ burning
This is a process of controlled burning of oil floating on the
water surface near the spill site (Fig. 20). In order to carry out
such combustion, the oil should be concentrated and a source
of ignition applied. Under ideal conditions, incineration on site
has the potential to remove relatively large quantities of oil
from the sea surface and hence the dangers it can cause to
ecosystems and the environment.

Fig. 21. Operation method of surfactant (IOGP Report 532, 2015)

The formation of small droplets of dispersed oil in the water
column makes oil much more easily available to naturally
occurring hydrocarbon-degrading microorganisms (Fig. 22), so
that the possibility of biodegradation increases significantly.

Fig. 22. Hydrocarbon-degrading microorganisms - converting hydrocarbons into carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) (IOGP Report 532, 2015)

Fig. 19. Oil collection system via sweeping arms
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Sorbents

Containment and recovery operations are mainly carried out
in a variable, unpredictable and hazardous environment (fire
and toxic fumes, poor weather conditions). Work in such
environments may further increase the operational risks arising
from the handling of engineering and technical means to
neutralize oil spills. Long working shifts and the non-routine
activities that staff must perform should also be taken into
account.
For this reason, it is essential to carry out an overall risk
assessment of the planned work activities.
The planning and choice of methods for oil spill response
should be based on a comprehensive understanding of
operational, environmental and logistical constraints,
application techniques, as well as knowledge of the potential
benefits and negatives which arise by them. It is also important
to bear in mind that the effectiveness of all these methods can
be seriously affected by the environment.
In any case, such decision-making should be based on an
assessment of the net environmental benefit analysis and risk
assessment for the health and safety of the working teams
involved in the application of these methods.

Sorbents are a wide range of organic, inorganic and
synthetic products designed to collect and retain oil from the
water. Their composition and configuration depend on the
material used and their intended use.
Sorbents are most effectively used during the final stages of
coastline cleaning to collect small amounts of oil that cannot
easily be recovered by other cleaning techniques.
They are not suitable for use on the high seas and are
generally less effective in more viscous types of oil (such as
heavy fuel oil) and in highly weathered or emulsified oil,
although some sorbents are specially formulated for use in
more viscous oil types.
A wide variety of materials can be used as sorbents. These
include: organic materials such as peat, sawdust, paper pulp,
agricultural crops, cork, chicken feathers, straw, wool and even
human hair; inorganic materials such as vermiculite and
pumice; synthetic materials (Fig. 23) such as polypropylene
and other polymers.
Synthetic sorbents are usually most effective in extracting
oil. In some cases, they can achieve a ratio of collected oil to
sorbent of 40:1 compared to 10:1 for organic products and only
2:1 for inorganic materials (Национален авариен план...,
София, 2011).
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Fig. 23. Sorbent sheets. (ITOPF 2012)

Conclusion
Today there is a wide variety of methods for oil spill
response. The ultimate goal of all of them is the complete
liquidation of the oil spill and the reduction of its harmful effects
on the environment and human health.
Achieving this goal requires an adequate strategy based on
detailed knowledge of these methods, the impact of weather
conditions on them, and the biology and ecology of the
endangered region. An essential component of such a
comprehensive strategy is to ensure the safety of personnel
involved in its implementation.
Oil spill response is a complex process that cannot be
managed only by the use of a particular method but must be a
combination of multiple techniques and methods for achieving
maximum efficiency of cleaning and protecting biological
resources.
Another major component in the preparation of an
operational plan to respond to oil spills is to ensure safe
working conditions for the personnel involved in its cleaning.
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SPECTRAL REFERENCE LIBRARY FILLED WITH REFLECTANCE ROCK FEATURES
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ABSTRACT. Remote sensing is applied often in Earth observations. It includes acquiring, processing, and interpreting images and multispectral data, acquired from
optical sensors mounted on airborne and satellite platforms. For better object-oriented interpretation of remotely sensed data the reference spectral features of welldescribed objects are required from laboratory, field, and satellite sensors. In-situ laboratory and field remote sensing measurements provide a significant part of the
spectral data for interpreting spectral images with different spatial resolution and creating thematic spectral reference libraries. Including data from different
experiments into an accessible reference spectral library ensures their continued exploitation, provides a basis for their qualitative assessment, and allows them to be
exchanged between specialists from different research and applied sciences. Creating, updating and maintaining a spectral reference library requires periodic
laboratory and field experiments, including spectrometric and other type of measurements, in this case, of rocks. The reflectance rock features are used for updating
regularly the library with the necessary information. This study suggests that collected spectral data from the field spectrometric measurements of the different
exposed rocks and laboratory spectral measurements of the samples collected in the field campaign will be used for filling in the reference spectral library. The
obtained spectral reflectance features could be used in airborne and satellite image classification and for comparison with reference reflectance spectra from other
spectral libraries. To obtain the data for filling in the presented spectral reference library, spectrometric systems, assembled in the Department of Remote Sensing
Systems at the Space Research and Technology Institute of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, based on models of Ocean Optics spectrometers Inc. were used.
The spectrometric system TOMS /Thematically Oriented Multi-Channel Spectrometer/ was used to perform laboratory and field spectrometric measurements. Field
spectrometric measurements were performed during petrology training on established geological routes. Laboratory spectrometric measurements were performed in
the Spectral and Photometric Measurements Laboratory of the Remote Sensing Systems section. The resulting reflecting spectra can be used to classify satellite
images and compare them with the reference reflection spectra from other spectral libraries.
Keywords: Earth and planets remote sensing, Earth observations, laboratory and terrain spectrometric measurements, spectral data, spectral library

СПЕКТРАЛНА РЕФЕРЕНТНА БИБЛИОТЕКА ЗАПЪЛНЕНА С ОТРАЖАТЕЛНИ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИ НА СКАЛИ
Деница Борисова1, Бануш Банушев2, Дойно Петков1
1Институт за космически изследвания и технологии, Българска академия на науките, 1113 София; dborisova@stil.bas.bg
2Минно-геоложки университет "Св. Иван Рилски", 1700 София; banushev@mgu.bg
РЕЗЮМЕ. Известно е, че за изучаване на планети, се използват различни дистанционни методи на изследване. Също така, при наблюденията на Земята
дистанционните изследвания са често използвани. Те включват процесите на получаване, обработка и интерпретация на изображения и многоканални
спектрални данни, регистрирани от оптични сензори, които са монтирани на самолетни и спътникови платформи. За повишаване на точността при обектноориентирана интерпретация на данните от дистанционните изследвания на изучените и добре описани обекти се изисква провеждането на измервания на
еталонни спектрални характеристики, които се получават от лабораторни, полеви и спътникови сензори. Лабораторните и полеви дистанционни
измервания осигуряват значителна част от спектралните данни за интерпретиране на спектрални изображения с различна пространствена разделителна
способност и за създаване на тематични спектрални референтни библиотеки. Включването на данни от различни експерименти в достъпна референтна
спектрална библиотека гарантира тяхната продължителна експлоатация, осигурява основа за тяхната качествена оценка и позволява получените данни да
се обменят между специалисти от различни научни и приложни области. Създаването, актуализирането и поддържането на референтна тематична
спектрална референтна библиотека изисква периодични лабораторни и полеви експерименти, включително спектрометрични и други видове измервания
на отдлени обекти на изследване, в конкретния случай - на скали. Спектралните отражателни характеристики на скали се използват за редовно попълване
на създаваната библиотека с необходимата информация. Такъв вид изследване предполага измерването на спектрални отражателни характеристики на
скали при теренни експерименти на различни скални разкрития и провеждане на лабораторни спектрометрични измервани на скални образци, събрани от
местата на провеждане на теренните измервания. В настоящия доклад авторите представят етапите за получаването на данните, генерирането на
спектралната референтна библиотека във вид на база от данни и запълването й с получените спектрални отражателни характеристики на скали. За
получаване на данните, с които ще бъде запълнена представената спектрална референтна библиотека, са използвани спектрометрични системи,
асемблирани в секция „Системи за дистанционни изследвания” в Института за космически изследвания и технологии към Българска академия на науките,
базирани на модели на спекрометри на Ocean Optics Inc. Със спектрометричната система TOMS /Thematically Oriented Multi-channel Spectrometer/ са
проведени лабораторни и полеви (теренни) спектрометрични измервания. Теренните спектрометрични измервания са реализирани по време на учебни
практики по петрография по утвърдени геоложки маршрути. Лабораторните спектрометрични измервания са осъществени в лаборатория „Спектрални и
фотометрични измервания” към секция „Системи за дистанционни изследвания”. Получените отражателни спектри могат да се използват за класификация
на спътникови изображения и да се сравнят с референтните отражателни спектри от други спектрални библиотеки.
Ключови думи: дистанционни изследвания на Земята и планетите, наблюдения на Земята, лабораторни и теренни спектрометрични измервания,
спектрални данни, спектрални библиотеки
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the researched object, thematically oriented spectral libraries
started to be created (Ruby and Fischer, 2002; Fang et al.,
2007; Rivard et al., 2008).

Introduction
The in-situ reference spectral data are very important in
Earth observations for supporting mineral exploration and
mapping geology, for recognizing minerals and rocks by their
spectral signatures, and for the future planning of satellite
missions. Remote sensing measurements made in laboratory
and on the field (in-situ) provide helpful information for
research studies and for analyzing data from sensors located
on airborne and satellite platforms. Analysis of spectral data
obtained in the laboratory and on the field, and from various
other platforms, requires a knowledge base that consists of
different spectral features for known and well-described
different objects.

The thematic spectral libraries have a significant application
in the integration of in-situ measured spectra and specific
properties of the studied objects and remotely sensed spectral
data (Tits et al., 2013). Applications of the spectral libraries
using various methods for processing and interpreting of
spectral data have been made (Rivard et al., 2008; Xu et al.,
2018).
Laboratory and field spectrometric measurements of rocks
have been continuing for more than 30 years performed by
different teams from the Space Research and Technology
Institute at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences /SRTI-BAS/.
The authors of this study aimed to collect spectral data both
from previous own experiments (Avanesov et al., 1989;
Borisova, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2013, 2015; Borisova and
Kancheva, 2005; Борисова, 2007; Борисова и др., 2008,
2009; Borisova and Iliev, 2008; Borisova et al., 2009, 2010;
Borisova and Petkov, 2014), from colleagues' previous
experiments with their agreement (Spiridonov and
Chervenyashka, 1984; Lukina et al., 1992; Kancheva, 1999;
Stoimenov et al., 2014) and from new ones in order to create
a reference thematic spectral library filled with reflectance rock
features. It consists of spectral data with metadata and
additional information for better interpretation of spacecraft
images with different spatial resolution.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) spectral library is the
biggest one and is related both to Earth observations and
spacecraft mission planning (Kokaly et al., 2017). The USGS
spectral library presents a knowledge base for the
characterization and mapping of materials and provides
important compositional standards. As part of the spectral
library and at the same time as independent thematic spectral
libraries
the
Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory
(JPL)
(https://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov/documents/jpl_desc, July 2018),
John
Hopkins
University
(JHU)
(https://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov/documents/jhu_desc, July 2018),
Arizona
State
University
(ASU)
(http://tes.asu.edu/spectral/library/index.html, July 2018), the
ASTER/ECOSTRESS projects (https://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov/,
July 2018), collect spectral data from laboratory and field
spectrometric measurements. The JPL and JHU libraries
contain reflectance spectra, the ASU library contains emittance
spectra and the ASTER library contains both of them. Another
spectral library for the storage of spectrometer data and
associated metadata is the SPECCHIO spectral database
system (Hueni et al., 2011). Spectroscopic data are also
acquired at the Keck/NASA RELAB (Reflectance Experiment
Laboratory) supported by NASA as a multi-user spectroscopy
facility (http://www.planetary.brown.edu/relab/, July 2018) and
these data are used for filling in the RELAB Spectral Database
(http://www.planetary.brown.edu/relabdocs/relab_disclaimer.ht
m, July 2018)

The reflectance spectra of representative samples of
magmatic rocks from different regions in Bulgaria (Rila
Mountain, Stara Planina Mountain, Sredna Gora Mountain) are
studied as an example in the present paper. The study
proposes collected spectral data from field spectrometric
measurements of different rocks and from laboratory
spectrometric measurements of the samples collected during
the same field campaigns to be used for filling the reference
spectral library. For easy access to the spectral library without
specialized programs, simple text versions of the spectral data,
their visualizations, and text files in HyperText Markup
Language (HTML) format with the metadata and additional
information are planned to be used. The authors aim to offer
the possibility for using the spectral data to specialists working
in different research and applied sciences following the
procedures for accessing the spectral library and downloading
the spectral data.

For processing the spectral data from the ASTER Spectral
Library and the ENVI Spectral Libraries Spectral Python (SPy)
a pure Python module is used. SPy is free, open source
software distributed under the GNU General Public License
(http://www.spectralpython.net/, July 2018). Thematic spectral
libraries in ENVI software could be created using the Spectral
Library Builder from a variety of spectra sources, including
ASCII files, spectral files produced by spectrometers, other
spectral libraries, and spectral profiles and plots. The collected
spectra are automatically resampled to an input wavelength
space using Full-Width Half-Maximum /FWHM/ information
(https://www.harrisgeospatial.com/docs/spectrallibraries.html,
July 2018). In the RELAB the Modified Gaussian Model (MGM)
software is used (http://www.planetary.brown.edu/mgm/, July
2018).

Materials and Methods
The information for the proposed spectral library will include
description of: field and laboratory spectrometric instruments;
short petrographic description of the region and studied objects
(in this case – rocks); field and laboratory spectrometric
measurements.
Field and laboratory instruments
The spectrometric measurements of rock reflectance spectra
are performed using laboratory and field spectrometer. The
used spectral instrument works in the wavelengths covering
the spectral ranges from the visible /VIS/ to the near infrared

The USGS spectral library contains information about
spectral features and characteristics mainly of minerals and
rocks but also of soil and vegetation. Based on the specifics of
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bodies of diorite and quartz-diorites. In this complex the
Smilovenski, Hisarski and Poibrenski plutons are included. The
composition of the second intrusive complex includes
amphibole-biotite, biotite and light granites. The
Koprivshtenski, Klisurski and Matenishki plutons belong to this
complex. The third intrusive complex is represented by
granular biotite, biotite-muscovite and pegmatite granitoids.
The Strelchenski, Karavelovski, Lesichovski and Varshilski
plutons are presented in this complex. (Дабовски и др.., 1972;
Мурбат и Загорчев, 1983; Загорчев и Мурбат, 1986;
Peycheva et al., 2004)

/NIR/. The spectrometer used to measure reflectance rock
spectra for filling in the reference spectral library is based on
models of Ocean Optics Inc. covering the spectral range from
400 to 900 nm. Spectrometric measurements of representative
samples of rocks are made in laboratory and field conditions.
In some cases, samples were purified, so that the unique
spectral features of the studied objects could be related to their
typical structure. The field reflectance spectral signatures were
obtained with a TOMS /Thematically Oriented Multi-channel
Spectrometer/ assembled at the Remote Sensing System
Department at SRTI-BAS in collaboration with Alabama State
University, USA (Petkov et al., 2005).

At the point of the field measurement biotite granites of the
Northwest Koprivshtenski pluton are revealed. They are light
gray, sometimes rusty colored by iron hydroxides, medium-to
coarse-grained, with a clear lineal porphyroid parallelism. They
are formed by K-feldspar, plagioclase, quartz, biotite, apatite
and zircon (Банушев и др., 2012).

In the spectral libraries each spectral characteristic has a
description, called also metadata, associated with the obtained
spectrum. The metadata describe what was measured and can
include details about the measurements made and other
supporting information about the nature and composition of the
studied object.

Field and laboratory measurements
The results from the terrain spectrometric measurements of
pure surface of granites, granodiorites and diorites in the
Mountains of Rila, Stara Planina and Sredna Gora in Bulgaria
for the period 2007-2017 will be used for filling in the reference
thematic spectral library. As a result of these measurements
spectral features of the investigated objects will be acquired.
The obtained data are processed statistically, and the
registration of 100 spectra and their average values is set in
the company software used on the spectrometer.

Short petrographic description
The area of the locality Kirilova polyana (Rila Mountain)
consists of high-grade metamorphic rocks, metamorphosed
ultrabasic and basic igneous rocks, called South Bulgarian
granitoids, aplite-pegmatoid granites and fine-grained biotite
granites. (Димитрова, 1960; Кожухаров, 1984; Kamenov et
al., 1999)
Spectrometric studies were made of the fine-grained biotite
granite. They expose near Kirilova polyana in the west
direction and form the Monastic Body. Fine-grained biotite
granites are light gray with massive structure and
hypidiomorphic texture. The rock-forming minerals are
magmatic K-feldspar, quartz, plagioclase, biotite and zircon
and secondary - sericite, chlorite and clay minerals (Банушев
и др., 2012).

The reference spectral library will also include data from
laboratory measurements. The laboratory spectrometric
measurements using the TOMS spectrometer are performed
by the Remote Sensing Systems Department at SRTI-BAS.
The reference spectral library will be filled in with reflectance
rock features.

On the road to the village Barziya, about 3 km after the
Petrohan pass in Stara Planina Mountain, are revealed
magmatic rocks from the Petrohan pluton. It is a complex
magma body emplaced into rocks of Berkovska and
Dalgidelska groups. It is made of several magmatic phases:
the first is gabbro, widespread in the northern part of the pluton
near Berkovitsa; the second is represented by diorites, and the
third - by granodiorites. The largest areas are occupied by
diorites and granodiorites. (Чунев и др., 1965; Хайдутов,
1979; Хайдутов и др., 2012)

Example of the structure and content of the
presented spectral reference library
Spectral data
Since this will be a spectral library, first come the spectral
data, i.e. the results from the spectrometric measurements,
both on the field and in the laboratory, for filling in the proposed
spectral reference library.
The results of the performed laboratory and field
spectrometric measurements are presented as text files
containing description of the measured rocks in the presented
example: granite, granodiorite and diorite. These spectral data
are visualized as plots of spectra. The examples of the spectral
reflectance signatures as a result of the laboratory and field
measurement are shown on Figure 1 (a,b).

Field spectrometric studies have been made of the diorites.
They are gray, grey-greenish, medium-grained, and uniformgrained. Their structure is massive, and the texture – prismatic
granular. The main rock-forming minerals are plagioclase
(andesine) and amphibole, secondary – biotite and augite, and
accessory - titanite and magnetite (Банушев и др., 2012).
About 10 km south of the town Zlatitsa in Sredna Gora
Mountain on the road to Panagyurishte, outcrop of the South
Bulgarian granitoids is embedded in metamorphic rocks of the
Prarodopska group. To the South there are Bulgarian
granitoids intrusive bodies of Palaeozoic age, of different sizes
and composition, divided into three intrusive complexes. The
first set includes intrusive granites, granodiorites and small

Metadata
The next information needed for filling in the proposed
spectral reference library is the metadata.
The metadata include information about each measurement
such as: dark spectrum, reference spectrum, number of
sampled component spectra, integration time, spectra
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averaged, corrrection for eleectrical dark, number of pixeels in
processed sppectrum, etc. The
T descriptionn of each stuudied
object is also included. Petrrographic descrription of each rock
sample, chem
mical compositioon of minerals, etc. are givenn for
the presentedd example. The metadata will be presenteed in
separate text ffiles.
Additional infformation
In some casses it is possibble to collect more
m
informatio n for
filling in thee proposed spectral reference library ccalled
additional information.
The photogrraphs of the stuudied objects could also be addded
in the referencce spectral libraary. The photoss will be includeed as
files in related image formatss (.jpg, .gif).
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Fig. 1a. Plot of sppectral reflectance signatures of grranites (white linee),
granodiorites (grrey line) and diorites (black line) accquired during thee
laboratory measurements.

(b)
Fig. 2. Porphyroid granites (a, b) from SSredna Gora Moun
ntain, Bulgaria.
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Fig. 1b. Plot of spectral reflectancce signatures of grranites (white linee),
granodiorites (grray line) and diorites (black line) accquired during thee field
measurements (aall on pure rock surface).
(a)

Samples off granite (a,b)) studied in the
t
laboratory are
presented on Figure 2. Photoos of the granittes studied in ssome
field measurem
ments are show
wn on Figure 3.
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airborne image classification annd comparison of the resultss
e spectra of thhe USGS and other spectrall
withh the reference
libraaries.
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Fig. 3. Granites in (a) Sredna Goraa and (b) Rila Mountains in Bulgariaa.

The main aim of the perforrmed spectromeetric measurem
ments
is to acquire and collect sppectral data, inn this case - aabout
rocks, for thee creation of a specialized thematic refere
rence
spectral libraryy and the posssibility for exchhanging informaation
between existiing open accesss spectral libraries.

Conclusionns
In-situ laboratory and fieeld spectromettric measurem
ments
provide a signnificant part of the spectral data
d for interpre
reting
spectral imagees with differennt spatial resolution and in creaating
thematic referrence spectral libraries, in thiis case – of roocks.
Including dataa from differennt experiments into an accesssible
spectral libraryy ensures their continued exploitation, providdes a
basis for theirr qualitative asssessment, and allows them tto be
exchanged beetween specialissts from different fundamentall and
applied sciennces. Thereforee, it is necesssary to have the
possibility for complementinng the spectraal libraries in sshort
periods of tim
me depending on the subjeect of the surrvey.
Creating, updaating and mainttaining a refereence spectral libbrary
requires perioodic laboratory and field expperiments, incluuding
spectrometric and other type of measurements.
At the sam
me time, labooratory and field
f
spectrom
metric
measurementss are part of an integrated syystem for Earthh and
planets remoote sensing and ground obbservations. Inn-situ
spectrometric measurementts have potenntial for long--term
practical application when ussed to verify daata which incre ases
their accuracyy. This leads too an optimal correlation
c
betw
ween
the different m
methods for meaasuring and obsserving the diffeerent
types of land cover: soils, vegetation,
v
wateer, rocks, mineerals,
etc. The creeation of a spectral libraary increases the
effectiveness of scientific research
r
in thhe field of rem
mote
sensing on thee Earth's and planets’
p
surfacees, creates synnergy
between different scientific fields
f
and helpps the exchangge of
information.
For future work, the authors
a
suggest collecting field
reflectance sppectral featuress of different roocks and laboraatory
spectrometric measurementss of the samplles collected inn the
field campaiggn. The obtainned spectra could
c
be usedd for
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ELEMENTS AND STRUCTURE OF THE NORMAL GEOMAGNETIC FIELD IN THE
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
Marjan Delipetrev1, Blagica Doneva1, Gorgi Dimov1
1University

of Goce Delchev, Faculty of Natural and Technical Sciences, 2000 Shtip, Macedonia, blagica.doneva@ugd.edu.mk

ABSTRACT. This paper presents the research of the normal geomagnetic field of the Republic of Macedonia. The complex geological structure of the explored area
ofregional and local character, has an important impact on the geomagnetic field. The geomagnetic field is composed of two components: normal and anomalous
field. The geomagnetic field represents an important segment in the regulation of the natural processes on the Earth, which makes its permanent observation and
study of special importance. Conducted investigations of the geomagnetic field maintain the continuity of monitoring and studying of the field changes in the area of
the Republic of Macedonia which started in 2000.
Keywords: geomagnetic field, total field, declination, inclination, normal field, geomagnetic models and maps

ЕЛЕМЕНТИ И СТРУКТУРА НА НОРМАЛНОТО ГЕОМАГНИТНО ПОЛЕ В РЕПУБЛИКА МАКЕДОНИЯ
Мариан Делипетрев1, Благица Донева1, Горги Димов1
1Университет в Гоце Делчев, Факултет по природни и технически науки, 2000 Щип, Македония,
blagica.doneva@ugd.edu.mk
РЕЗЮМЕ. Тази статия представя изследването на нормалното геомагнитно поле на Република Македония. Комплексната геоложка структура на
изследваната област от регионален и местен характер има важно влияние върху геомагнитното поле. Геомагнитното поле се състои от два компонента:
нормално и аномално поле. Геомагнитното поле представлява важен сегмент в регулирането на естествените процеси на Земята, което прави неговото
постоянно наблюдение и изследване особено важно. Проведените изследвания на геомагнитното поле поддържат непрекъснатостта на мониторинга и
изучаването на промените в полето в областта на Република Македония, започнали през 2000 г.
Ключови думи: геомагнитно поле, общо поле, деклинация, наклон, нормално поле, геомагнитни модели и карти

structure of the geomagnetic field. There is no other such small
area as the Republic of Macedonia with so complex geological
structure and hence, with such structure of the local
geomagnetic field in whole Europe.

Introduction
The geomagnetic field reflects the Earth's structure, the
processes within it, as well as the external influences. The field
is presented as a sum of three components: (Delipetrov, 2003).
- Normal geomagnetic field which reflects the causes
of magnetism in the core and the mantle. This component
includes agents that are in the depths of the earth's crust,
but they are spread throughout the territory of the Republic
of Macedonia;
- Regional geomagnetic anomalous field affected by
characteristic generators of the magnetic field in the
separated neotectonic zones in the Republic of Macedonia;
- Local geomagnetic field which is in direct correlation
with the geological structures in the upper part of the
Earth's crust with expressed magnetic features (increased
concentration of ferrous magnetic minerals).

Models and maps of the elements of the normal
geomagnetic field in the Republic of Macedonia
Two methods of modeling of the geomagnetic field prevail
today, one is the method of spherical harmonic analysis and
the other is the method of polynomial analysis.
The normal field for a territory can be expressed by:
E(Δ  ,ΔΔλ)  a 1  a 2  Δ   a 3  Δλ  a 4  Δ  2  a 5  Δλ 2  a 6 Δ   Δλ

where:
E(Δϕ, Δλ) – is the value for the normal field of the point with
coordinates 1 and 1;
1 and 1 – is the geographic latitude and longitude of the
place;
0 and 0 – is the geographic latitude and longitude of the
point depending on which measurements are being reduced;
for the Republic of Macedonia the central point is 0 = 41,50о
and 0 = 22о;

The territory of the Republic of Macedonia, as part of the
Alpine orogen in the Balkan Peninsula, is characterized by a
very complex geological structure, where structural segments
are separated - zones which are widespread in the Balkan
Peninsula. In recent geological history, neotectonic phase,
different geological processes have divided these areas in
separated units. The different geological structure and
processes in these regions have significant impact on the
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Table 1.
Measured data on the repeat stations

 = 1 - 0 – is the difference of geographic latitudes in
minutes;
 = 1 - 0 – is the difference of geographic longitudes in
minutes;
аi – are the coefficients for corresponding differences in
nT/min (/min.), i.e. minutes / minutes or gammas and minutes.
Usually, the differences of latitude and longitude are calculated
in terms of coordinates of the geomagnetic observatory located
on that territory.

Station
Tetovo
Egri
Mavrovo
Plackovica
Slivnica
Vodno
Bajlovce
Island
Gradot
Nikolic
Ponikva
St. Maria
Precesna
Crna Skala
Luke
Galicica
Prilep lake

Observations of the geomagnetic field of a given territory
(usually state) are carried out in two parallel procedures. One
is permanent monitoring of the geomagnetic field in an
observatory. Another procedure that is performed periodically
every 3 to 5 years are terrestrial observations of the basic
network of repeat stations, and observations of the secondary
net within a period of 10 years.
Based on this data collection about the geomagnetic field
every five years, maps and models of the elements of the
normal geomagnetic field for a given epoch are made.

H (nT)
24233.26
24751.17
24264.10
24288.75
24379.72
24207.50
23883.98

X (nT)
?
24716.87
24231.20
24251.75
24337.21
24169.74
23853.08

Y (nT)
?
1302.71
1263.12
1340.17
1439.08
1351.72
1214.61

Z (nT)
39941.46
39237.34
39704.21
39822.61
39790.33
39950.88
40156.53

24530.80

24484.68

1503.55

39402.71

24540.18
24110.89

24504.80
24073.10

1317.27
1349.27

39576.18
40111.39

24350.92

24315.68

1309.65

39651.61

24227.53
23937.17
24727.66
24520.03

24189.96
23898.48
24696.04
24485.53

1348.62
1360.40
1250.18
1300.37

40140.25
40464.26
39098.67
39665.69

Table 2.
Coefficients of the model of the normal geomagnetic field

Model of the elements of the normal geomagnetic field in
the Republic of Macedonia
Field measurements were conducted on the fifteen repeat
stations in Macedonia. (Delipetrev, 2011)]
During the field measurements, the following instruments
were used:
- DI Fluxgate magnetometer – an instrument that
measures values of the geomagnetic declination D and
inclination I. The instrument consists of a non - magnetic
theodolite and fluxgate sensor mounted on the
telescope, so the optical and magnetic axes are parallel
(fig. 1).
- Proton - magnetometer - GEOMETRICS G-856.
A model of the elements of the normal geomagnetic field in
the Republic of Macedonia (Table 3) is made on the basis of
the measured data (Table 1).

Element
D
I
T
H
X
Y
Z

Coefficients
а3

а0

а1

а2

3.6278
58.088
46550
24607
24558
15560
39514

0.118
-0.037
-24.449
11.072
7.939
46.635
-36.462

-0.0386
-0.1578
-172.278
17.149
18.218
-15.966
-217.088

0.078
0.119
-20.585
-95.376
-97.322
23.628
33.564

а4

а5

0.0154
0.0928
197.784
38.900
37.095
13.308
210.554

-0.3455
-0.4256
-449.635
57.755
66.862
-145.088
-567.011

Table 3.
Values of the normal geomagnetic field calculated with the
coefficient from Table 2
D

I

Т

H

X

Y

Z

Galicica

Stations

3.378

57.276

46271

25014

24970

1474

38927

Egri

3.465

57.367

46330

24984

24938

1510

39016

St. Maria
Precesna

3.533

58.039

46453

24590

24543

1515

39411

Mavrovo

3.466

58.122

46451

24531

24486

1483

39445

Prilep lake

3.509

57.854

46567

24777

24731

1517

39428

Vodno

3.597

58.298

46671

24526

24477

1539

39707

Bajlovce

3.507

58.850

46675

24144

24099

1477

39945

Ponikva

3.721

58.603

46750

24355

24304

1581

39905

Plackovica

3.698

58.217

46575

24531

24480

1582

39591

Luke

3.737

59.005

46235

23809

23759

1552

39633

Tetovo

3.617

58.346

46683

24499

24450

1546

39738

Island
Gradot

3.946

57.667

46327

24777

24719

1685

39144

Nikolic

3.499

57.823

46493

24759

24713

1511

39352

Slivnica

3.983

58.166

46607

24583

24524

1708

39596

Crna
Skala

3.769

58.244

46903

24685

24632

1623

39881

Maps of the elements of the normal geomagnetic field of
the Republic of Macedonia
The declination of the observed territory varies form 3,378o
on the measuring point Galicica to 3,983o on the station
Slivnica. Declination varies in the interval ∆D = 0,605o (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. DIFlux magnetometer - theodolite with Fluxgate sensor on the top
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Values of the measured points for the total field vector T
varies in the interval from 46 235 nT on the repeat station Luke
to 46 903 nT on the point Crna Skala. The interval of variation
is ∆Т = 371,0 nT. The field is relatively quiet with a twisting of
the isolines in the central southern part and in the northeastern
part (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Map of declination, D

Analysis of the declination field shows that on the observed
territory the extreme stands in the central southern part, near
the measuring station Island Gradot. The field is quiet in the
west and northwest, which should be expected according to
the geological structure.
From the observations, the inclination varies from Galicica
57.276o ≤ I ≤ 59,005o Luke. The mean value of inclination is
Isr = 58,125o. The field of inclination I related to that of the
declination is more homogenous and relatively quiet. There is
a slight twisting of isolines in the central southern part (Fig. 3).

Fig. 5. Map of horizontal component, H

Analyzing the map of the horizontal component H (Fig. 5)
from north in the area of Bajlovce with a minimum value of
24150 nT toward south shows an increase to Hmax = 25000 nT
in the area of Ohrid and Prespa Lake, i.e. in the region of the
repeat station Galicica. The average value of the field is Нsr =
24575 nT. The interval, in which the horizontal component on
the observed territory varies, is ∆Н = 850 nT. The field is
homogenous and relatively quite.
The field of the northern component X (Fig. 6) is relatively
quiet and with a maximum value Xmax = 24900 nT from
southwest, decreasing toward north and in the northeastern
part it has a minimum value Xmin = 24100 nT. The average
value of the northern component is Хsr = 24500 nT. The interval
of variation is ∆Х = 800 nT.

Fig. 3. Map of the inclination, I

Fig. 6. Map of the northern component, X

The field of the eastern component Y (Fig. 7) varies from
Ymin = 1470 nT in the area of the repat stations Galicica and
Bajlovce to Ymax = 1700 nT at the repeat stations Slivnica and

Fig. 4. Map of total intensity, T
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The comparison of maps of the relevant elements of the
normal field from previous measurements in 1990 showed
lower degree of similarity with these maps because of the use
of a different network of repeat stations, the greater distance
and difference in applied technology.

Island Gradot. The western part of the Republic of Macedonia
has a quieter field related to the central and the eastern part.
The expressed extreme is present in the southern part. The
value of the component varies in the interval of ∆Y = 250 nT.
The average value is Ysr = 1595 nT.

Structure of the geomagnetic field
The geomagnetic field on the Earth’s surface is a sum of
vectors of many different magnetic fields:
Т=Т0+Тм +Та+Те+ δТ.
The implemented geomagnetic field observation and the
applied methodology of data processing have eliminated the
influence of the local anomaly field Тal, the electromagnetic
field Те, and the impact of short time variations of the field δT.
In order to eliminate the influence of geomagnetic causes
that are deep underground, and because their dimensions and
area of influence are far beyond the territory of the investigated
area, anIGRF (International Geomagnetic Reference Field)
model is used as a filter that reflects the impact of normal
geomagnetic field, in this case shown by two components: the
field- Т0 and the axial dipole field- Тк on the continent.

Fig. 7. Map of the eastern component Y

The field of the vertical component Z (Fig. 8) is relatively
quiet with expressed twisting of the isolines in the northeastern
and central southern part. The maximum value is in the area of
the repeat station Bajlovce Zmax = 39945 nT, and minimum
value is in the region of the repeat station Galicica Zmin =
38927 nT. The average value of the component is Zsr = 39435
nT. The interval of variation is ∆Z = 1018 nT.

Maps of the differences of the normal geomagnetic field’s
elements between the IGRF model and our model were
created (Figs. 9 - 12). (Panovska et al., 2006)
The analysis of the components of the regional anomaly of
the geomagnetic field Tar reflects the neotectonic
regionalization of the Republic of Macedonia in three mega
blocks:
- Eastern Macedonian zone;
- Vardar zone;
- Western Macedonian zone including Pelagonian
block.

Fig. 8. Map of the vertical component, Z

The fields of declination - D and eastern Y component are
more complex in terms of other components of the field. In all
maps, the western part of the territory of the Republic of
Macedonia has a quieter field compared to the central and
eastern part.

Fig. 9. Map of ∆Т between our measurements and IGRF model
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- The maps and the elements’ models of the normal
geomagnetic field express the specificity of the area of the
Republic of Macedonia;
- The presented data for the declination can have wide
application in all activities where compass is used;
- Maps of the differences of the normal geomagnetic field
elements between the IGRF model and our model were
created.

Fig. 10. Map of ∆Z between our measurements and IGRF model

Fig. 12. Map of ∆I between our measurements and IGRF model
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Fig. 11. Map of ∆D between our measurements and IGRF model

Conclusion
From the data presented on the elements and structure of
the normal geomagnetic field in the Republic of Macedonia, it
can be concluded the following:
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A COMPLEX APPROACH FOR SEDIMENTARY ARCHITECTURE MODELLING OF
FLUVIAL SUCCESSIONS AND THEIR CONVERSION INTO HYDROGEOLOGICAL UNITS
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ABSTRACT.Often the clastic fluvial deposits demonstrate significant lateral and temporal variability that significantly impedes the correct evaluation and modeling of
their hydrodynamic properties. On the basis of lithological studies and aerial and terrestrial photogrammetric documentation of representative logs and 2D outcrops of
fluvial successions study the main lithofacies and architectural-element units are determined. The fluvial successions are converted into hydrogeological units after a
detailed grain size analysis and a correlation between the obtained results and the hydraulic conductivities. The application of an integrated geophysical approach
(incl. ground-penetrating radar, electrical resistivity methods, geomagnetics, kappametry, etc.) enables the development of specific for the investigated sites key
techniques used for indirect mapping of fluvial successions and hydrogeological units. This is useful for their depth profiling and spatial mapping. The presented multidisciplinary approach is developed for studying the Galata Formation in the area north of the Kamchia River firth.
Keywords: hydrogeological model, geophysical methods, hydrogeological units, water budget

КОМПЛЕКСЕН ПОДХОД ЗА МОДЕЛИРАНЕ НА СЕДИМЕНТНАТА АРХИТЕКТУРА НА АЛУВИАЛНИ
ПОСЛЕДОВАТЕЛНОСТИ И ТЯХНОТО ПРИВЪРЗВАНЕ КЪМ ХИДРОГЕОЛОЖКИ ЕДИНИЦИ
Стефан Зейнелов1, Даниел Ишлямски1, Божурка Георгиева1
1Минно-геоложки университет “Св. Иван Рилски”, София 1700; stefan.zeynelov@gmail.com
РЕЗЮМЕ.Кластичните алувиални отложения често показват значима изменчивост, както по площ така и в разрез, което значително затруднява коректната
оценка и моделирането на филтрационните им свойства. На основата на литоложки изследвания, въздушна и наземна фотограметрична документация на
представителни разрези и 2D разкрития на алувиални последователности се обособят главните съставни литофациални и архитектурно-елементови
единици. Алувиалните последователности се привързват към хидрогеоложки единици, на базата на детайлен зърнометричен анализ и корелация на
получените резултати с коефициентите на филтрация. Прилагането на комплекс от геофизични методи (георадар, електросъпротивителни методи,
геомагнитни методи, капаметрия и др.) позволява разработване на специфични за обекта геофизични ключове за косвено картиране на алувиални
последователности и хидрогеоложки единици. Това се използва при тяхното дълбочинно профилиране и площно картиране. Методиката е разработена за
изследване на Галатската свита в района на север от устието на р. Камчия.
Ключови думи: хидрогеоложки модел, геофизични методи, хидрогеоложки единици, воден баланс

Introduction
The main objective of contemporary surveys in the field of
petroleum geology and hydrogeology in continental
successions is 3D geometrization and characterization of
sedimentary bodies that are typified by specific porosity and
permeability. For decades, a set of sedimentological field and
laboratory methods has been used for this purpose, where the
form and degree of exposure of the sedimentary outcroppings
are of key importance for achieving credible results.

Substantial progress in this area is the combination of
relatively inexpensive modern Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems (RPAS) and a standard high resolution camera (or
other type of sensor), which emerges as a powerful tool for
remote sensing. There are also a number of budget software
solutions providing further processing of the information.
Modern drones are an efficient and highly productive tool for
near-terrestrial mapping and documentation of substantial in
scale outcrops, which are otherwise inaccessible to
conventional field methods. They also allow extremely high
levels of detailization (Кисьов и Цанков, 2016).

The combination of detailed lithofacial profiling and 2D
mapping of outcrops with extensive detection of texturesindicators of sediment paleo-transport is the basis of the
architectural-element analysis of fluvial successions - one of
the most advanced 3D methods for facial and paleographic
modeling, reconstruction and stratigraphic division of
continental successions (Stoyanov and Ajdanlijsky, 2002;
Ajdanlijsky and Stoyanov, 2003). Along with the many
limitations associated with the nature of the outcropping of the
investigated sedimentary successions, the application of this
method is connected to the accessibility of these outcrops and
the possibility of their detailed and extensive documentation.

Parallel to the development of computing machinery and
measuring equipment, geophysical methods (electrical
resistivity surveying, ground-penetrating radar, geomagnetic
surveying, etc.) find wider application in detailed mapping of
the near-surface geological section. Their geological efficiency
is determined by the differentiation of rocks according to
different physical properties (Димовски и др., 2007, 2014;
Димовски и Стоянов, 2011; Стоянов, 2004; Stoyanov et al.,
2017).
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related to the degree of ionic conduction. In the near-surface
geological section, the ionic conductivity is associated with the
presence of a saturated porous media where the ground water
acts as an electrolyte. Therefore, the influence of three factors
should be taken into account when assessing the ionic
conductivity: the porosity coefficient, the degree of saturation of
the porous media with groundwater, and the specific electrical
resistance of the groundwater (electrolyte), i.e. the degree of
mineralization of groundwater. Research has shown that
practically always a very good, even in many cases
unambiguous, connection is present between the electrical
resistance differentiation and the specifics of the studied nearsurface geoelectrical section.

Methodology of geophysical research
Different geophysical methods (ground-penetrating radar,
geomagnetic surveying, electrical resistivity surveying,
kappametry, etc.) can be applied successfully for mapping of
the near-surface geological section. The major advantage of
these methods is that they are convenient non-invasive
instruments for a relatively rapid and effective determination of
the spatial boundaries of geological and hydrogeological units
of different rank, as well as zones with different characteristics.
The common scheme for their application to each specific
subject involves three main steps:
 Field measurements. They are carried out on predefined
profiles and/or areas covering characteristic parts or the
whole area of the object under study. The depth of study is
decisive for the choice of techniques and schemes used in
field measurements.
 Development of two-dimensional or three-dimensional
computer models of the physical field, based on the
performed measurements. Based on the model solutions
and depending on the method used, a series of surface
maps at different hypsometric levels can be obtained and
vertical sections of the geoelectric or geomagnetic field can
be derived. The acquired distributions of the studied physical
parameters (electrical resistivity, total vector of the
geomagnetic field, etc.) are a function of the mineral
composition, the granulometric characteristics and the
geometry (architecture) of the studied geological bodies, the
presence and the degree of their secondary alterations
(weathering, cracking, karstification, compaction), the degree
of water-saturation, the physical properties and chemical
composition of groundwater, etc.
 Interpretation of the computer models. In the process of
transformation of the geophysical models in geological
and/or hydrogeological models, different approaches are
applied, based on correlation dependencies and complex
comparative analysis of model solutions with data from
studies performed in the area under investigation geological mapping, drilling, field tests, laboratory tests, etc.
Depending on the applied geophysical method and on the
character and required precision of the study, most common
well-known relationships and theoretical dependencies are
used, or transformation keys, ensuring high reliability and
quality of interpretation, are developed for each specific
object.

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR). The GPR uses radar
pulses to image the subsurface. This nondestructive method
uses high-frequency (usually polarized) radio waves, usually in
the range of 10 MHz to 2.6 GHz. A GPR transmitter emits
electromagnetic energy into the ground. When the energy
encounters a buried object or a boundary between materials
having different permittivity, it may be reflected or refracted or
scattered back to the surface. A receiving antenna can then
record the variations in the return signal. The principles
involved are similar to seismology, except GPR methods
implement electromagnetic energy rather than acoustic energy,
and energy may be reflected at boundaries where subsurface
electrical properties change rather than subsurface mechanical
properties as is the case with seismic energy. The electrical
conductivity of the ground, the transmitted center frequency,
and the radiated power all may limit the effective depth range
of GPR investigation. Increases in electrical conductivity
attenuate the introduced electromagnetic wave, and thus the
penetration depth decreases. Because of frequency-dependent
attenuation mechanisms, higher frequencies do not penetrate
as far as lower frequencies. However, higher frequencies may
provide improved resolution. Thus, operating frequency is
always a trade-off between resolution and penetration. The
GPR registers changes in the electrical characteristics of the
media (conductivity and dielectric permeability), which are
directly related to the type of sediments, their humidity and
porosity. In such a way, it reproduces in real time vertical
sections (the so-called ground-penetrating radargrams), which
reflect the geological, hydrogeological and anomalous
conditions. Individual lines of GPR data represent a sectional
(profile) view of the subsurface. Multiple lines of data
systematically collected over an area may be used to construct
three-dimensional or tomographic images. Data may be
presented as three-dimensional blocks, or as horizontal or
vertical slices. Horizontal slices (known as "depth slices" or
"time slices") are essentially planview maps isolating specific
depths. With the application of the ground-penetrating radar
one can clearly localize lithological boundaries, inclusions,
water-saturated zones, etc.

Basic geophysical methods for mapping of the nearsurface geological section
The most suitable geophysical methods for mapping
geological and hydrogeological units of different rank are
electrical resistivity methods (electrotomography), groundpenetrating radar, geomagnetic methods and cappametry.
Practice shows that their integrated implementation gives
greater confidence in the analysis and interpretation of the
results from the geophysical study.
Electrical resistivity methods. The resistivity methods and, in
particular, electrotomography have a leading role in the
geometrization of geological and hydrogeological units that
compose the near-surface section. Their geological efficiency
is determined by the differentiation of rocks according to their
electrical properties and mainly the specific electrical
resistance. The variations of this parameter are uniquely

Geomagnetic surveying. The magnetic methods in
geophysics enable the study of the geological structure based
on the anomalies of the geomagnetic field. These anomalies
are due to the varying content or absence of ferromagnetic
minerals in sediment rocks. Under certain conditions, there is
the possibility of depositing different ferromagnetic minerals in
the riverbeds. Such are ferromagnetic magnetite, low-magnetic
ilmenite, hematite and others. The iron-ore mineralization
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accumulated along the palaeochannels can be recognized
using magnetic methods as low-intensive elongated
anomalies, which repeat the form of the covered ancient
riverbeds. Therefore, the geomagnetic method is very effective
for the localization and geometrization of channel-belt bodies
(some of the most attractive in terms of porosity and
permeability building elements of fluvial clastic successions), in
their lower part similar minerals are frequently present, formed
as residual depositions. Because of its proven rapidity and
effectiveness, the method can be used to localize the presence
of hematite deposition, to track the route of paleoflows, etc.

Interpretation of geophysical models
For the transformation of geophysical models into geological
and/or hydrogeological models, the so-called geophysical keys
are applied that are expressing the connection between the
determined in the cross section zones, characterized by
different physical properties, and their corresponding
geological and/or hydrogeological units of different rank.
Generally, when developing a geophysical key for a particular
object, three different in degree of authenticity approaches can
be applied. They are based on value tables, available lithology
data and laboratory tests.

Kappametry. The magnetic susceptibility depends on the
type and quantity of magnetic minerals contained in the studied
rock samples. This parameter is most often related to the
presence of ferromagnetic minerals (iron oxides or sulphides
such as magnetite and/or pyrrhotite). There is sometimes a
strong dependence on some paramagnetic minerals (mafic
silicates such as olivine, pyroxene, amphibolite, mica,
tourmaline, and garnet) and very rarely diamagnetic minerals
(calcite, quartz).The magnetic susceptibility (kappa) of the
various rocks is related to their ability to "seal" the magnetic
field of the Earth during their formation. For sediments, the
magnitude of this parameter is in functional dependence on the
physical prerequisites of their deposition. Fluctuations in the
magnetic susceptibility values provide an appropriate tool for
identifying cyclical changes in the physical processes of
sedimentation, which are often associated with different
climatic factors such as warming or cooling.

Approach 1. Using value tables. This is a very fast and
inexpensive way for pre-processing the results of a
geophysical study. In this approach, as a key for the
transformation of a geophysical model into a geological or
hydrogeological one are used published in specialized
literature tables of values for the specific physical properties of
the basic rocks, minerals and compounds, as well as data for
rocks saturated with fresh, brackish or saline water (Daniels
and Alberty, 1966; Keller and Frischknecht, 1981, Stoyanov et
al., 2017). Unfortunately, the results of the interpretation are a
little bit fairly accurate and usually variative, as the specific
physical property values for different environments vary in wide
and often overlapping boundaries (Tables 1, 2 and 3).
Table 1.
Specific electrical resistance of some basic rocks and chemical
compounds (Keller and Frischknecht, 1981, Daniels and
Alberty, 1966).

Aero-photogrammetry. The airborne photogrammetry deals
with the determination of the shape, dimensions, position and
other quantitative and qualitative characteristics of different
objects on the Earth's surface according to photographic
images made by an airborne device. There are geometric
relationships between the objects in the area and their
photographic image, as the photo is a central projection of the
captured land surface. Nevertheless, photos can not be used
directly for geodetic purposes.The different remoteness of the
captured objects from the projection center (this can be
associated with the center of the lens) is the reason for the
different scale of the objects on the captured surface.

Material
Magmatic and metamorphic
rocks
Granite
Basalt
Shale
Marble
Quartzite
Sedimentary rocks
Sandstone
Argillite
Limestone
Dispersive soils
Clays
Alluvial sands and gravels
Water
Groundwater
Sea water
Chemical compounds
0.01М KCl
0.01M NaCl
0.01M CH3COOH
Xylene

The main task of photogrammetry is the transformation of
photographic images into plans and maps that are orthogonal
projections of the captured land surface. With scale bars,
basically a known distance of two points in space, or known
fixed points, the connection to the basic measuring units is
created. Algorithms for photogrammetry typically attempt to
minimize the sum of the squares of errors over the coordinates
and relative displacements of the reference points. This
minimization is known as bundle adjustment and is often
performed using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. At least
two photographic images are needed to generate a stereo
model. It is necessary to capture a series of mutually
overlapping photos along a predefined route in order to create
the orthophoto mosaic. Common points are identified on each
image. A line of sight (or ray) can be constructed from the
camera location to the point on the object. The intersection of
these rays (triangulation) determines the three-dimensional
location of the point.
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Specific electrical
resistance,.m
5x103 – 106
103 – 106
6x102 – 4x107
102 – 2.5x108
102 – 2x108
8 – 4x103
20 – 2x103
50 – 4x102
1 – 100
10 – 800
10 – 100
0.2
0.708
0.843
6.13
6.998x1016
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Measurements are made applying standard resistivity
meters used in field geoelectrical surveys or conventional
electrical measuring equipment. The necessary requirement
for this apparatus is to generate alternating current, thereby
eliminating or limiting the polarization of the potential
electrodes. The geoelectrical column is made of a thick-walled
tube of electro-insulating material. The current and the
potential electrodes (C1, C2, P1 and P2) are located in the
central part of the column and represent aWenner-Alpha array.
The column calibration constant is k = 0.054 m.

Table 2.
Criteria for estimating sea salt water intrusion in the region of
the Nile delta – District Rashid, Egypt (Stoyanov et al., 2017)
Resistivity
Object of study
Water type
(Ohm.m)
Unsaturated zone
> 150
(dry sediments)
Aquitard
2 – 10
(clay and silt)
fresh water
slightly brackish water
20 – 45
moderately brackish
Aquifer
10 – 20
water
(gravel and sand
layers)
brackish water
5 – 10
very brackish water
2.5 – 5
saline (salt) water
< 2.5

The sequence of operation for measuring the resistivity of
dry and saturated samples is as follows. First, the column is
filled and packed (without segregating) with sand having a
Table 3.
Values for the specific electrical conductivity and the dielectric
constant of some basic materials.
Specific
electrical
Dielectric
Material
conductivity
constant r
 [S/m]
0
Air
1
-4
-2
10 – 3.10
Distilled water
81
4
Sea water
81
10-3
Ice
4
10-8
Granite(dry)
5
-9
10
Limestone(dry)
7
10-1 – 1
Clay (wet)
8 - 12
10-6 – 10-5
Snow firn
1,4
-7
-3
10
–
10
Sand (dry)
4–6
10-4 – 10-2
Sand (saturated)
30
10-3 – 10-2
Sediments(saturated)
10
2.10-3
Sandy sediments (dry)
10
Swamp forest and plain
8.10-3
12
depositions
Agricultural land and
5.10-3
13
pastures
10-2
Basalt(wet)
8
-3
10
Granite(wet)
7
10-1
Clayey shale(wet)
7
4.10-2
Sandstone(wet)
6
2,5.10-2
Limestone(wet)
8
10-5 – 10-2
Frozen soil / Permafrost
4–8
Concrete (dry)
6
Concrete (wet)
2,5
Asphalt
3–5
PVC, plastics, rubber,
3
latex, etc.
Sandy soils (dry)
1,4.10-4
2,6
Sandy soils (wet)
6,9.10-3
25
Clayey-sandy soils (dry)
1,1.10-4
2,5
Clayey-sandy soils(wet)
2,1.10-2
19
Clayey soils(dry)
2,7.10-4
2,4
Clayey soils (wet)
5.10-2
15

Approach 2. Employing available lithology data. This is the
most frequently used methodology for transforming
geophysical sections into results that reconstruct the geological
structure of the studied areas. For this purpose a complex
analysis and interpretation of the obtained sections is
performed and they are compared with the available
information for specific elements of the geological structure
derived on the basis of geological mapping and exploratory
drilling data.
Approach 3. Using laboratory tests data. They can be
applied for the development of a local geophysical key, which
gives the direct connection between the determined in the
section media characterized by different physical properties
and their corresponding geological and hydrogeological units in
the studied area.
For example, in case electrical resistivity measurements are
performed, it is advisable to use the following general scheme.
During the stage of geological mapping or exploratory drilling,
representative soil samples are taken from each low-rank
geological unit. In case of layers that are very heterogeneous
with respect to their granulometric composition, sampling is
desirable to cover all dominant varieties. Water samples
having TDS corresponding to the natural background are also
taken. In laboratory conditions, the electrical resistance is
measured first when the soil samples are dry and later when
they are saturated. Watering is performed using the available
water samples. The values for the electrical resistivity
determined in such a way are used as local criteria for the
transformation of geoelectrical computer models into
geological or hydrogeological models.
An essential element in this approach is the measurement of
the electrical resistivity of dry and saturated soil samples. For
this purpose a device was designed and constructed, in which
the electrical resistivity of a small volume of the studied media
can be modeled and measured (Стоянов, 2004). The device is
a four-electrode geoelectrical column for measuring the
electrical resistivity of dry and saturated samples (Figure 1).
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For this purpose, a variety of procedures aimed towards studying the near-surface geological section can be applied,
including lithological analysis, geophysical methods, remote
sensing, etc. They all are directed at:
- Development of specific detailed lithofacial sections and 2D
profiles;
- Definition and documentation of architectural elements that
are typical for terrestrial fluvial complexes;
- Precise 2D and 3D mapping of these elements in substantial
in scale outcrops that are inaccessible for the application of
conventional field methods;
- Characterization of the architectural units with regard to their
reservoir properties;
- Tracing the units’ boundaries by application of geophysical
methods (ground-penetrating radar, electrical resistivity
methods, geomagnetics, kappametry, etc.).
The presented complex approach is developed for studying
the Galata Formation in the area north of the Kamchia River
firth.
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